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PREFACE

PREFACE
The International Peoples’ Tribunal (IPT) on Crimes against the Filipino People
convened on July 16 to 18, 2015 in Washington, DC.
The Philippine government, represented by Pres. Benigno Simeon Aquino
III, and the US Government under Pres. Barack Obama, were found guilty
for gross human rights violations, plunder and transgression of the Filipino
people’s sovereignty.
It was a victory for the Filipino people. It was a victory for justice.
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International Coalition for
Human Rights in the Philippines
The International Coalition for Human Rights in the Philippines is a joint convenor of
this International Peoples’ Tribunal because of the urgent need to draw the attention
of the international community to the crimes not only of the current Philippine
government as represented by President Benigno Simeon Aquino III against the
Filipino people, but also those of the US government, under the watch of President
Barack Obama.

MESSAGES FROM CONVENORS

ICHRP was launched in July 2013 in Quezon City, the Philippines, at a major
conference on human rights and peace for the Filipino people. The ICHRP is an effort
to overcome the ongoing impunity for massive human rights abuses which continued
from the presidency of Gloria Macapagal Arroyo.
ICHRP deeply thanks the organising team for the International Peoples’ Tribunal for
making this important event possible in Washington DC.
ICHRP salutes the courage of the witnesses who will come forward into the public
gaze to testify to the crimes they allege against the accused political leaders. ICHRP
expresses its deep appreciation to the Counsel and Jurors who will analyse and assess
the evidence presented to them.
ICHRP calls on the global community to acknowledge that this International Peoples’
Tribunal is conducted according to the highest international standards for the conduct
of a judicial hearing, and is based on the profound statements of human rights set out
in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights.
At the conclusion of the International Peoples’ Tribunal and based on its findings, we
urge all national human rights institutions and citizen-based advocates for human
rights and peace to take action to stop human rights violations in the Philippines,
including extrajudicial killings and disappearances.
We urge these organisations to join our International Coalition for Human Rights
in the Philippines to take action to end the impunity currently enjoyed by the
Philippines and US governments for the gross and systemic violations of political,
economic, social and cultural rights of the Filipino people.

The Reverend Canon Barry Naylor (UK), Chairperson,
Global Council of the International Coalition for Human Rights in the Philippines
Peter Murphy (Australia), General Secretary,
Global Council of the International Coalition for Human Rights in the Philippines
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National Lawyers Guild
IBON International conveys its heartfelt solidarity to the victims and survivors of human
rights violations in the Philippines who have bravely stood up and continue to fight for
justice and accountability. Together with the other convenors of the International Peoples
Tribunal (IPT), we commend you for bringing to light the grave human rights situation in
the Philippines and the culture of impunity prevailing under the current regime.
This year will be Philippine President Benigno S. Aquino III last State of the Nation
Address. Yet, six years under his reign, the atrocities of the past – extra judicial
killings, harassment and intimidation of activists and journalists, and militarization of
communities – continue with impunity. The infringement of the Filipino people’s civil
and political liberties goes hand in hand with the violation of their social and economic
rights. BS Aquino’s economic strategy continues to follow the neoliberal diktats of the
IMF-WB-WTO and the US. Currently, the regime is pushing for the amendment of the
constitution to allow 100% foreign ownership of land and vital industries.
Under Aquino’s helm, the privatization of essential services and utilities has accelerated,
exacerbating inequalities and heightening the vulnerability of the already poor and
disenfranchised majority. Recently, Aquino expressed interest in jumping on the free
trade bandwagon orchestrated by the US called the Transpacific Partnership Agreement.
The TPP poses yet another ominous threat to the Filipino people’s right to decent work,
food, and health and the Filipino nation’s right to self-determined development.
The government of the United States of America under Pres. Barrack Obama is
directly culpable for the crimes of the BS Aquino regime. Obama has consistently
propped up the Aquino regime through the massive deployment of US military
forces in the Philippines in the guise of fighting terrorism and thwarting China’s
expansionist ambitions in the region.
Obama and Aquino have shown little respect for the nation’s sovereignty and
democratic institutions and processes. American troops are involved in intelligence
work, provide weapons and training to the Armed Forces of the Philippines, and
according to reliable accounts, directly participate in combat operations. The unequal
provisions in the military agreements between the US and the Philippines enable
erring American soldiers to escape legal liability, as shown in the case of the rape of a
Filipina in Subic in 2005 and the dastardly murder of a transwoman in 2014.

Greetings Delegates and Participants,
We are profoundly thankful for your support of IPT 2015. The ongoing
impunity for human rights violators in the Philippines has left hundreds
of victims and their families without justice or even acknowledgment of
wrongdoing by President Aquino and his ally the U.S. government. When
victims cannot find fair treatment through their government’s legal process,
the people must step forward and make their support of the victims known.
We welcome you to hear the testimonies and other evidence and decide with
the jurors as they make their final verdict. Your joining of the IPT 2015 is
an expression of the right of the people to hold states accountable for their
violations and failure to uphold standards of international law. Thank you for
your role in exposing the crimes of the Philippine and U.S. government against
the Filipino people and your part in raising national and international visibility
of the ongoing violations.

Very truly yours,

Vanessa K. Lucas
Subcommittee on the Philippines
NLG International Committee

The Philippine government, like the US government, prides itself of having the
principles of human rights enshrined in its Constitution. But the Filipino people have
yet to attain the full realization of their human rights. History shows that human rights
cannot be simply handed to us on a silver platter; they are fought for by the people.
We at IBON International unite with the quest for justice for the countless victims of
human rights violations in the Philippines. We stand in the frontline of the struggle
for justice, human rights and lasting peace for all Filipinos.
		
Antonio Tujan, Jr.
Executive Director, IBON International
4
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International Coalition for
Human Rights in the Philippines
(ICHRP-USA)

Greetings from the International Association of Democratic Lawyers to the
International Peoples' Tribunal on Crimes against the Filipino people by
President Benigno S. Aquino and the US Government as Represented by
President Barack Obama

July 9, 2015
Message from
ICHRP - USA, Co-convenor
Warmest greetings and thanks to all those participating and supporting
the International Peoples’ Tribunal (IPT2015), in Washington, D.C. As
active organizers of the IPT2015, ICHRP members in the US are excited to
see the proceedings unfold. We believe the IPT2015 will play an important
role in raising awareness about the broad range of human rights violations
experienced by Filipinos inside and outside of the Philippines, including the
roots of the violence the Philippine government has heaped on its citizens
and the extent of its criminal neglect. Most importantly, IPT2015 will bring
Filipinos and non-Filipinos who long for justice and peace to strengthen their
connections and understanding of each others issues.
The ICHRP members in the US vow to build on the gains of the IPT2015
and to use the results to generate greater awareness and pressure on the
Aquino government, backed by our US tax dollars and government support,
to stop human rights violations committed against the Filipino people in the
Philippines and abroad.
Onward with the struggle for genuine peace, justice and human rights in the
Philippines!

Katrina Abarcar
US Global Council Representative
International Coalition for Human Rights in the Philippines (ICHRP)
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The International Association of Democratic Lawyers (IADL) congratulates all
of the participants and conveners of this International Peoples' Tribunal for
their work to bring to light the suffering of the Filipino people caused by the
Philippine Government and its supporters in the United States. Since Admiral
Dewey sailed into Manila Bay in 1898 up until today the United States has
sought to control the people of the Philippines in many ways including by its
support for dictatorships and its silence in the face of ongoing suppression of
the peoples' democratic struggles.
At a time when impunity reigns, it is important for the people to make a
record of the violations of their rights including violations of International
Humanitarian Law, and the rights of the people under the Covenants on
Civil and Political Rights and on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights. This
tribunal will contribute to this record and hopefully the people will use its
results to end that impunity.
The IADL proudly stands as a convener of this Tribunal. On behalf of the
IADL and all its affiliated member organizations around the globe I wish this
Tribunal great success.

Jeanne Mirer
President IADL
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INDICTMENT
INTERNATIONAL PEOPLES’ TRIBUNAL
WASHINGTON, D.C., USA
THE FILIPINO PEOPLE at the suit of
ECUVOICE, KARAPATAN Hustisya,
DESAPARECIDOS, SELDA, BAYAN,
KMU, KMP, GABRIELA, MIGRANTE,
KADAMAY,
Complainants,

Indictment

-versusFor:
I. Gross and systematic violations civil and political rights;
II. Gross and systematic violations of economic, social and cultural rights ;
and
III. Gross and systematic violations of the rights of the people to national selfdetermination and liberation
PRESIDENT BENIGNO S. AQUINO III,
the GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC
OF THE PHILIPPINES, and
the GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, represented by
President BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA II,
the International Monetary Fund,
the World Bank, World Trade Organization,
multinational corporations and foreign banks
doing business in the Philippines,
Defendants.
x--------------------------------------------------------x

ABSTRACT
of
INDICTMENT
THIS is an Indictment brought by the Filipino people - the peasants, workers,
urban and rural poor, fisherfolk, indigenous peoples, migrants, women, youth
8
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and students, religious, journalists, lawyers, teachers, and other professionals
and all human rights defenders - in solidarity with other oppressed and
exploited peoples of the world - through the following people’s organizations,
collectively referred to as the “COMPLAINANTS”.
This Indictment is against PRESIDENT BENIGNO S. AQUINO III, The
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES, and the
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, represented by
President Barack Hussein Obama II, the International Monetary Fund, the
World Bank, the World Trade Organization, multinational corporations and
foreign banks doing business in the Philippines, hereinafter collectively
referred to as the “DEFENDANTS.”

CHARGES/GROUNDS
The Defendants are hereby charged by the Filipino people of the following:
I. Gross and systematic violations of human rights, particularly civil and
political rights, especially but not limited to extrajudicial killings,
disappearances, massacres, torture, arbitrary arrests and detentions, as
well as other vicious, brutal and systematic abuses and attacks on the basic
democratic rights of the people;
II. Gross and systematic violations of human rights, particularly economic,
social and cultural rights of the Filipino people through the imposition of
neoliberal “free market” globalization to exploit the people; transgression
of their economic sovereignty and plunder of their national patrimony and
economy; and attacks on the people’s livelihoods and the destruction of the
environment; and
III. Gross and systematic violations of the rights of the people to national
self-determination and liberation through the imposition of the US war of
terror and US military intervention; as well as the perpetration of crimes
against humanity and war crimes; misrepresentations of the people’s right
to national liberation and self-determination as “terrorism” and the baseless
“terrorist” listing of individuals, organizations and other entities by the US
and other governments.
The Filipino people’s economic, social and cultural rights are similarly
wantonly violated. The government of Defendant Aquino presides over the
highest number of unemployed and underemployed Filipinos in the country’s
history. Two-thirds of the entire population live on Php125 (less than USD 3)
or less a day. In the National Capital Region (NCR), where wages are highest,
the mandated daily minimum wage stands at Php 466 or merely 43% of what
a family of six needs to live decently. The living wage gap under Defendant
Aquino’s government is even larger than its level a decade ago.
10
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The government of Defendant Aquino resorts to exporting over 4,500 Filipino
workers every day, on average, to relieve the chronic jobs crisis and siphon
money off their remittances. This labor export policy is the worst form of statesponsored human trafficking as tens of thousands of Filipinos are subjected to
mulcting and abuse by government agencies and recruitment operators while
the government allows illegal traffickers to go unpunished.
Despite his electoral campaign promise to stomp out corruption in government,
Defendant Aquino has proven to be a staunch defender of institutionalized
graft. The Philippine Supreme Court recently ruled that the Aquino
administration’s Disbursement Acceleration Program (DAP) - a scheme to
divert public funds allocated by Congress into the President’s discretionary
lumpsum funds -- is in violation of the Constitution. Yet Defendant Aquino
remains bullheaded in defending the DAP which gives him discretionary
power over a huge chunk of the public treasury - worth 144.4 billion pesos or
3.2 billion USD in 3 years, from 2011 to 2013.
Expectedly, the impeachment complaints filed against Defendant President
Aquino in 2014 on allegations of corruption, betrayal of public trust and
culpable violations of the Constitution have been perfunctorily dismissed by
the House of Representatives dominated by his toadies.
The dire overall situation in the Philippines is long-standing and has been
aggravated by four decades of neoliberal globalization which has systematically
facilitated greater control of foreign multinational corporations, further
entrenched local landed and financial-commercial elites, while deepening the
structural poverty, inequality, corruption and injustice in Philippine society.
At a forum on US-Philippine relations organized by the Washington-based
Asia Society in 2011, then US Ambassador to the Philippines Harry Thomas Jr.
remarked that “[The Philippines] has to change laws, issue executive orders
and frankly, introduce amendments to the Constitution” if the country is to
join the “Trans-Pacific Partnership” that the US is currently promoting.
The TPP’s main provisions are expected to require member-countries to
remove any remaining barriers to foreign investments, to enforce intellectual
property laws that would raise profits of pharmaceutical corporations to the
detriment of end users and stifle digital innovation and freedom of expression,
and further strengthen transnational corporation (TNC) powers by granting
them the right to sue States before an international tribunal.
Soon after this, in November 2011, Defendant Aquino signed the Partnership
for Growth (PFG) agreement with the US. This agreement serves as the overall
framework for a range of interventions by the US government in domestic
economic policy making in violation of the Filipino people’s sovereignty and
right to self-determination. The key thrust is to find ways to dilute, revise,
DOCUMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL PEOPLES’ TRIBUNAL 2015
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remove or bypass the various patriotic provisions in the 1986 Philippine
Constitution that have been identified as encumbrances to the entry and
operations of foreign capital in the country.
The United States Agency for International Development’s (USAID) policy
interventions in the Philippines have reached a new level under the PFG
with a wide range of efforts to push for trade and investment liberalization,
deregulation, public-private partnerships, intellectual property rights,
competition policy, free trade deals, fiscal austerity and tax reforms. Fifteen US
government agencies have correspondingly created mechanisms for working
with and through their counterparts in the Philippine government.
In April of 2014, the Philippine government also signed the Enhanced
Defense Cooperation Agreement (EDCA) with the US. Combined with the
other existing lopsided PH-US Visiting Forces Agreement (VFA) and Mutual
Logistics Support Agreement (MLSA), this effectively gives the US a permanent
and potentially nationwide military presence and virtually unhampered
military activities in the country.
The US military is now able to ‘legally’ station its soldiers, park its ships
and aircraft, preposition and store war materiel including nuclear and other
weapons of mass destruction, and even build facilities contrary to the Filipinos’
national interest and in violation itself of the Philippine Constitution.
Thus the increase in the levels of overall US assistance to the Philippines under
Defendant Aquino must be seen in the light of supporting the US government’s
strategic “Pivot to Asia.” Increased US presence and the permanent and
expanded basing of US troops in the Philippines is emboldening the current
government in implementing Oplan Bayanihan, a counterinsurgency program
patterned after the US Government Counterinsurgency Guide of 2009 and
financed by the US.
Like previous counterinsurgency programs implemented in the country under
the direction of the US military, Oplan Bayanihan serves as the framework for
quelling not just armed resistance to the regime but also for suppressing the
legal democratic protest movement and opposition.
Complaints filed against state security forces of the Government of the
Philippines (GPH) with the GPH-NDFP Joint Monitoring Committee (JMC)
have reached 4,219. The JMC is a joint body formed by the GPH and the
National Democratic Front of the Philippines (NDFP) to monitor each side’s
implementation and observance of the Comprehensive Agreement on Respect
for Human Rights and International Humanitarian Law (CARHRIHL).
The formal peace negotiations between the GPH and the NDFP remains stalled
despite the clamor of local and international groups to resume it. Repeated
12
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violations of their bilateral agreements are cavalierly committed by the
administration of Defendant Aquino.

SPECIFIC ALLEGATIONS
I. Gross and systematic violations of human rights, particularly civil
and political rights, especially but not limited to extrajudicial
killings, disappearances, massacres, torture, arbitrary arrests and
detentions, as well as other vicious, brutal and systematic abuses
and attacks on the basic democratic rights of the people
x----------------------------------------------------------------------x

Overview of Ground I
The Filipino people are witness to the daily scourge of violations against the
most downtrodden and marginalized sectors under the current administration
of Defendant Aquino. Forty three years after Martial Law, daily reports on
killings, illegal arrests, torture, forced evacuation and a lot more indicate that
transgressions on the most basic civil and political rights of Filipinos continue.
Human rights workers and many other human rights defenders, particularly
those from rural and indigenous communities, have become victims of these
attacks themselves.
There is abundant evidence to show that targeted killings and attacks
against human rights and political activists continue despite the Philippine
government’s assurances during the UN Universal Periodic Review in 2012
that it would take “firm measures to address the problem of extrajudicial
killings and enforced disappearances.” Of the 238 persons that have been
victims of extrajudicial killings under the administration of Defendant Aquino,
106 are human rights defenders.
The situation on the ground has continued to deteriorate rather than improve,
notably as the Philippine government has implemented its counterinsurgency
program, Oplan Bayanihan. This program has been identified as the cause for
continued violations of the right to life, committed most notably by the State
security forces of Defendant Aquino - the police, military, and paramilitary.
Former UN Special Rapporteur Philip Alston in 2007 identified the causes
that constitute the killings: first, the “vilification,” “labelling”, or guilt by
association; and second, the extent to which aspects of the government’s
counter-insurgency has impacted on the political and civil rights of persons.
His observation was validated by Philippine Army Chief Lt. Gen. Noel
DOCUMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL PEOPLES’ TRIBUNAL 2015
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Coballes when he referred in 2013 to Karapatan and the human rights lawyers
group National Union of Peoples Lawyers (NUPL) as the military’s “enemies.”
The acts and statements of police and military perpetrators in the cases before,
during and after the crimes the victims allegedly committed all indicate that
they arbitrarily brand and target these persons as “members” or “supporters”
of the underground resistance groups New People’s Army (NPA) or the
Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP). Once arrested and detained, these
alleged “rebels” are charged with various trumped-up non-bailable common
crimes to ensure their prolonged incarceration.
This mindset - which does not distinguish legitimate activities and advocacies
of the unarmed human rights and political activists from the activities of
armed combatants - remains pervasive and sanctioned in the police and
military establishment of Defendant Aquino.
For instance, Executive Order 546, dating back to former President Gloria
Macapagal Arroyo, which legitimized the use of civilian-military groups
as force multipliers to supposedly combat rebel groups - giving free reign
to paramilitary groups and the Armed Forces of the Philippines to commit
heinous crimes such as the Ampatuan massacre, the killings of indigenous
leaders and environmental activists, and which protect the interests of big
foreign corporations such as transnational mining companies and agrobusiness plantations - continue to be enforced by Defendant Aquino.
Impunity reigns and continues simply because perpetrators, especially
the most vicious high military and police officials, have not been made
accountable. Defendant Aquino has yet to deliver on his campaign promises
to resolve the cases of extrajudicial executions and other violations of human
rights.
On top of the cases of hundreds of extrajudicially killed, disappeared and
tortured under Defendant Aquino’s predecessors, not one perpetrator in
the 238 cases of extrajudicial killings documented under his watch has been
convicted.
There is the trend of absolving and even promoting high police and military
officials in cases where complaints were filed by the victims’ relatives. This
is true in the cases of the disappearance of Jonas Burgos, when Brig. Gen.
Eduardo Año was dropped from the charged ; in the massacre of Juvy
Capion and her two children, when Lt. Col. Alexis Bravo was not made to
answer for his command responsibility during the incident; in the torture
and illegal arrest and detention of security guard Rolly Panesa, when former
Southern Luzon commanding general Maj. Gen. Alan Luga was also dropped
among the respondents even when he was the one who boasted the capture
of Panesa.
14
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Also, targeted, systematic, and routine practices of the government of
Defendant Aquino disregarding the rights to peaceful assembly and
association of particular social groups continue.
Particularly disconcerting is the following pattern: first, the abuse of police and
prosecutorial powers to justify the filing of fabricated charges against activists;
second, the undermining of social movements, human rights groups, and
trade unions; and third, the “increasing trend of the filing of fabricated charges
against persons (defenders) perceived as ‘enemies of the state’ and ‘purported
front groups’ of the Communist Party. In fact, some of those who had been
murdered were falsely arrested, detained, charged and prosecuted on dubious
evidence.
Notwithstanding the fact that Philippine government has enacted various
laws and is a signatory or party to almost all the major international human
rights instruments, it has cynically reneged on implementing these laws and
fulfilling its obligations.
In sum, extrajudicial killings and various human rights violations continue
without let up because the blueprint by which these violations were
committed, through the doctrine and operational guidelines of the previous
counter-insurgency program Oplan Bantay Laya and the current counterinsurgency program Oplan Bayanihan, has not changed.

Specific Cases
Specifically, the following cases or incidents, among others, are or involve
wilful acts or omissions constitutive and illustrative of various violations
and patently contrary to the pertinent international laws, covenants and
instruments hereunder mentioned:
►► Gross and systematic violations of human rights, particularly civil
and political rights, especially but not limited to extrajudicial killings,
disappearances, massacres, torture, arbitrary arrests and detentions;
►► Extrajudicial killings of town councilor Fernando Baldomero, a known
political activist who was gunned down in his house in Aklan; of Italian
anti-mining advocate Fr. Fausto “Pops” Tentorio in North Cotabato; of
Dutch lay missionary and anti-mining activist Wilhelmus Geertman who
was killed inside his office in Pampanga; of Romeo Capalla, a prominent
fair trade advocate and political activist in Iloilo; and of urban poor leader
Marilou Valle;
►► Massacres of botanist Leonard Co and his companions Sofronio Cortez
and Julius Borromeo; and indigenous peoples’ leaders Eddie, Freedie and
Licuben Ligiw;
DOCUMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL PEOPLES’ TRIBUNAL 2015
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►► Enforced disappearances of Negros Occidental farmers Michael Celeste,
Gerald Abale and Jully Devero who were abducted by fully armed men
identified as members of the RPA-ABB, a paramilitary group under the
control of the Philippine military, and who are still missing;

►► Violent dispersals of protest actions during the 2012, 2013 and 2014 SONA
where protesters were unlawfully prevented from holding their rally in
violation of their right to free expression and to peaceably assemble, and
who were violently dispersed, causing injuries and illegal arrests;

►► Torture of security guard Rolly Panesa and of minor Noel Baes, the latter
after he refused to join the paramilitary. Panesa was abducted by the
military and police in a crowded street in Quezon City, beaten black and
blue, misrepresented as an alleged high-ranking CPP official because of a
multimillion bounty, and released from detention only after 10 months of
intense legal battle; and

►► Violations of children’s rights in the extrajudicial killing of eight-year
old Roque Antivo from Compostela Valley Province when soldiers fired
on them while he and his family were walking home; in the case of the
Mancera family massacre; and in the military occupation of schools in
Caraga run by religious but branded “schools of the rebels;”;

►► Illegal arrests and detention of and/or trumped up charges against Negros
activists and mass sectoral leaders Zara Alvarez, Romulo Bito-on, Christian
Tuayon, Anecita Rojo, and Clarizza Singson, who were included in the
charges without being subjected to preliminary investigation as required;
peasant organizer Andrea Rosal who was pregnant when arrested based
on warrants issued in cases where her name is not included as among the
accused and whose daughter died a few hours after birth because of lack
of medical attention while in detention; cultural worker and poet Ericson
Acosta; scientist Kim Gargar who was doing field research when arrested;
trade union organizers and activists Randy Vegas, Raul Camposano,
Amelita Gamara, Roy Velez, Virgilio Corpuz, Rene Boy Abiva, Ramon
Argente, and Nancy Ortega; and several peace consultants of the National
Democratic Front of the Philippines.
Gross and systematic violations of human rights, particularly other vicious,
brutal and systematic abuses and attacks on the basic democratic rights of the
people:
►► Bombings, threats, harassment and forced evacuation of peasant and
indigenous peoples communities in Talaingod, Davao del Norte; Loreto,
Agusan del Sur; and in Marihatag, Caraga; Malibcong, Abra; Bondoc
Peninsula, Quezon; and Dao, Bukidnon;
►► Threats and harassments against human rights lawyer Atty. Cathy
Salucon who handles cases involving political prisoners and the related
case of the killing of her paralegal, William Buggati, a known political
activist and human rights defender from the Cordillera; of Canadian
exposurist student Kim Chatillon Meunier who attended a human
rights forum but was prevented from leaving and was detained at the
Immigration holding cell before being summarily deported; the similar
case of Dutch activist Thomas van Beersum who participated in a State
of the Nation Address (SONA) rally; and of indigenous people’s leaders
Genasque Enriquez and Jalandoni Campos;
16
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►► Violations of international humanitarian law during the military operations
of the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) in Lacub and Tinneg, Abra;
and in Lopez, Quezon; and
►► Denial of due indemnification of Martial Law victims of killings,
disappearances and torture through the delisting of numerous plaintiffs
from the list of the Hawaii, US court class suit.
Perpetuation of climate of impunity for gross and systematic violations of civil
and political rights dating back to previous Philippine administration:
►► Perpetuation of climate of impunity during the previous Arroyo
administration by failure to timely prosecute and punish perpetrators
of human rights violations like the extrajudicial killing of church worker
Benjamin Bayles where the administration of Defendant Aquino hesitated
to provide information as regards the killers and did not conduct a
thorough investigation to identify the other military officers involved in the
killing;
►► The enforced disappearances of university students Sherlyn Cadapan and
Karen Empeno and the special treatment to the perpetrator Gen. Jovito
Palparan by keeping him under the custody of the Philippine military;
►► In the case of farmer Jonas Burgos, Defendant Aquino failed to investigate
and indict high ranking military officers involved in his abduction, and
allowed a major to be the scapegoat;
►► The abduction/arrest and torture of farmer Raymond Manalo where the
perpetrators though already identified have not yet been indicted, and the
case remains pending investigation after several years;
►► The abduction and torture of Filipino-American activist Melissa Roxas
where the government has failed to comply with repeated court orders to
track down her tormentors; and

DOCUMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL PEOPLES’ TRIBUNAL 2015
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►► The case of the Morong 43 health workers illegally arrested, detained and
tortured and whose perpetrators have not been formally charged and are
being promoted or assigned to sensitive positions in the military.
The nexus between the culpability of Defendant Aquino and the role and
participation of Defendant United States government for gross and serious
violations of civil and political rights is borne by the facts and the evidence and
will be fully established during the Tribunal proceedings.

II. Gross and systematic violations of human rights, particularly
economic, social and cultural rights of the Filipino people through
the imposition of imperialist globalization to exploit the people;
transgression of their economic sovereignty and plunder of their
national patrimony and economy; and attacks on the people’s
livelihoods and the destruction of the environment
x----------------------------------------------------------------------x

Overview of Ground II
As an economic appendage of the US, the Philippine semifeudal economy
suffers from US dictates on trade and investment policies through the latter’s
global instruments of economic control like multinational firms and banks
and through multilateral agencies like Defendants IMF, World Bank and
WTO.
US imperialism’s political, economic and military interests have for the past
century succeeded in frustrating the aspirations of the country for national
industrialization and genuine land reform. This injustice is rendered more
tragic by the fact that the country has an abundant natural resource base for
heavy and basic industries to work on.
The US continues to compel the country to remain in its semifeudal
backwardness, in collusion with local exploiting groups such as big business,
landlords and their political representatives. The Defendant US government,
currently represented by President Obama, is relentless in pushing for
neoliberal “free market” globalization policies in the Philippines as shown
by visits of high-ranking economic officials, in US embassy statements and
country assessments, and in international economic forums.
Among Defendant US government’s recent interventions is the four (4)-year
US$1 million USAID-funded The Arangkada Philippines Project (TAPP). This
has been lobbying domestic policymakers on 471 policy recommendations
since 2010 and is among the most aggressive groups seeking to change the
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Philippine Constitution and remove the last legal impediments to foreign
capitalism in the country.
Continuing its predecessor’s legacy, the administration of Defendant Aquino
implements these neoliberal economic policies that continue to aggravate and
deepen the backward agricultural, pre-industrial character of the economy.
This unjust social order breeds poverty, widespread misery, inequality and
conflict and stands in the way of the realization of the people’s economic,
social and cultural upliftment. Hence, beneath the hype and hoopla about the
exceptional stability and progress of the Philippine economy, the condition of
the overwhelming majority of Filipinos remains essentially unchanged from
decades past.
Landless peasants and fisherfolk still subsist in conditions of severe semifeudal
oppression; rural land, credit, trading and marketing monopolies remain
ascendant in the vast countryside. Three out of four (75%) agrarian reform
beneficiaries are unable to amortize the land being sold rather than given to
them.
The government’s mining sector development plan targets 9.5 million hectares
of the Philippine land area “with high mineral potential”, equivalent to nearly
one-third (32%) of the country’s total land area. The government’s 48 priority
mining projects seek to exploit an estimated US$840 billion-US$1 trillion worth
of mainly copper, gold, nickel, iron, chromite and aluminum resources.
Filipino workers suffer low wages, long working hours, and oppressive
working conditions to support the superprofits of foreign monopoly capital.
Less than 30% of workers receive more than the low minimum wage which
has remained unchanged for a decade-and-a-half. Some 44% of workers are
non-regular workers including contractuals.
Urban poor communities already suffer the lack of livelihoods and social
services. Yet they also face demolitions of their homes, loss of property, and
physical and economic displacement following forcible evictions. Women and
children - the most vulnerable sectors in society especially among the exploited
classes - feel the worsening economic and social conditions most acutely.
Only 60% of Filipino households are covered by the Philippine health
insurance program (PhilHealth) and, even then, it turns out that only 12% of
total health spending in the country is covered by the program while 68% is
still out-of-pocket. Around 80,000 babies still die of preventable diseases every
year and six out of 10 Filipinos who die do so without seeing a doctor.
Education costs remain prohibitive such that of every 100 Filipino children
entering Grade One, only 66% finish elementary school, only 43% finish high
school, and just 14% finish college.
DOCUMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL PEOPLES’ TRIBUNAL 2015
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These are the workings of a distorted and deeply undemocratic economic
system that is structured primarily to serve big foreign and domestic elite
interests to the detriment of the national economy and the overwhelming
majority of the people.

Specific Cases
Specifically, the following cases or incidents, among others, are or involve
wilful acts or omissions constitutive and illustrative of various violations
and patently contrary to the pertinent international laws, covenants and
instruments hereunder mentioned:
►► Gross and systematic violations of human rights, particularly economic,
social and cultural rights of the Filipino people through the imposition of
imperialist globalization to exploit the people;
►► Onerous trade agreements and economic plunder through the Public
Private Partnership program, Charter change and continuation of neoliberal
globalization through liberalization, deregulation and privatization policies;
►► Violations on the right to organize and the right to strike of workers in
Stanfilco, Dole Philippines in Southern Mindanao and failure to protect
such rights;
►► Criminal government negligence in the trafficking of teachers to
Washington, D.C., USA and in the case of housemaid Mary Jane Veloso on
death row in Indonesia with too little and almost too late efforts. Due to
the labor export policy and the lack economic opportunities compounded
by poverty, Filipino migrant workers are vulnerable to human trafficking
and the administration of Defendant Aquino has not effectively addressed
their plight or protected them; has failed to provide timely, adequate and
transparent assistance; and showed lack of genuine concern and empathy;
►► Untrammelled raising of prices of vital commodities and essential services
such as the electricity rates charged by Meralco and transportation fares
charged by the Metro Railway-Light Railway Transit (MRT-LRT) by
allowing the former to pass on to consumers generation charges based on
manipulations made to justify the increase and the latter to increase the
fare rate without sufficient justification and to favour big corporations at the
expense of the people’s welfare; and
►► Privatization of the Philippine Orthopedic Hospital and other government
hospitals under the Public-Private Partnership scheme in the guise of
modernization to the prejudice of indigent patients, depriving thousands of
poor citizens with medical and health care.
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Gross and systematic violations of human rights, particularly economic,
social and cultural rights of the Filipino people through transgression of their
economic sovereignty and plunder of their national patrimony and economy:
►► Large-scale and environmentally destructive mining activities undertaken
by foreign transnational corporations Glencore-Xstrata-Saguittarius Mines,
Oceania Gold and TVIRD with the complicity, encouragement or tolerance
of the administration of Defendant Aquino; and
►► Massive, systematic and systemic corruption of public funds as exposed in
the Disbursement Acceleration Program/ Priority Development Assistance
Fund (DAP/PDAF) scandals where billions of pesos allocated to legislators
as pork barrel have been diverted to ghost or dubious projects and ghost
nongovernmental organizations and which did not actually redound to the
benefit of the people but to politicians and public officials allied with the
administration of Defendant Aquino.
Gross and systematic violations of human rights, particularly economic, social
and cultural rights of the Filipino people through attacks on the people’s
livelihoods and the destruction of the environment:
►► Landgrabbing from peasants in Defendant Aquino’s family-owned
Hacienda Luisita, Tarlac (where striking sugarworkers were massacred
years back) in which the Stock Distribution Option (SDO) scheme was
invalidated and the distribution of the lands to farmers ordered but they
are being harassed and dispossessed in connivance with government
agencies;
►► In Aurora, peasants and indigenous peoples are being dispossessed of their
ancestral domain to give way to the Aurora Pacific Economic Zone and
Freeport project (APECO);
►► Also, in Hacienda Looc in Batangas, Hacienda Dolores in Pampanga, and
vast tracks of land in San Jose Del Monte, Bulacan, peasants are being
evicted and dispossessed of the land they have been tilling for decades to
give way to “development” projects in favour of big developers;
►► Violent demolitions of homes of thousands of urban poor families evicted
in San Roque, Quezon City and Silverio, Paranaque, Metro Manila, to give
way to condominium and developmental projects under the Public-Private
Partnership program, resulting to deaths, injuries and filing of trumped up
cases;
►► Irreversible damage to the Tubbataha Reef by the US Navy Ship USS
Guardian of Defendant US government and its repercussions on the
environment, with the obsequious stance of the administration of
Defendant Aquino for reparation, compensation and restitution; and
DOCUMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL PEOPLES’ TRIBUNAL 2015
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►► Criminal and inexcusable negligence in the plight of Yolanda, Sendong and
Pablo typhoon victims resulting in unnecessary deaths and widespread
destruction as a result of Defendant Aquino administration’s failure to
provide disaster preparedness and immediate and adequate response, relief
and rehabilitation of the affected areas and populations.
The complicity of Defendant Aquino and the role or involvement of Defendant
United States government and other Defendants for gross and serious
violations of social, economic and even cultural rights is supported by the facts
and the evidence and will be proven fully during the Tribunal proceedings.

III. Gross and systematic violations of the rights of the people to
national self-determination and liberation through the imposition
of the US war of terror and US military intervention; as well as
the perpetration of crimes against humanity and war crimes;
misrepresentations of the people’s right to national liberation
and self-determination as “terrorism” and the baseless “terrorist”
listing of individuals, organizations and other entities by the US
and other governments
x------------------------------------------------------------------------------x

Overview of Ground III
Like its predecessors, the government of Defendant President Aquino sees
little need to conceal its complete acquiescence to and compliance with US
imperialism’s strategic and tactical military plans. Defendant US government,
as represented by current President Obama, has by and large succeeded in
masking its insatiable intervention and aggression with the supposed noble
goal of ensuring regional and global peace and stability.
The Philippine government continues to justify US military presence and
activities as being beneficial in providing training, humanitarian actions
such as disaster rescue, relief and rehabilitation, medical missions, public
works (school and road building) and assistance in providing intelligence,
refurbishing military supplies, etc.
Philippine security forces have always been under the virtual if not actual
direction of the US Pacific Command. This was clearly, if tragically, displayed
in the recent Mamasapano fiasco where elite Philippine police troops were
trained and directed by the US Joint Special Operations Task Force-Philippines
in conducting a special operation to neutralize an alleged high-ranking foreign
terrorist in an area controlled by the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) and
other armed Moro groups.
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The US has flagrantly intervened in purely Philippine affairs by actively
sabotaging the GPH-NDFP peace negotiations. It has used its so-called “war
on terror” to demonize the NDFP as a “foreign terrorist organization” and
exerting pressure on the GPH not to talk with the NDFP. Prior to the present
administration of Defendant Aquino, in 2007, it directly attacked the NDFP by
instigating and assisting the Dutch government to arrest and detain Prof. Jose
Ma. Sison, its Chief Political Consultant on politically stained charges.
The US pivot to Asia-Pacific signals a major shift in deployment of US troops
& war materiel, especially its naval forces, apparently in anticipation of
increasing conflict with China. It is evidently the underlying reason for the
US demanding and getting the Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement
(EDCA), which is so blatantly one-sided that the Defendants US and Philippine
governments had to connive, maneuver and deceive to conceal its real content
from the public at large until it was signed as a fait accompli.
Recent aggressive and expansionist actions by China in claiming ownership
and sovereignty over a large portion of the South China Sea or West Philippine
Sea has reinforced the popular misconception that the US is the only deterrent
to a full-fledged Chinese military actions.
US military aggression and intervention worldwide has increased and
intensified proportionately to the continuing global economic crisis and
inexorable economic decline, notwithstanding or despite President Obama’s
2008 dovish election promises. Whatever it has lost or stands to lose
economically and diplomatically, it compensates for and/or seeks to recover
through its superior military might.
As aforesaid, the 2011 Internal Peace and Security Plan of Defendant Aquino ,
with the Oplan Bayanihan as its AFP component, is a thinly-disguised copy of
the US 2009 Counterinsurgency Guide.
Both attempt to conjure the illusion of a shift from primarily military means to
non-military means in dealing with insurgencies (and terrorism), from combat
to non-combat, and to a “human rights-based”, “whole-of-nation” and “peoplecentered” approach. But in reality and practice, Oplan Bayanihan, like the
2009 US Counterinsurgency Guide, gives primacy to military means and runs
roughshod over the human rights of the population.

Specific Cases
Specifically, the following cases or incidents, among others, are or involve
wilful acts or omissions constitutive and illustrative of violations and patently
contrary to the pertinent international laws, covenants and instruments
hereunder mentioned:
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►► Gross and systematic violations of the rights of the people to national selfdetermination and liberation through the imposition of the US war of terror
and US military intervention; as well as the perpetration of crimes against
humanity and war crimes;
►► US military intervention and troop deployment in the Philippines through
the onerous and illegal US-RP Visiting Forces Agreement (VFA), US-RP
Mutual Logistics Support Agreement (MLSA); and US-PH Enhanced
Defense Cooperation Agreement (EDCA) which the Defendant Aquino
administration uses as questionable legal justification for the continued
presence of U.S. military personnel, facilities and materiel in the country in
open violation of national sovereignty, territorial integrity, legal jurisdiction,
renunciation of war as a policy, among others;
►► Engendering and suborning abuses like the brutal murder of transgender
Jennifer Laude by a US Marine sojourning for “rest and recreation” under
the bilateral agreements of Defendants Philippine and US governments
and in which the latter blatantly deprived the Philippine government
from exercising its authority and jurisdiction over the American soldier
Pemberton by refusing to turn him over to the actual custody of the
appropriate Philippine entities;
►► Overt and covert intervention and involvement in actual military
operations by Defendant US and betrayal of public trust by Defendant
Aquino in the Mamasapano incident that resulted in the deaths of up to
seventy members of the Philippine police, Moro civilians and combatants
(MILF and BIFF); and.
►► Implementing anti-people counter-insurgency programs through
Oplan Bayanihan that victimize civilians and civilian communities, use
anomalous legal offensives against rebels, activists and human rights
defenders alike through trumped-up or nuisance charges, employing
deceptive schemes to pacify the people through militarization or under
guises of community development works, and perpetuating vicious
violations of international humanitarian law like forced evacuation, use of
civilians in police and/or military operations as guides and/or shield, use of
schools, medical, religious and other public places for military purpose, and
many others.
Gross and systematic violations of the rights of the people to national selfdetermination and liberation through misrepresentations of the people’s right
to national liberation and self-determination as “terrorism” and the baseless
“terrorist” listing of individuals, organizations and other entities by the US and
other governments.

Sabotaging the peace process between the Philippine government and the
National Democratic Front of the Philippines (NDFP) and the demonization
of national liberation movements by continuously violating valid and binding
bilateral agreements in the peace negotiations, continuously arresting NDFP
consultants in violation of the Joint Agreement on Safety and Immunity
Guarantees (JASIG), and undermining the legitimate status of such
movements, among others.
The interrelationship between the violations committed by Defendant Aquino
and the key role or participation of Defendant United States government
for violations of international law and principles is intertwined and will be
supported during the Tribunal proceedings.

EVIDENCE
The particulars and specifics of the above general and specific allegations for
all the charges or grounds abovementioned shall be further substantiated
and proven - orally or in writing - in the course of the Tribunal proper by the
testimonies of victims, witnesses and opinions of experts.
Selected eyewitness or material testimonies and oral or written accounts from
victims, witnesses, and families directly involved or knowledgeable in the
areas or issues covered may be summarily presented or submitted in person or
into the record.
Documentary evidence, photos, audio/videos, special reports, expert analyses
and summaries of evidence available as well as general accounts and reports
on the above charges or grounds from governmental and non-governmental
organizations may also be submitted in person or into the record.
Therefore, Complainants shall adduce evidence showing that the Defendants
have been complicit by either pursuing or promoting measures violating the
rights of the Filipino people; or remaining practically or absolutely silent to
stop or stem such violations and thereby perpetuating them; or systematically
and habitually failing to act to alleviate such violations or the conditions of the
people.

VIOLATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW/CONVENTIONS
The Defendants’ wilful acts and omissions, exemplified or illustrated in
the specific cases or incidents mentioned above, among others -- singly,
in combination or collectively -- clearly violate international instruments
including, but not limited to the:
►► 1976 Universal Declaration of the Rights of Peoples (Algiers Declaration)
►► 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)
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►► 1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)

PROCEEDINGS

►► 1966 International Convention on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(ICESCR)

The charges, grounds, allegations and evidence shall be presented and
submitted to the duly constituted Tribunal presided by a Panel of Jurors
which shall independently and objectively hear, try, examine and evaluate the
evidence, information, facts and analyses before it.

►► 1984 Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment and related instruments
►► 1789 US Alien Tort Claims Act (ATCA)
►► 1977 Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners
►► 2006 International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from
Enforced Disappearance
►► 1990 UN Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers
►► 1990 International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All
Migrant Workers and Members of their Families
►► 1990 Convention on the Rights of the Child
►► 1979 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW)
►► 1948 Convention concerning Freedom of Association and Protection of the
Right to Organise, No. 87
►► 1949 Convention concerning the Application of the Principles of the Right to
Organise and to Bargain Collectively, No. 98

The Complainants shall ask the Panel of Jurors to render a Verdict on the
basis of the facts and evidence so adduced - guided by the pertinent laws and
instruments - and using the standard of credible and substantial evidence.
The Panel of People’s Prosecutors shall assist the witnesses and experts for the
Complainants.
The Defendants, singly or collectively, shall have the right to reasonably
present its or their evidence and arguments either in writing or in person, or
both, at or before the Tribunal proper.
The Tribunal, which is organized by the International Coalition for Human
Rights in the Philippines (ICHRP), the International Association of Democratic
Lawyers (IADL), the National Lawyers Guild (NLG) of the US and IBON
International shall be held on July 16-18, 2015 in Washington, D.C., USA.

►► 1949 Geneva Conventions

By authority of the Panel of Jurors through the Clerk of Court, the Convenors
of the Tribunal shall serve this Indictment on the Defendants through their
duly-authorized representatives at least ten (10) days before the session.

►► 1950 Principles of the Nuremberg Tribunal

6 July 2015, Quezon City, Philippines.

►► 1977 Additional Protocols I and II to the Geneva Conventions
►► Pertinent UN General Assembly and UN Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC) Resolutions on the rights of peoples to self-determination and
on national liberation movements
►► 1992 GRP-NDFP Hague Joint Declaration
►► 1995 GRP-NDFP Joint Agreement on Safety and Immunity Guarantees
(JASIG)
►► 1998 GRP-NDFP Comprehensive Agreement on Respect for Human Rights
and International Humanitarian Law (CARHRIHL)

PANEL OF PEOPLE’S PROSECUTORS
Counsel for the Complainants
c/o National Lawyers Guild
132 Nassau Street, Room 922
New York, NY 10038
Tel 212-679-5100
Fax 212-669-2811

►► 1998 Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court
Generally accepted principles of international law which forms part of the laws
of the Philippines under Section 2, Article II of the 1987 Philippine Constitution
The specific provisions of the foregoing instruments vis-a-vis the
corresponding violations shall be cited during the course of the Tribunal
proceedings.
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By Ramsey Clark
Chief Prosecutor, International Peoples’ Tribunal
Washington D.C.
May it please the Tribunal, and ladies and gentlemen of the jury.
The basic freedoms of human beings would be the same all over the world.
Freedom from want, freedom from fear, freedom to live in dignity.

OPENING STATEMENT

Today we confront some of the most extensive and organized repressions of
these freedoms.
We will hear today of a people silenced, literally and figuratively; of a people
denied their fundamental rights, including economic rights on which all other
rights depend.
We begin today with powerful testimonies of the struggle to protect life,
liberty, and property.
We will hear of deprivation and dispossession, done right under our noses, on
an unprecedented scale, on a daily basis.
We have the figures, the hard facts, the documents. We have the witnesses.
We can match the faces to the stories, the people to the names in these death
certificates, criminal indictment sheets, case records, fact sheets, reports. We
have the proof and evidence against the Defendants.
We will pin them down all as human rights violators of the most atrocious kind.
These are institutions on trial for the use and abuse of their immense powers.
By grand and systematic design they collude to effect the most sinister felonies
that reach every doorstep and each and every person.
These are institutions which knowingly, deliberately, and concertedly
propagate inequality, one of the worst evils that persist in the world.
Over a century ago, the United States came into the Philippines in the guise
of friendship and partnership. Now the bonds are stronger than ever, even if
independence was declared in 1946.
As I’ve said before, the greatest crime since World War II has been United
States foreign policy.
America needs the Philippines if it needs to wage a war in Asia. So despite the
abrogation of a military bases agreement years back, the US military is still
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able to ‘legally’ station its soldiers, park its ships and aircraft, preposition and
store war materiel including nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction in
the Philippines.
Oplan Bayanihan, a counter-insurgency program patterned after the US’
own, echoes the mindset “if you are not with us, then you are against us”. As
with the American experience, it has targeted innocent civilians and invited
violations of international humanitarian law.
Brave activists, human rights defenders, and freedom fighters in the
Philippines are fending off the merciless attacks and combating the lack of
conscience and accountability.
The Philippine government presently banners a liberalization policy for the
economy. So, the rich are getting richer, and the poor are still getting poorer.

EXPERTS’ TESTIMONIES

Foreign multinationals exploit abundant natural resources and cheap labor in
the country. The private sector dominates the important industries, and is even
stepping into social services that the government is obliged to provide.
The Philippines now have the highest number of unemployed and
underemployed Filipinos in the country’s history.
Workers are leaving in the thousands everyday, seduced by the promise of
higher wages and better living standards abroad.
The living wage gap under the Aquino government is larger than its level a
decade ago. Prices of common goods, of utilties, and of basic commodities have
risen to levels affordable only to the tiny Filipino middle-class and the wealthy.
Two-thirds of the entire population, believe it or not, live below the
international poverty line.
Everybody knows about the structural poverty, inequality, corruption, and
injustice in the Philippines. Our monumental task is to take those who caused,
cultivated, and sanctioned these human rights violations to face the law of the
just and the fair – not the law of the rich and mighty.
This tribunal is one step forward to elusive justice, and getting back the
freedoms that the poor and the powerless have lost.
Reason and justice demand that these charges be heard, prosecuted, and
punished.
This is for the Filipino people, all other peoples oppressed and exploited, and
generations yet unborn.
We ask you, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, to bear with us.
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I. EXPERT WITNESS: OVERVIEW OF THE HUMAN
RIGHTS SITUATION AND THE PREVAILING
IMPUNITY IN THE PHILIPPINES
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TABLE 1: Violations of Civil & Political Rights under the Noynoy Aquino
Government (July 2010 to March 2015)
Violation
No. of Victims
238
Extrajudicial Killing
26
Enforced Disappearance
110
Torture
5
Rape
270
Frustrated Extrajudicial Killing
293
Illegal Arrest without Detention
723
Illegal Arrest and Detention
311
Illegal Search and Seizure
420
Physical Assault and Injury
20,745
Demolition
551
Violation of Domicile
12,722
Destruction of Property
388
Divestment of Property
59,612
Forced Evacuation
125,061
Threat/Harassment/Intimidation
11,305
Indiscriminate Firing
59
Forced/Fake Surrender
174
Forced Labor/Involuntary Servitude
593
Use of Civilians in Police and/or
Military Operations as Guides and/or
Shield
169,964
Use of Schools, Medical, Religious
and Other Public Places for Military
Purpose
27,129
Restriction or Violent Dispersal of
Mass Actions, Public Assemblies and
Gatherings
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TABLE 2: Victims of Extrajudicial Killing & Enforced Disappearance under
Noynoy Aquino Government, by Region (July 20 to March 2015)

Region
Ilocos
Cordillera Administrative Region
Cagayan Valley
Central Luzon
NCR
Southern Tagalog
Bicol
Western Visayas
Central Visayas
Eastern Visayas
Northern Mindanao
Caraga
Socsksargen
Western Mindanao
Southern Mindanao
ARMM
Total
Women
Organized

44

Extrajudicial
Killing
3
8
11
11
10
22
54
12
4
11
12
19
10
11
35
5
238
23
106

Enforced
Disapperance
0
0
2
1
0
4
3
4
0
1
0
7
0
1
1
2
26
0
11
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TABLE 3: Victims of Extrajudicial Killing & Enforced Disappearance under
Noynoy Aquino Government, by Sector (July 2010 to March 2015)

Sector
Church
Entrepreneur
Environmentalist
Fisherfolk
Government Employee
Indigenous People
Media
Minor
Peasant
Teacher
Urban poor
Human rights worker
Worker
Youth and Student
Moro
Transport

Extrajudicial
Killing
3
5
7
5
3
55
3
20
145
1
13
2
8
8
6
6
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Enforced
Disappearance
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
20
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
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II. EXPERT WITNESS ON THE GENERAL SOCIOECONOMIC SITUATION OF THE PHILIPPINES

TABLE 4: Political Prisoners (as of March 2015)

Region
Cordillera Administrative
Region
Ilocos
Cagayan Valley
Central Luzon
Southern Tagalog
Bicol
NCR
Western Visayas
Central Visayas
Eastern Visayas
Northern Mindanao
Caraga
Socsksargen
Western Mindanao
Southern Mindanao
ARMM
Total
Sickly
Elderly
Arrested Minor

TOTAL
Women
No. of PPs

NDF
Consultants
& Staff

Arrested
Under
PNoy

8

1

0

8

0
5
12
24
39
221
21
2
25
23
14
28
26
51
28
527
60
40
6

0
3
2
2
3
19
1
0
9
0
0
1
5
2
0
48

0
0
1
0
1
10
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
16

0
4
7
7
28
56
21
0
20
17
13
15
18
27
11
252

General and Specific Allegations of Gross and
Systematic Violations of Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights
Jose Enrique Africa, IBON Foundation
July 16, 2015
Philippine poverty and underdevelopment are not accidental outcomes.
The violation of the economic, social and cultural rights of tens of millions
of Filipinos results from the conscious and systematic implementation of
economic policies designed to benefit a few rather than meet the needs of the
many. Philippine elites and foreign monopoly capitalists impose market- and
profit-driven globalization policies to oppress and exploit the Filipino people.
The Philippine economy has been distorted to serve narrow profit-seeking
rather than to provide jobs, livelihoods, incomes and social services needed
by the people. On the whole, these policies force and keep tens of millions of
Filipinos in hunger, drudgery, poorly-paid toil and poverty every day, across
the country, and around the world. They also devastate the environment which
disrupts communities and compromises national development.
The policies also have specific adverse consequences: unaffordable health care
and education, monopoly-priced water, electricity and transport, demolitions of
urban poor communities, gross neglect of victims of natural disasters, misuse
of public funds, attacks against organized workers, and many others.
The administration of Pres. Benigno S. Aquino III, United States (US)
imperialism, the US-dominated International Monetary Fund (IMF),
World Bank, and World Trade Organization (WTO), and the transnational
corporations (TNCs) operating in the Philippines grossly and systematically
violate the economic, social and cultural rights of the Filipino people.
Neoliberal “free market” globalization policies result in the most extensive
and systematic violations of rights of tens of millions of Filipinos. These are
the broad contours of our neocolonial backwardness and underdevelopment.
There are the most poor Filipinos in the country’s history. We estimate 66
million poor Filipinos or those struggling to survive on just Php125 (US$2.80)
or less per day (as of 2012). These are the country’s farmers, fisherfolk, workers,
small-scale traders, vendors, domestic workers and other informal sector
workers. The government’s official estimate of just 24 million poor are only
those that should be considered as in extreme or subsistence poverty.
There are the most number of unemployed and underemployed Filipinos in the
country’s history. We estimate 12.2 million unemployed and underemployed
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consisting of 4.3 million unemployed and 7.9 million underemployed (as of
2014).
But employment does not even mean decent work. Over four out of ten (44%)
workers are non-regular or agency-hired workers and over six out of ten (63%)
do not even have written contracts. Four out of ten (40%) employed Filipinos
are in just part-time work with very low pay and no benefits.
Peasants and fisherfolk still subsist in conditions of severe semifeudal
oppression; rural land, credit, trading and marketing monopolies still prevail
in the vast countryside. Seven out of 10 peasants are landless and a third of
landowners own or control more than 80% of agricultural land. Three-fourths
of the country’s poor are in the rural areas with poverty incidence among
farmers and fisherfolk far above the national average.
These are the consequences of an economic system designed so that a few
oligarchs and foreign transnational corporations (TNCs) benefit from the
people’s labors and the country’s natural resources.
The wealth of the 10 richest Filipinos has more than tripled under the Aquino
administration from Php630 billion in 2010 to Php2.2 trillion in 2015 (250%
increase). The net income of the country’s some 260 listed firms on the
Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE) rose from Php438 billion in 2010 to Php583
billion in 2014 (33% increase). The net income of the country’s Top 1000
corporations grew from Php804 billion in 2010 to Php1.0 trillion in 2013 (26%
increase).
In contrast, real wages have been virtually unchanged for at least a decade.
The real value of the average daily basic pay of millions of workers nationwide
increased by less than Php5 (Php4.50) or just 1.7% between 2005 and 2014. The
mandated minimum wage is highest in NCR but even here its real value only
rose by Php20 or by less than 6% since June 2005. As it is, almost half (45%)
of workers nationwide are paid less than the minimum wage and about onefourth (25%) are just paid the inadequate minimum wage.
The wealth of the 25 richest Filipinos is already equivalent to the combined
income in a year of the country’s 76 million poorest Filipinos.
Imperialism grossly and disproportionately benefits from Filipino labor and
natural resources. We are plundered for our labor, agricultural and fisheries
resources and minerals; we are denied opportunities even in our own domestic
markets. Two-fifths (40%) of approved investment in the country in the last
decade-and-a-half is foreign rather than Filipino, not yet counting the use of
dummy corporations.
As a result our economy has paid out over US$36 billion in profit remittances
since 1980 which is on top of over US$178 billion in debt servicing. We have
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exported over US$43 billion worth of mineral exports since the 1970s while our
local industry remains stunted and our mining communities are among the
most ecologically destroyed and impoverished in the country.
Trade and investment liberalization has made the Philippines one of Asia’s
most open economies and destroyed the national economy. Despite our rich
natural resources and huge productive labor force, we have become a service
and trading economy more than a producing economy. The manufacturing
sector (23% of gross domestic product, or GDP) has contracted to as small a
share of the economy as it was six decades ago and agriculture (10% of GDP) is
the smallest in history. This is most of all what results in the country’s record
joblessness and poverty.
Globalization has intensified the country’s semifeudal and semicolonial
backwardness. Among the economy’s fastest growing sectors are those merely
providing cheap labor and cheap raw materials to foreign monopoly capitalists
and foreign economies.
The most blatant expression of this is our unprecedented cheap labor export.
More Filipinos are forced abroad to find work than find employment in the
country -- last year, 4,508 overseas workers were deployed every day because
only 2,800 jobs were generated at home. The 10.2 million overseas Filipinos in
2013 officially reported by the government is already equivalent to more than a
tenth of the population although migrant groups estimate the real figure to be
even higher at some 12 million.
We are exploited even in our own country. The government hails one million
jobs in business process outsourcing (BPOs), especially call centers, and some
1.2 million jobs in special economic zones (SEZs) especially in export-oriented
manufacturing. However these sectors are dominated by foreign investors
dominate which account for 93% of BPO investment, with the largest share
being US companies, and around 70% of manufacturing.
The Philippines does not benefit from its mineral resources. Mining is now
among the most profitable sectors with the stock exchange-listed firms
for instance seeing profits more than double between 2010 and 2014 (115%
increase). Yet the equivalent of some 98% of domestic production is exported to
benefit foreign firms and economies rather than the national economy.
The decline of domestic production does not just deprive the economy of jobs,
incomes and modernization. The country also ends up importing virtually
all its intermediate and producer goods aside from being a growing importer
of many consumer goods. In effect, our cheap labor and underpriced natural
resources are used to pay for the higher-value manufactured goods of the
advanced capitalist countries which benefit from exploiting our labor and
resources.
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Other witnesses will take up specific adverse consequences in more detail but
we can draw attention to some illustrative points.
Health privatization means treatment in private hospitals that is on average
five times more expensive than in public hospitals and confinement that is
on average three times more expensive. Around 80,000 babies still die of
preventable diseases every year and six out of 10 Filipinos die without seeing a
doctor.

The Aquino administration is directly accountable for violating the rights
of tens of millions of Filipinos. It consciously and actively maintains the
globalization policies of previous administrations. Worse, it consciously and
actively works to entrench these policies, to expand their effect, and to remove
the remaining barriers to the completion of the destructive neoliberal agenda
for the Philippine economy.

Power privatization has made electricity the most expensive in Asia and even
more expensive than in Japan or South Korea. Water privatization has made
water the third most expensive after Japan and Singapore. Rail transport
privatization has caused fares to increase from 50-100% literally overnight.

The distorted anti-people economy today has been shaped by decades of
market- and profit-driven globalization policies across the breadth of the
economy. These policies have gone as far as the 1987 Philippine Constitution
formally allows and in many cases even beyond such as in the case of
liberalized mining, privatized power generation and transmission, and the use
of dummy corporations in telecommunications.

Putting private profits and commercial development over the people’s
housing needs has resulted in the demolition and displacement of at least
61,000 urban poor families with some 305,000 individuals under the Aquino
administration. These were done to build business districts, commercial
centers, condominiums, roads and railways.

The Aquino administration’s Philippine Development Plan (PDP) 2011-2016
upholds the policies of past administrations. They are the starting point of the
plan’s focus on “global competitiveness indicators” of competitive markets,
labour market flexibility, improved business procedures, lowering business
taxes, protecting property rights, and the like.

Mining liberalization to exploit the reported US$840 billion-1.4 trillion worth of
minerals in the country threatens the survival of indigenous peoples and their
rights to ancestral domain. In the last five years, dozens of their communities
and thousands of their families have been temporarily or permanently
displaced, often violently, to give way to mining projects especially in
Mindanao.

The plan gives particular stress on intensifying privatization through “publicprivate partnerships” or PPPs. More than ever, the government intends to use
public resources to support private profits of domestic and foreign big business
across the breadth of the economy: transport, power, water, sewerage and
sanitation, agro-industries, agri-services, agro-forestry and fisheries, irrigation,
post-harvest services, farm and fish trading centers, micro-insurance, and even
disaster risk reduction.

In giving greater attention to promoting big business and attracting foreign
investors over the public welfare, the Aquino administration has neglected its
capacity to respond to natural disasters. We can take the example of Typhoon
Yolanda/Haiyan which affected 3.4 million families. Over 1.2 million homes
were damaged or destroyed but, after a year, the government only built 364
homes. The livelihoods of one million families with 5.6 million people was
severely affected but less than 220,000 families were given livelihood support.
The administration has privatized even disaster response. The 171 affected
towns and cities were divided into 24 clusters for adoption by big business
conglomerates who will be “development sponsors”. This is the neoliberal
approach of de-emphasizing state responsibility and its role while exaggerating
corporate efficiency and humanitarian intent.
Foreign monopoly capital and domestic elites use their influence on the
presidency, Congress and the judiciary to implement policies that serve
their narrow economic interests. Bureaucratic corruption is also endemic to
the Aquino administration. Billions of pesos are used according to political
expediency rather than according to urgent social and economic priorities.
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Notably, the Aquino administration seeks to complete the neoliberal
privatization agenda with PPPs in education, health and housing. With the
World Bank’s “user pays” principle now public policy, these vital social
services are made unavailable, unaffordable and inaccessible to the country’s
poor majority.
The administration is using so-called social protection as a smokescreen for
completing the neoliberal globalization agenda. The World Bank-designed
conditional cash transfer (CCT) scheme is the third biggest in the world and is
used to divert attention from how the roots of poverty and underdevelopment
are growing ever deeper under the Aquino administration.
The US government is directly accountable for violating the rights of tens
of millions of Filipinos. It consciously and actively intervened in Philippine
economic policymaking during US colonial rule over the country from 18981946, and throughout its neocolonial domination from 1946 until today.
The shift to neocolonial rule in 1946 was only done after one-sided and
US-biased laws and treaties were put in place. These prevailed for nearly
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three decades, repressed the development of local agriculture and Filipino
industry, and resulted in massive joblessness and poverty. From the 1970s
until the 1990s, the US used IMF stabilization programs and World Bank
structural adjustment programs to impose far-reaching trade and investment
liberalization, privatization and deregulation policies.

Partnership (TPP). The TPP is the acknowledged economic aspect of the US
pivot or rebalance to Asia against China.

From the 2000s until today, economic policy-making remains dictated by the
US government and by the international financial institutions it dominates.
The US imposes globalization policies on the Philippines to benefit American
corporate export and commercial interests as well as to create the kind of free
market-driven trade and investment system in the Asia-Pacific that allows it to
maintain its hegemony and dominant economic position.

Among the US government’s interventions is the US$1 million USAIDfunded The Arangkada Philippines Project (TAPP) since 2010. This lobbies
policymakers on 471 policy recommendations and is among the most
aggressive groups seeking to change the 1987 Philippine Constitution and
remove the last legal impediments to foreign capitalism in the country.
The project is administered by the American Chamber of Commerce and
implemented with the Joint Foreign Chambers of Commerce in the Philippines.
By 2014, over seven out of ten (72%) of the TAPP’s recommendations have been
started or already completed.

The US is the biggest foreign investor in the country and American
corporations dominate the biggest firms in the country. It is the biggest foreign
exploiter of the country’s resources and market opportunities. Since 1999, for
instance, it has invested US$5 billion which is more than Japan (US$4.1 billion)
and China including Hong Kong (US$1.6 billion).

There are five (5) other USAID economic policy intervention projects
cumulatively worth US$74 million: Trade-Related Assistance for Development
(TRADE), Facilitating Public Investment (FPI), Investment Enabling
Environment (INVEST), Advancing Philippine Competitiveness (COMPETE)
Project, and the civil society-focused Philippine-American (Phil-Am) Fund.

US corporations are among the biggest direct beneficiaries of US-designed
economic policies. We can take last year as an example. The US pushes power
privatization -- US firms account for 45% (US$466 million) of the country’s
electric power systems imports. The US pushes airport privatization -- US
firms account for 25% (US$635 million) of aerospace imports including for
airport projects. The US pushes health privatization -- US firms account for
24% (US$92 million) of medical equipment imports. The US pushes water
privatization -- US firms account for 10% (US$40 million) of water equipment
and services imports. The US promotes BPOs -- US firms account for 26%
(US$394 million) of information technology imports, aside from 31% of foreign
equity in BPOs.

The US government is conscious that its intrusiveness in Philippine economic
policy-making does not become publicly known, as can be seen in leaked US
Embassy-Manila diplomatic cables. In 2008, one of the US ambassador’s cables
was explicit: “It is important that we NOT promote or even acknowledge our
leadership role and give the Philippine Government primary credit”. Another
said: “The USG has played an important, though unheralded, role in these
[economic] reforms.... The USG role in many of these reform initiatives is very
discreet. Nationalist reactions can reduce or eliminate our effectiveness. Please
protect information on the USG role in initiatives.”

The US Agency for International Development (USAID) is among the US
government’s key mechanisms for crafting our economic policy. For example,
the US$25 million USAID project Accelerating Growth Investment and
Liberalization with Equity (AGILE), started in 1998, created “satellite offices”
in 11 key government agencies to produce at least ten major economic laws.
AGILE was renamed and extended into the Economic Governance Technical
Assistance (EGTA) Project (2001‐2004) and was succeeded by three other
programs in the 2004‐2006, 2006‐2008, and 2008‐2011 periods.
Since 2011, the US government has been using the so-called Partnership for
Growth (PFG) initiative. This program has at least US$739 million in funding
and is the most comprehensive US intervention in Philippine economic policymaking in decades. Aside from seeking to consolidate US economic control
over the Philippines, the PFG is also part of the US government’s larger effort
to dominate Asia-Pacific economic integration through the Trans-Pacific
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Aside from these USAID projects the US government also uses the range of
diplomatic, political and military leverage at its disposal. The US government
is relentless in pushing for neoliberal “free market” globalization policies in the
Philippines through visits of high-ranking economic officials, in US embassy
statements and country assessments, and in international economic forums.
The World Bank used US$1.1 billion in development policy loans in 2006,
2011, 2013 and 2014 to push for health, education and power privatization,
higher VAT and other taxes, and reduced government spending. The IMF
uses its regular country monitoring reports and its recommendations which
are compelled through financial blackmail by commercial banks and through
global capital markets. Domestic laws and policies have been implemented to
comply with the WTO’s “free market” deals including its iniquitous Agreement
on Agriculture (AoA) which has deepened rural poverty and worsened food
insecurity.
These are the conditions of the Filipino people driving them to fight against
their oppression and exploitation. This defiance will continue and strengthen
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as long as these conditions persist, and such resistance and struggle is our
greatest source of hope.
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III. EXPERT WITNESS ON THE FRAMEWORK AND
CONTEXT OF THE THIRD CHARGE
By Marjorie Cohn
After the terrorist attacks on Sept. 11, 2001, the George W. Bush administration
launched a “Global War on Terror,” which it used as an excuse to decimate
human rights and civil liberties.
Bush illegally invaded Afghanistan and Iraq, killed upwards of one million
people, sent 800 men and boys to be held indefinitely at Guantanamo without
charge, mounted a widespread program of torture and cruel treatment, and
conducted massive surveillance on people in the United States and abroad.
The US Congress passed the Patriot Act shortly after 9/11, which facilitated
surveillance on dissidents. At the instigation of the US, and the complicity
of the Gloria Macapagal Arroyo regime, the Philippine Human Security Act
was passed in 2007. It violates Article 15 of the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), which prohibits ex post facto laws. Both the
Philippines and the US are parties to the ICCPR.
After 9/11, Bush misrepresented the Philippines as a second front of the war
on terror (“Operation Enduring Freedom--Philippines”). The Philippine
government used this war on terror as an opportunity to escalate its
generations--long war against Muslim separatists in the southern Philippines,
and other individuals and organizations who oppose the policies of the
Philippine government.
People and groups have been labeled “terrorists” by the Philippine
government, the US government, and other countries at the behest of the US
government. The Philippine government engages in ‘Red tagging’ (political
vilification). Targets are frequently activists, organizers, political dissidents, or
separatists fighting for national liberation.
Prof. Jose Maria Sison, Chief Political Consultant for the National Democratic
Front of the Philippines (NDFP), has been singled out for severe repression
by the US. Since August 2002, he has been classified as a “person supporting
terrorism” by the United States. The US has also designated Communist Party
of Philippines and New Peoples’ Army (NPA) as terrorist organizations.
Sison’s assets have been frozen and he is forbidden to travel, in violation of
article 12 of the ICCPR. The European Union’s second highest court ruled
to delist him as a “person supporting terrorism” and reversed a decision by
member governments to freeze assets.
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The treatment of Sison violates the mutually acceptable principle of national
sovereignty as set forth in the Hague Joint Declaration between the Philippine
government and the NDFP. It also violates the safety and immunity guarantees
to panelists, consultants, staffers and other duly authorized participants in
the peace negotiations in accordance with the Joint Agreement on Safety and
Immunity Guarantees. JASIG is a key agreement in the peace negotiations
between the Government of the Philippines and the NDFP.
The treatment of Sison also violates his rights under the Comprehensive
Agreement on Respect for Human Rights and International Humanitarian
Law (CARHRIHL) between the Philippine government and the NDFP; as well
as the political offense doctrine enunciated in the Amado V. Hernandez case
pursuant to Article 6, Part III of the CARHRIHL.
As part of the US war on terror, in 2002, the Arroyo government created
the Oplan Bantay Laya, a counter--insurgency program modeled on US
counter--insurgency, ostensibly to fight communist guerrilla fighters. The
Aquino government continued the program in 2011 under the name of Oplan
Bayanihan. It does not distinguish between civilians and combatants, which is
considered a war crime under the Geneva Conventions.
Oplan Bayanihan has also led to tremendous repression, including large
numbers of extrajudicial killings, forced disappearances, torture, and cruel
treatment. Civilians, including children, have been targeted and killed. Some
bodies have been desecrated, which violates the Fourth Geneva Convention as
well as Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions; the Philippines is a
party to Protocol I.
Hundreds of activists who belonged to progressive organizations were murdered
by the Philippine military and paramilitary death squads. In 2012, a US drone
strike targeted Abu Sayyaf and Jemaah Islamiyah and killed 15 people in Jolo.
These actions violate Common Article of Geneva and constitute war crimes
under the International Criminal Court (ICC), which forbid violence to life and
person, in particular murder of all kinds, cruel treatment and torture, as well
as committing outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating &
degrading treatment.
Philippine military and/or paramilitary forces have committed rape and sexual
violence, which is a violation of customary international law.
The Philippines is a party to the Rome Statute for the ICC; the US has refused
to sign and ratify the Rome Statute. The Philippines and the US are parties
to the Geneva Conventions. Article 7 of the ICCPR forbids torture and other
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Article 9 of the ICCPR
guarantees liberty and security of person, forbids arbitrary detention, which is
an all too common practice of the Philippine military/paramilitary.
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Torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment is prohibited by Article 7
of the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment (CAT). The Philippine military and paramilitary
forces apparently rationalize their harsh treatment as necessary to maintain
national security against organizations that seek to challenge, and even
overthrow the government. However, Article 2 of CAT says “No exceptional
circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of war, internal
political instability or any other public emergency may be invoked as a
justification for torture.” Both the Philippines and the US are parties to the
CAT.
As a party to the CAT, the Philippine government has a duty to prosecute or
extradite those who commit, or are complicit in the commission, of torture. The
Geneva Conventions also mandate that the Philippine government prosecute
or extradite those who commit, or are complicit in the commission of, torture.
Yet we have heard repeated testimony of the refusal of the Philippine
government to investigate well--documented cases of human rights violations.
And even though Wikileaks demonstrated that the US government knew about
the abduction and detention of US citizen Melissa Roxas, it did nothing to
secure her release.
The right to an effective remedy for violations of human rights law is
enshrined in many international instruments. These include Article 2 of
the ICCPR, Article 8 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article
6 of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination, Article 14 of the Convention against Torture, Article 39 of the
Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 3 of the 1907 Hague Convention
concerning the Laws and Customs of War on Land, Article 91 of the Protocol I
Additional to Geneva, and Article 75 of the Rome Statute. The Philippines is a
party to all of these instruments.
In December 2005, the UN General Assembly passed a resolution titled: Basic
Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims
of Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of
International Humanitarian Law. This resolution reaffirms the rights in the
instruments mentioned above and in Principle VII explains: Remedies for
gross violations of international human rights law and serious violations of
international humanitarian law include the victim’s right to the following
as provided for under international law: (a) Equal and effective access to
justice; (b) Adequate, effective and prompt reparation for harm suffered;
and (c) Access to relevant information concerning violations and reparations
mechanisms.
Yet we have repeatedly heard testimony that victims have been denied just
remedies for their suffering.
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Many of President Barack Obama’s policies are identical or similar to those of
the Bush administration. In fact, Obama has refused to hold the war criminals
George W. Bush, Dick Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld, Condoleezza Rice and others
accountable for their war crimes.
Continuing the Bush policy of the Pivot to Asia--Pacific, as a counterweight
to China, Obama enlisted the Aquino government last year to negotiate the
Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement. Although it gives lip service to
the Philippines maintaining sovereignty over the military bases on Mindanao
Island and civilian airstrips on Luzon, it actually grants tremendous powers
to the US. The US also seeks to return to its 2 former military bases in Subic
and Clark, which they left in 1992. These bases were critical to the US imperial
war in Vietnam. This violates the well-- established right to of peoples to self-determination in Article 1 of the ICCPR.
The Rome Statute for the ICC provides for aiding & abetting liability for war
crimes. An individual can be convicted of a war crime in the ICC if he or she
“aids, abets or otherwise assists” in the commission or attempted commission
of the crime. This includes “providing the means for its commission.”
Between 2001 and 2010, the US has given more than $ 07 million in military
aid to the Philippine government, which has enabled it to commit war crimes.
US political and military leaders could be liable for war crimes as aiders and
abettors in the ICC.
US leaders could also be liable for war crimes as aiders and abettors to state
terrorism, including the Mamasapano Massacre. The US really planned this
operation. The US had put a $5 million bounty on Marwan’s head. US drones
pinpointed Marwan’s hiding place, guided the commandos to it, and provided
the capability for real--time management by the Philippine commanders away
from the battlefield. At least six US military personnel were at a Philippine
command post and fed Philippine commandos intelligence collected by US
aircraft. After the massacre, Marwan’s finger disappeared. It then appeared at
an FBI lab in the US a few days later.
The US government offered the Philippine government $30 million in
additional military aid in exchange for an agreement that would exempt US
soldiers operating in the Philippines in the ICC.
The Geneva Conventions and the Rome Statute list as a war crime the passing
of sentences & carrying out executions without previous judgment pronounced
by a regularly constituted court, affording all judicial guarantees which are
generally recognized as indispensable.
Guantanamo detainees have been denied their unfettered right to counsel as
guaranteed by the ICCPR and the Geneva Conventions.
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Although Obama has not continued Bush’s program of torture, Guantanamo
detainees continue to be violently force--fed, a practice the UN Human Rights
Council has labeled torture. It violates the CAT, the ICCPR, and the Geneva
Conventions.
Although Obama has reduced the number of US troops in Afghanistan, they
remain in that country, critical to Obama’s drone war in the region.
Obama has continued the war on terror without calling it a war on terror.
He said, “Beyond Afghanistan, we must define our effort not as a boundless
‘global war on terror’ -- but rather as a series of persistent, targeted efforts to
dismantle specific networks of violent extremists that threaten America.”
Obama stated in 2013, “Under domestic law and international law, the United
States is at war with al Qaeda, the Taliban and their associated forces.”
Terrorism is a tactic, not an enemy. You can’t declare war on a tactic.
The UN Charter requires that States settle their disputes peacefully and forbids
the use of military force except in self--defense.
Although Obama “ended the war in Iraq,” he has started a war in Iraq and
Syria against ISIS (a group that never existed before Bush invaded Iraq and
destabilized that country). This violates the UN Charter.
In Obama’s six and one--half years as President, he has killed more people with
drones than died on 9/11. Drones are Obama’s weapon of choice because they
do not endanger the lives of US pilots. But drones are deadly to the Pakistanis,
Iraqis, Afghanis, Somalis, Yemenis, and Syrians who happen to be in the
vicinity when the unmanned aircraft unleashes its lethal payload. US drones
fly from bases in the Philippines.
On “Terror Tuesdays,” President Obama and CIA director John Brennan
go through the “kill list” to decide who shall be assassinated that week.
Drones are used in two different types of attacks. “Personality strikes” target
suspected terrorists. “Signature strikes” do not target individuals, but rather,
aim to kill all those present in an area of suspicious activity. When the CIA
mounts a signature strike, it doesn’t even know whom it is killing. The Obama
administration defines combatants (non--civilians) as all men of military age
present in a strike zone, “unless there is explicit intelligence posthumously
proving them innocent.”

The CIA often launches a “double tap,” in which a drone kills those trying to
rescue the wounded from the first strike. But there is frequently a third strike,
hitting mourners at the funerals for the fallen.
Edward Snowden revealed a massive spying program by the US National
Security Act (NSA).
Although earlier this year the US Congress modified the metadata collection
program, the NSA continues PRISM – an Internet surveillance system that
collects data from Google, Yahoo, Microsoft, Facebook, PalTalk, AOL, Skype,
YouTube and Apple. Established pursuant to Section 702 of the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act and the 2008 FISA Amendments Act, PRISM
allows national security officials to collect material including search history,
the content of emails, file transfers and live chats, if targeted at foreigners
“reasonably believed” to be abroad, even if the surveillance takes place on US
soil. “The law allows for the targeting of any customers of participating firms
who live outside the US, or those Americans whose communications include
people outside the US.”
“NSA reporting increasingly relies on PRISM” as its primary source of raw
material, and accounts for one in seven intelligence reports.
Snowden also revealed NSA spying on the Philippines with the Mystic
program, as a source for intelligence for so--called “terrorist” activities in
Mindanao.
The leaders of the Aquino and Obama governments continue to enjoy
impunity for their violations and aiding and abetting of politically--motivated
human rights violations that target Filipino people and groups that struggle
against governmental repression. That impunity violates their well-established international law obligations.

Contrary to popular belief, drones do not result in fewer civilian casualties
than manned bombers. A study based on classified military data concluded
that the use of drones in Afghanistan caused ten times more civilian deaths
than manned fighter aircraft.
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PEOPLE’S SUMMATION
International People’s Tribunal
Washington, D.C.
Over the past two days, we the people, have presented before this jury
and a most gracious audience, a compelling case of complicity, collusion,
responsibility, and liability for gross, massive, and systematic human rights
violations.

PEOPLE’S SUMMATION

Two days, 34 cases with 32 witnesses, 17 here in Washington, D.C., 10 in
Manila, 5 from the more far-flung parts of the Philippines. For good measure,
we have submitted 29 more cases for the consideration of the jury.
By far, the panel of prosecutors humbly declares that we have satisfactorily
established that the defendants willfully and feloniously committed gross and
systematic violations of Filipino people’s basic human rights.
We have undoubtedly proven that state security forces were involved in the
spate of extrajudicial killings, massacres, and enforced disappearances in the
Philippines.
The pieces of evidence singly, and independently confirm that these incidents
are not isolated but state-sponsored, part of a policy deliberately adopted to
silence the critics of the government.
Those who are alive, those who have survived fare no better. Innocent civilians
and activists have to contend with Torture, Illegal Arrests, Arbitrary Detention,
Harassment, Vilification, and systematic marginalization, with impunity. Small
indigenous peoples who live in resource-rich areas are ejected from their lands
to give way to big business. We have, with due respect, established those facts.
Dead or alive, the cases we have presented show that there is no escaping
repression in a country especially where the head of state and government,
Defendant Aquino, makes poor or no effort at all, to hide and prevent it.
The crackdown on dissent is so brazen, even the fundamental rights of the
people to peaceably assemble and to petition the government for redress of
grievances are violated in broad daylight.
And even more insidiously, defendants Aquino and the Philippine government
disempower the people with faulty and failed economic policies.
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Opportunities in the Philippines are shrinking, the prices of goods are
ballooning, social services are eluding the reach of the ordinary Filipino, as we
have shown for the two-day trial we have had.
As a whole, we have proven through testimonial and documentary evidence
that the defendant government of the Philippines effectively surrendered
its national patrimony and sovereignty to corporate entities in important
industries, particularly and especially in mining.

By evil design, the defendant Philippine and US governments have conspired
to prevent or distort the development of the Philippines as they have
prescribed and imposed policies intended to disregard and marginalize
agriculture and national industrialization. That we have also satisfactorily
proven before this tribunal.

VERDICT

Security-wise, we have argued before this tribunal the interventionist policies
in the Philippines and in Asia by the defendant United States government.
Various military operations, such as Oplan Lambat Bitag, Oplan Bantay Laya
and the current Oplan Bayanihan under Defendant President Aquino have
resulted to crimes against humanity and war crimes, or the perpetration
thereof.
In sum, these charges against the defendants constitute complete disregard of
the Filipino people’s right to life, liberty, livelihood and to live decently, with
dignity and freedom from want and poverty. The deaths, destructions, and
dangers have been sufficiently proven in this proceedings.
WHEREFORE, considering that the People have shown through the
aforementioned testimonial, documentary and object evidence offered and
submitted, that the defendants, by their acts and/or omission, acquiescence,
silence, have committed the above-stated charges, the Filipino PEOPLE prays
unto this Honorable International Peoples Tribunal to find and adjudge all
the defendants GUILTY of the crimes and charges under which they were
indicted. Clearly they are guilty of the various international laws, instruments
and principles that were put up to ensure respect, and promotion of people’s
rights. We also ask the tribunal to order proper remedial measures to prevent
the commission or continuance of such illegal and criminal acts, to repair
the damages done to the Filipino people and their environment, compensate
the victims of their atrocities and their families, and to rehabilitate the
communities, especially indigenous communities that have been destroyed by
the criminal acts of the defendants.
The Filipino people rest its case.
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INTERNATIONAL PEOPLES’ TRIBUNAL
Washington, D.C., USA

THE FILIPINO PEOPLE,
at the suit of ECUVOICE, KARAPATAN,
Hustisya, DESAPARECIDOS, SELDA,
BAYAN, KMU, KMP, GABRIELA,
MIGRANTE, and KADAMAY,
Complainants,
For:
I. Gross and systematic violations of civil and
political rights;
II. Gross and systematic violations of economic,
social and cultural rights; and
IIII. Gross and systematic violations of the rights
of the people to national self-determination and
liberation
-versusPRESIDENT BENIGNO S. AQUINO III,
the GOVERNMENT of the REPUBLIC
of the PHILIPPINES,
and
the GOVERNMENT of the UNITED STATES
of AMERICA, represented by
President BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA II,
the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank,
World Trade Organization, multinational
corporations and foreign banks doing business
in the Philippines,
Defendants.
x-------------------------------------------------------------------x
V E R D I C T

PREFATORY
The International Peoples’ Tribunal (IPT) on Crimes Against the Filipino
People was convened at the behest mainly of the victims with allegations of
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crimes committed by the Presidency of BENIGNO SIMEON C. AQUINO III in
the Philippines, the Presidency of BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA II in the United
States, with multilateral agencies the International Monetary Fund, the World
Bank, World Trade Organization, multinational corporations and foreign
banks doing business in the Philippines allegedly acting as their accomplices
and accessories.
The IPT, like other alternative or parallel fora, embodies the right of peoples
to hold governments to account. It stems from the failure and inadequacies to
uphold the standards and principles as enunciated in international laws and
instruments including the core human rights conventions and agreements.
It derives its legitimacy from the people as the ultimate source of the
authority of all national and international laws.
We note that the IPT draws inspiration and builds on the gains of previous
peoples’ tribunals convened to try similar crimes by previous regimes in the
Philippines. These include, among others, the:
1. Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal (First Session on the Philippines) or PPT
1 of 1980 in Antwerp, Belgium (“Repression and Resistance,” against the
dictatorship of Ferdinand Marcos at the suit by the National Democratic
Front of the Philippines or NDFP and the Moro National Liberation Front or
MNLF”);
2. International Solidarity Mission- International People’s Tribunal (ISM-IPT)
of 2005 in Manila (“In Defense of a People Fighting Repression,” and against
human rights violations of President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo”); and
3. Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal (Second Session on the Philippines) or PPT2
of March 2007 in The Hague, The Netherlands (“The Filipino People vs. Gloria
Macapagal-Arroyo, George W. Bush, et. a.l: Indicting the US-backed Arroyo
regime for human rights violations, economic plunder and transgression of
Filipino sovereignty”).
We acknowledge that the Convenors of the present Tribunal are the
International Coalition for Human Rights in the Philippines (ICHRP), IBON
International, the International Association of Democratic Lawyers (IADL) and
the National Lawyers Guild (NLG) of the US.
In this Tribunal, the Complainants are the Filipino people – the peasants,
workers, urban and rural poor, fisherfolk, indigenous peoples, migrants,
women, youth and students, religious, journalists, lawyers, teachers and
other professionals, and all human rights defenders, through people’s
organizations – in solidarity with other oppressed and exploited peoples of the
world.
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They contend that the indictment of the Defendants is an expression of
the frustration, disappointment and even exasperation over the limitations,
inadequacy and weaknesses of existing domestic and international judicial
systems to which they have brought their cases.1 The present Tribunal for the
Complainants is thus a parallel or alternative venue/forum for the assertion
and direct exercise of the people of their inherent right to self-determination.

were duly produced during the Tribunal by the Convenors and appeared to be
in order.5

 The Complainants further believe that the evidence presented shall not only
be useful for present and future purposes but shall be an eloquent repository
that would preserve the historical record and be the basis of the judgment of
history. As a matter of fact, the Verdict will have its own political and moral
import for generations.

As a matter of fact and of record, the Defendants did not appear, attend
or participate in the Tribunal sessions despite being notified and called by
the Panel of Jurors at every convening. The records would show that time,
identification cards and designated and clearly identified spaces at the session
hall were reserved for them should they appear anytime.

 In their words, the Filipino people are determined to shine a light on the
despicable situation in the Philippines and to seek avenues for holding the
entities responsible and accountable for systemic rights violations. This is
the purpose and their hope in filing their case at this International Peoples’
Tribunal.2

 But in view of the failure on the part of the Defendants to so notify the
Tribunal and/or their non-appearance or non-participation in its sessions or
proceedings, they were deemed to have waived their right to present evidence
in their defense.

We agree.

 As certified by the Clerk of Court, neither the Defendants nor their counsel
or representative/s notified the Tribunal through the Convenors whether and
how they intend to participate in the proceedings.6

In view thereof, We were compelled to rule that We shall issue a
Verdict either for or against the Defendants on the basis of the evidence
presented by the Complainants through the Prosecution if so sufficient and in
consonance with the Basic Rules of Procedure.7

THE INDICTMENT
 The Indictment3 stated the grounds or charges constituting the alleged
crimes of the Defendants.
 It outlined the context or overview of the grounds or charges, contained
the general and specific allegations, enumerated the specific cases or incidents
under each ground or charge, and listed the international laws or covenants
allegedly violated by the Defendants.
 By Our authority given to the Clerk of Court, the Indictment was served
by the Convenors upon the Defendants through their duly authorized
representatives on 6 July 2015 or ten (10) days before the start of the Tribunal
session on 16 July 2015.4 The corresponding registry receipts and return cards
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CHARGES/GROUNDS
The Defendants, individually and collectively, are charged by the Filipino
people of the following:
1.

Gross and systematic violations of human rights, particularly civil and
political rights, especially but not limited to extrajudicial killings,
disappearances, massacres, torture, arbitrary arrests and detentions, as
well as other vicious, brutal and systematic abuses and attacks on the
basic democratic rights of the people;

2.

Gross and systematic violations of human rights, particularly
economic, social and cultural rights of the Filipino people through
the imposition of neo-liberal “free market” globalization to exploit
the people; transgression of their economic sovereignty and plunder
of their national patrimony and economy; and attacks on the people’s
livelihoods and the destruction of the environment; and
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Gross and systematic violations of the rights of the people to national
self-determination and liberation through the imposition of the US
war of terror and US military intervention; as well as the perpetration
of crimes against humanity and war crimes; misrepresentations
of the people’s right to national liberation and self-determination
as “terrorism” and the baseless “terrorist” listing of individuals,
organizations and other entities by the US and other governments.
VIOLATIONS OF LAW

Complainants argue that the Defendants’ wilful acts and
omissions, exemplified or illustrated in the specific cases or incidents they
have presented and submitted, individually or collectively violate international
instruments including, but not limited to the following:
►► 1976 Universal Declaration of the Rights of Peoples (Algiers Declaration)
►► 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)
►► 1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)
►► 1966 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(ICESCR)
►► 1984 Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment
►► 1789 US Alien Tort Claims Act (ATCA)
►► 1977 Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners
►► 2006 International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from
Enforced Disappearance
►► 1990 UN Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers
►► 1990 International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All
Migrant Workers and Members of their Families
►► 1990 Convention on the Rights of the Child
►► 1979 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW)
►► 1948 Convention Concerning Freedom of Association and Protection of the
Right to Organise, No. 87
►► 1949 Convention Concerning the Application of the Principles of the Right
to Organise and to Bargain Collectively, No. 98

►► Pertinent UN General Assembly and UN Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC) Resolutions on the rights of peoples to self-determination and
on national liberation movements
►► 1992 GRP-NDFP Hague Joint Declaration
►► 1995 GRP-NDFP Joint Agreement on Safety and Immunity Guarantees
(JASIG)
►► 1998 GRP-NDFP Comprehensive Agreement on Respect for Human Rights
and International Humanitarian Law (CARHRIHL)
►► 1998 Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court and the
►► Generally accepted principles of international law which forms part of the
laws of the Philippines under Section 2, Article II of the 1987 Philippine
Constitution.
The specific provisions of the international instruments vis-à-vis the
corresponding alleged violations for the corresponding charges or grounds
were cited by the Complainants during the course of the Tribunal proceedings
as well as in their documentary evidence8

PROCEDURE9
 The burden of proving the grounds or charges against the Defendants was
incumbent on the Complainants. The customary legal rules of procedure and
evidence as well as the generally accepted basic minimum standards of due
process of an impartial tribunal and of its proceedings were adopted by the
Tribunal whenever applicable and warranted by the circumstances.
 Selected eyewitness or material testimonies and oral or written accounts
from victims, relatives, witnesses, and other individuals directly involved
or knowledgeable in the areas or issues covered by the Indictment were
summarily presented or submitted in person or into the record at the Tribunal
from 16 to 17 July 2015. These testimonies were also reduced in writing
through judicial affidavits and were all given or executed under oath.
 Documentary evidence, photos, audio/videos, special reports, expert
analyses, case summaries10, general accounts and reports relevant or material
to the charges or grounds in the Indictment were also submitted in person or
into the record.

►► 1949 Geneva Conventions
►► 1950 Principles of the Nuremberg Tribunal
►► 1977 Additional Protocols I and II to the Geneva Conventions
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 The basic minimum standard of proof used by the Tribunal was credible,
clear and convincing substantial evidence that a reasonable mind might accept
as adequate to support a conclusion. We were keenly aware that the evidence
shall not only be credible in itself but must come from a credible source.
 Upon due deliberation and based on consensus, We present this Verdict on
the basis of the facts and evidence adduced - - guided by and measured against
the pertinent laws and instruments and using the standard of proof of the
Tribunal.
 In fine, Our Verdict is a ruling or determination on whether or not the
evidence presented before the Tribunal shows that one, some or all of the
Defendants has/have been complicit in the alleged violations, by either
pursuing or promoting measures violating the rights of the Filipino people; or
by remaining practically or absolutely silent to stop or stem such violations and
thereby perpetuating them; or by systematically and habitually failing to act to
abate such violations or the conditions of the Filipino people.
The Prosecution11 presented before this Tribunal 34 cases with 32 witnesses:
17 personally present here in Washington, D.C., 10 via live audio-video feed
from Manila, 4 taped video depositions from the more far-flung parts of the
Philippines and one from Europe. It also submitted extensive documentation of
29 more cases for our consideration.

ALLEGATIONS
ON THE FIRST GROUND:
Gross and systematic violations of human rights, particularly civil
and political rights, especially but not limited to extrajudicial
killings, disappearances, massacres, torture, arbitrary arrests and
detentions, as well as other vicious, brutal and systematic abuses
and attacks on the basic democratic rights of the people
To prove the first ground of the Indictment, the Complainants, through
the Panel of People’s Prosecutors, presented the following 16 witnesses (8 in
person, 4 via live audio-video feed from Manila and 4 taped video depositions
from Philippine provinces):
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1) The Prosecution’s first witness, AMARYLLIS HILAO ENRIQUEZ, who the
records show is a former political detainee during the Marcos dictatorship,
lead claimant in the class suit filed in the US against the Estate of Marcos, and
renowned Filipina human rights defender for the longest time, was presented
personally in her individual capacity as an expert witness/resource person.12
Ms. Enriquez provided an overview and context of the Philippine human
rights situation and the alleged prevailing impunity in the country. She
personally testified that under the Defendant Philippine government’s internal
security program called “Operation Plan Bayanihan,” the killings and the
violations continue.
From the assumption to office of Defendant Aquino in July 2010 until
June 30, 2015, she quoted KARAPATAN, an NGO human rights monitoring
body, which recorded a total of 262 cases of extrajudicial killings, 27 cases
of enforced disappearances, 125 cases of torture, 293 cases of illegal arrests
without detention, 723 of illegal arrests with detention, 133,599 cases of
threats, harassment and intimidation, 29,684 cases of restriction and/or violent
dispersal of peaceful public assemblies, 60,155 incidents of forced evacuation,
among other incidents of violations of human rights allegedly perpetrated by
the Philippine military, police, paramilitary and other State forces.
According to Ms. Enriquez, the killings, disappearances, torture, illegal
arrets and other violations were allegedly committed by Philippine State forces
against targeted individuals and/or group of individuals especially those who
are leaders and/or members of peoples’ organizations which the Defendant
Philippine government labels as “enemies of the State”.
She further testified that these human rights violations were stematically
carried out as part of the Defendant Philippine government’s counterinsurgency program, which is allegedly being militarily supported by the
Defendant U.S. Government.
Ms. Enriquez maintains that there is a link between the US war on terror
and “Oplan Bayanihan” or the US global counterinsurgency war with the
former being repackaged as the latter.
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Thereafter, the Prosecution presented evidence of specific cases of human
rights violations which are illustrative of the cases of human rights violations
committed in the Philippines by Defendant Aquino’s government.
2) MARIA AURORA SANTIAGO personally testified that on July 3, 2012, antimining activist Wilhelmus Geertman was killed in cold blood inside his office
allegedly by suspected military and police assets.
Ms. Santiago said her partner Geertman came to the Philippines as a Dutch
lay missionary. He became involved in peasant organizing in a province north
of Manila called Aurora and later became the Executive Director of a nongovernment organization called Alay Bayan which is engaged in grassroots
disaster-preparedness, mitigation and assistance to disaster victims especially
to poor communities.
His activities and advocacy like anti-mining made him a target of
political vilification, according to Ms. Santiago. He was reportedly subjected
to harassment by the Philippine military and was accused of being a high
ranking member of the rebel army called the New People’s Army (NPA). Even
the questionable charge of robbery with homicide instead of robbery and
murder against a police asset has dragged on for years as the records indicate.
3) CORAZON GEMARINO personally testified on how her husband Romeo
Capalla was killed on March 15, 2014. According to Ms. Gemarino, Capalla
was a prominent fair trade advocate and political activist and was the board
chairman of Panay Fair Trade Center in an island in central Philippines. He
was a member of an organization of former political detainees called the
Samahan ng mga Ex-detainees Laban sa Detensyon at Aresto (SELDA), having
been detained in the late 70s after he was arrested for participating in the
struggle against the martial law regime of Ferdinand Marcos.
Ms. Gemarino claimed that her husband’s consistent involvement in the
different issues affecting the people elicited suspicion of the military and he
was branded as a ranking officer of the New People’s Army. He was arrested
in August 2005 allegedly on trumped-up charges of arson for purportedly
setting fire on the heavy equipment of a construction company, an act charged
against the NPAs. He was released after one month on account of timely legal
intervention and strong public clamor. Capalla was gunned down in front
of their store at a public market in a province called Ioilo in Panay island
while he was with his 92-year old mother-in-law. The case appears not to have
prospered to date.
The Prosecution maintained there is no doubt that the killings of political
activists, human rights advocates and dissenters continue under the presidency
of Defendant Aquino as shown by the illustrative cases they presented.
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The Prosecution submitted documentary evidence that barely five days after
Defendant Aquino assumed office, Fernando Baldomero, a town councillor and
a known political activist was gunned down in his house in Aklan, a province
in central Philippines. No perpetrator has been punished as the records show .
4) Another case presented by the Prosecution was that of ROLLY MIRA
PANESA, an ordinary private security guard who is among the reportedly 125
victims of torture. Mr. Panesa testified via live audio-video feed from Manila
that he was then walking home on October 5, 2012 when he was suddenly
grabbed by several men, fell to the ground and became unconscious. He said
that when he came to the following day, he felt pain in his face. He said that he
was beaten black and blue, and his ears were bleeding.
He testified that he was later informed that he had been taken by the
military and police because he was supposedly identified as “Benjamin
Mendoza”, an alleged high ranking officer of the underground Communist
Party of the Philippines (CPP). He said his captors later interrogated him, and
tried to make him confess that he is “Benjamin Mendoza” despite the fact that
he has several government-issued IDs clearly showing he was not. He had to
be detained for almost 10 months before he was ordered released by the court
when it finally granted his Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus on account of
contrived or erroneous identity.
Several days before his release, the Philippine military released to an alleged
“tipster” the P5.4 million bounty earmarked for the arrest of the real “Benjamin
Mendoza” based on an alleged dubious “wanted” list released by the agencies
of Defendant Philippine government. The Prosecution said that the military
stubbornly clings to their script even while many of the perpetrators have been
cleared by the Defendant’s investigative arms.
The Prosecution also alleged that abductions or enforced disappearances
were also committed by Defendant Philippine government. The illustrative
case presented by the Prosecution is among the 27 recorded cases of enforced
disappearances from July 2010 when Defendant Aquino came to power.
5) The case presented involves the abduction of Michael Celeste, Gerald
Abale and Jully Devero who remain missing to this day. According to LILIA
DEVERO wife of Jully Devero and who testified via taped deposition, the three
are farmers from Negros Occidental, a province in central Philipines. Celeste is
an active member of the National Federation of Sugar Workers (NSFW).
According to Ms. Devero, the three were abducted on July 19, 2011 by
fully armed men some dressed in army uniforms and others in civilian
clothes. The abductors were reportedly identified as members of the “RPAABB,” a paramilitary group known to be under the control of the Philippine
military. To date, the three are still missing, and the abductors have not been
investigated and prosecuted.
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The Prosecution claimedthat Illegal arrests and the filing of trumpedup charges are systematically being carried out by Defendant Philippine
government against activists and human rights advocates. As aforementioned
by Ms. Enriquez, there were reportedly 293 cases of illegal arrest without
detention, 723 cases of illegal arrest and detention and 311 cases of illegal
search and seizure.
6) Among these is the illegal arrest and detention of activists and mass
leaders Zara Alvarez, Romulo Bito-on, Christian Tuayon, Anecita Rojo, and
Clarizza Singson in a province in central Philippines called Negros. ZARA
ALVAREZ testified via live audio-visiual feed from Manila on the harassment
she experienced, and that of another activist from Negros, both of whom were
victims of trumped-up charges.
Alvarez, a licensed teacher, a human rights worker, and a political activist,
together with woman activist Singson, youth leader Tuayon and mass lead
Bito-on said that they were falsely implicated in the death of a soldier who was
killed during an encounter between Philippine Army soldiers and the New
People’s Army. According to her, as now commonly practiced by the military
establishment, the false charges against the 52 Negros activists were based on
the false statement of an alleged former member of the NPA which the said
military used. Alvarez said she is temporarily free on bail but the false charges
against her remain pending in court.
The Prosecution also presented documentary evidence relating to a similar
legal harassment experienced by Randy Vegas and Raul Camposano, union
organizers of the Confederation for Unity, Recognition and Advancement of
Government Workers (COURAGE) and who are still in jail on trumped-up
charges of common crimes even as the Prosecution asserted that the facts show
they could not have possibly committed the alleged acts.
The Prosecution also alleged that a pregnant peasant organizer named
Andrea Rosal also suffered the same fate when she was arrested based on
warrants of arrest issued even though the evidence clearly showed that her
name was not included as among the perpetrators. The only basis for Ms.
Rosal’s arrest according to the Prosecution is that she is the daughter of the
famous former spokesperson of the underground Communist Party of the
Philippines or CPP. Ms. Rosal’s baby daughter reportedly died a few hours
after birth because of lack of proper, prompt and adequate medical attention
on top of the inhuman conditions in detention she allegedly had to endure.
The records show that Ms. Rosal remains in jail together with another woman
detainee who had similarly given birth.
7 ) The Prosecution also alleged that Defendant Aquino had also shown utter
lack of respect for the people’s basic constitutional rights as illustrated in the
violent dispersal of the rally to coincide with the yearly State of the Nation
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Address in 2013. BISHOP SOLITO TOQUERO personally testified to the
obstruction and violent dispersal by Defendant Philippine government’s police
forces of a large and broad group of rallyists, with permit in hand, who had
marched near the Philippine Congress. Scores of protesters were injured but
charges against the police have been dismissed.
8 ) According to the Prosecution, even lawyers are not spared from open and
vicious threat, harassment and intimidation, like in the case of human rights
lawyer ATTY. MARIA CATHERINE SALUCON of the National Union of
Peoples’ Lawyers (NUPL) who is among the 133,599 human rights defenders
and activists who were threatened and harassed by State forces under the
presidency of Defendant Aquino.
Although Atty. Salucon eventually successfully invoked the writs of amparo
and habeas data, protective orders that supposedly allow her access to military
records pertaining to her, they have largely been ineffective as military
officials continue to deny surveillance activities on her. According to Atty.
Salucon, her own paralegal William Bugati was killed earlier by suspected
agents of the State.
 Also, two datus or local tribe leaders testified on the harassment and
atrocities committed against their communities. Their cases were among the
60,155 recorded incidents of forced evacuation.
9) DATU MANSIMUY-AT, a leader of a Manobo (an indigenous tribe)
community in Talaingod, Davao del Norte in southern Philippines, testified
via live audio-video feed nila. He said that his tribe had stood against foreign
mining corporations who sought to expand operations into their ancestral
lands.
According to him, 1,300 members of the tribe were forced to evacuate
because of these harassments and atrocities by the military. When they
returned after more than a month, he said they found their houses and farms
destroyed by the soldiers. Datu Mansimuy-at claimed he was among those
who were harassed and accused of being an NPA member.
10) The same harassment and atrocities were also allegedly committed against
the tribe of DATU MANSULADLAD who testified thru taped deposition that
their community was likewise occupied by soldiers after conducting a military
operation in the area. The tribe in their town in a place called San Luis, Agusan
del Sur in southern Philippines in the island of Mindanao had resisted the
entry of mining and logging firms.
He said that soldiers of Defendant Philipine government conducted a
”Community Organizing for Peace and Development” (COPD), a military
operation allegedly disguised as community work, which he said included the
forced recruitment to the Peace and Development Security Volunteers (PDSV)
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with the threat of being a military target should they refuse conscription. The
military also allegedly accused them of being members of the NPA because
they complained of the military occupation of their communities.
The Prosecution asserted that children were not spared from the atrocities
of the military and police as illustrated in the case of Bandam Dumanglay and
the Antivo brothers.
11) BANDAM DUMANGLAY is a minor and a Lumad (member of an
indigenous tribe in southern Philippines) also from Agusan del Sur and one
of the students at a literacy and numeracy school being run by the Rural
Missionaries of the Philippines-Northern Mindanao Region (RMP-NMR).
He testified thru taped deposition that he was accosted by a group of heavily
armed members of the Defendant Philippine government’s paramilitary group
Bagani Forces.
Bandam said that the armed men trained their high-powered firearms
at him. A certain Ugjab Laygayan, who was leading the group, allegedly
cautioned him that they were going to massacre the Lumads including the
women, children and teachers of his school if the community did not agree
to their demands. Ugjab purportedly said that they would use helicopters if
their guns were not enough to kill them all, bragging that the Bagani Forces
were 600-strong. He supposedly added that they would fire warning shots at
around 2:00 p.m. that day. Bandam said he ran as fast as he could to warn the
elders. The community evacuated when the first shots indeed rang at 2:00 p.m.
1 2) EARL JAN ANTIVO narrated thru taped deposition the tragedy that
resulted from strafing by Defendant Philippine government’s soldiers on April
3, 2013 when he was only 12 years old. He testified that at around 6:00 p.m. on
that date, he was then with his younger 8-year old brother and their 13-year old
uncle, together with their father and several other members of their family and
were on their way home from their farm.
He said that they heard a sudden burst of gunfire directed at them. Earl Jan
shouted to the perpetrators, whom he identified as soldiers, in dialect “mga
bata mi sir…”. (there are children here). His shouts were allegedly ignored,
and they heard a second burst of gunshots, Earl Jan then crawled to a grassy
part and shouted twice that they are children. But his pleas were reportedly
ignored. His brother was killed, while his uncle and himself suffered serious
injuries. The perpetrators are supposedly soldiers from Defendant’s Philippine
Army.
13) The alleged brutal way by which the Defendant’s Philippine military
supposedly carry out its counter-insurgency operations, without due regard
to the rules on engagement and International Humanitarian Law, is illustrated
in the case of Arnold Jaramillo and his six comrades, according to the
Prosecution. The evidence presented show that Arnold is a member of the
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belligerent force of the NPA, which reportdly is waging a civil war against the
Philippine government for more than four decades.
According to the personal testimony of his wife, CYNTHIA JARAMILLO,
her husband and his comrades were mercilessly killed, and their remains were
also desecrated after an alleged military encounter of the two armed forces.
Ms. Jaramillo cited the autopsy report conducted by the Defendant’s own
National Bureau of Investigation wherein it was stated that Recca Noelle Monte
was killed without any gunshot wound, Arnold Jaramillo was riddled with
bullets along with Brandon Magranga, Ricardo Reyes, Pedring Banggao, Robert
Beyao and Roberto Perez.
The autopsy reports and post-mortem reports, validated by a forensic
expert, stated that their major wounds were non-encounter shots. Two civilians
were also killed during the incident. Engr. Fidela “Delle” Salvador, on a
monitoring visit for various socio-economic projects implemented by nongovernment organizations in Lacub, Abra in northern Philippines and Noel
Viste, a local, were among the 24 civilians allegedly used as human shields by
Defendant Philippine government’s soldiers during the operation. Thus, the
Prosecution asserted, the victims were either hors d’ combat or plain unarmed
civilians. No case has been filed to date as the records show.
1 4) On another issue, BONIFACIO ILAGAN, known artist, director, and
political detainee during the Marcos dictatorship, personally testified on the
exclusion or so-called “delisitng” of martial law human rights victims from
getting compensation. Mr. Ilagan testified that he is among the 9,539 victimspetitioners who filed a class suit against the estate of Ferdinand Marcos in
Hawaii in 1986. In 1995, the records show that the Hawaii court ruled that the
plaintiffs were entitled to compensation amounting to about US$2 billion to
be taken from Marcos’ estate.
Despite this decision, however, and despite
the garnishment of accounts and sale of different properties of the Marcoses,
the execution of the Hawaii court decision remains selective and elusive to
most, according to Mr. Ilagan. On 25 February 2013, a Philippine law called
RA 10368 or the Human Rights Victims Reparation and Recognition Act of
2013 was enacted. Thereafter, a Claims Board was created to process claims for
reparation. As provided for in the law, petitioners in the Hawaii class suit were
presumed to be beneficiaries of the reparation law.
However, according to Mr. Ilagan, out of the 9,539 victim-plaintiffs in the
class suit, 2,013 Were arbitrarily delisted and refused reparation. Among those
delisted were Mr. Ilagan and many other activists and dissenters who are
still active in peoples’ organization, and that they were purporedly singled
out because of their activities and continuing advocacies. Their protestations
notwithstanding, many remain delisted while others have to go through the
same tedious and tormenting process to prove again that they are victims,
according to Mr. Ilagan.
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 Finally on this First Ground, to support their assertion that Defendant
Aquino did not seriously and promptly investigate and/or prosecute
perpetrators of human rights violations during the previous regimes, thereby
contributing to the supposed impunity in the country, the Prosecution
presented the cases of tortured Fil-Am activist Melissa Roxas, missing
university students Sherlyn Cadapan and Karen Empeno and extrajudicially
killed farmer Manuel Merino.
1 5) RAYMOND MANALO, a young farmer, and a supposed survivor of
abduction and torture, relived his experience and testified thru live audiovideo feed from Manila that he and his brother were abducted, tortured and
detained without charges by soldiers under the command of Gen. Jovito
Palparan, Jr. the commanding officer of the Defendant Philippine government’s
army in the region.
He also testified that he saw and was with Sherlyn Cadapan, Karen Empeno
and Manuel Merino, who were also abducted and remain missing up to this
time. He narrated how he was confronted by Gen. Palparan himself while
in captivity, directly establishing the general’s knowledge, management and
supervision of their abduction.The case was not pursued by the Defendant
government until the criminal complaints were initiated by the vitim’s families
and human right defender themselves.
Gen. Palparan hid and evaded his arrest for three years before he was
brought before the courts but remains, with the acquiesence of Defendant
Aquinos’ government agencies, in military custody even if he is already
retired. One suspect is still at large, while several other top military officials
charged by the victims have been dropped from the case. According to the
Prosecution, the case has dragged on for 4 years with no immediate end in
sight.
16)) Lastly, MELISSA ROXAS, a young Filipino-American activist and health
worker personally testified as to her alleged abduction and torture when
she visited the Philippines to conduct health surveys preparatory to a future
medical mission. She said she was abducted in a town in Tarlac north of
Manila on May 19, 2009 while conducting a health survey together with two
other companions. She testified that she was sure that their abductors are
soldiers, and that they were taken to a military camp.
According to her, they were held for six days, during which they were
continuously interrogated and tortured. All throughout her captivity, she
claimed they threatened her with death, and tried to force her to sign
documents saying that she surrendered as an NPA. When she refused to sign,
they allegdely tortured her even more. Melissa was able to describe one of
her abductors, and a cartographic sketch was made based on her description.
Unfortunately, these sketches were not followed up and no effort was ever
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made by Defedant Philippine government to identify the persons depicted in
the sketches.
The records show that to date, the identities of her abductors and torturers
are still unknown. The military and police have denied wholesale the
allegations and, under this claim, refused to release information or conduct
further investigations even despite orders from the courts. No perpetrator has
ever been charged much less arrested as the records indicate.
In addition to these 16 witnesses, the Prosecution likewise submitted
documents for 23 other cases of human rights violations involving the First
Ground.13 These other cases involved other alleged extrajudicial killings,
massacre, enforced disappearance, illegal arrests and detention, harassments,
forced evacuations, violation of children’s rights, violation of international
humanitarian law, and perpetuation of climate of impunity.
The Prosecution offered these evidence to establish the various gross
human rights violations allegedly committed by Defendant Aquino and his
government, supposedly in collaboration and/or abetted by Defendant US
government, as factual basis for the charges under the First Ground of the
Indictment.

ON THE SECOND GROUND:
Gross and systematic violations of human rights, particularly
economic, social and cultural rights of the Filipino people through
the imposition of neo-liberal “free market” globalization to exploit
the people; transgression of their economic sovereignty and plunder
of their national patrimony and economy; and attacks on the
people’s livelihoods and the destruction of the environment
 To prove the material allegationsof the Second Ground of the Indictment,
the Prosecution presented 11 witnesses and pieces of documentary evidence
for 13 cases or issues (8 in person and 5 via live audio-video feed from Manila).
1) First to testify in person was economist JOSE ENRIQUE AFRICA, who as the
records show is an economics expert widely quoted and cited by the academe,
organizations, institutions, media and other entities both in the Philippines
and abroad. He was presented in his individual capacity as an expert witness/
resource person.14
13
14

Cases for Submission, 17 July 2015, herein attached as Annex “G”.
The records show that Mr. Africa is, among others, also a fellow of the Center for People Empowerment in
Governance (CenPEG) and the Center for Anti-Imperialist Studies (CAIS). He previously worked as staff
in the National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA) and has been an active educator to people’s
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Mr. Africa gave an overview and data to picture out the general socioeconomic situation of the Philippines. He provided the Tribunal economic
variables and data on the state of the economy of the Philippines for Our
consideration:

►► there was 115% increase in profit of mining companies between 2010 and
2014

►► 66 million (out of 100 million) Filipinos are poor. They live on just Php125
(US$2.80) or less per day. They are the Filipino farmers, fisherfolk, workers,
small-scale traders, vendors, domestic workers and other informal sector
workers

►► 6 out of 10 Filipinos die without seeing a doctor

►► 4.3 million Filipinos are unemployed and 7.9 million underemployed
►► 4 out of 10 or 44% of the workers are non-regular or agency-hired workers,
over six out of ten or 63% do not even have written contracts; four out of ten
or 40% employed Filipinos are in just part-time work with very low pay and
no benefits

►► some 98% of Philippine domestic production is exported
►► around 80,000 babies still die of preventable diseases every year
►► power privatization has made electricity in the Philippines the most
expensive in Asia, even more expensive than in Japan or South Korea
►► water privatization has made water in the Philippines the third most
expensive after Japan and Singapore
►► rail transport privatization has caused fares to increase from 50-100%
►► 61,000 houses of urban poor families with some 305,000 individuals Were
demolished and displaced under the Aquino administration

►► the average daily basic pay of millions of Filipino workers nationwide
increased by less than Php5 (Php4.50) or just 1.7% between 2005 and 2014

►► over 1.2 million homes were damaged or destroyed by Typhoon Haiyan
(Yolanda) but the government only built 364 homes

►► there are 10.2 million overseas Filipinos in 2013

►► one million families with 5.6 million people was severely affected by
Typhoon Haiyan (Yolanda) but less than 220,000 families were given
livelihood support.

►► 4,508 overseas Filipino workers were deployed every day because only 2,800
jobs were generated at home
►► 7 of 10 peasants are still landless
►► a third of landowners own or control more than 80% of agricultural land
►► the wealth of the 10 richest Filipinos has more than tripled under the
Defendant Aquino administration from Php630 billion in 2010 to Php2.2
trillion in 2015 (250% increase)
►► the net income of the country’s some 260 listed firms on the Philippine
Stock Exchange (PSE) rose from Php438 billion in 2010 to Php583 billion in
2014 (33% increase)
►► the net income of the country’s Top 1000 corporations grew from Php804
billion in 2010 to Php1.0 trillion in 2013 (26% increase)
►► two-fifths (40%) of approved investment in the Philippines in the last
decade-and-a-half is foreign rather than Filipino, not yet counting the use of
dummy corporations
►► the Philippines paid out over US$36 billion in profit remittances since 1980
which is on top of over US$178 billion in debt servicing
►► the Philippines has exported over US$43 billion worth of mineral exports
since the 1970s
organizations as well as a resource person for schools, NGOs, government and media since the 1990s. His
writings on socioeconomic and political issues have been published. He obtained his Masters degree (MSc) in
Development Studies and Bachelors degree (BSc) in Philosophy and Economics from the London School of
Economics and Political Science (LSE).
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Mr. Africa also showed the Tribunal the percentage of US firms’ economic
interests in the Philippines, which according to him, were the reasons why
Defendant US government allegedly pushed for privatization of economic
activities they are involved in. The data he shared showed that:
►► US firms account for 45% (US$466 million) of the Philippines electric power
systems imports
►► US firms account for 25% (US$635 million) of aerospace imports including
for airport projects
►► US firms account for 24% (US$92 million) of medical equipment imports
►► US firms account for 10% (US$40 million) of water equipment and services
imports
US firms account for 26% (US$394 million) of information technology imports,
aside from 31% of foreign equity in BPOs.
According to Mr. Africa, The US Agency for International Development
(USAID) is among Defendant US government’s key mechanisms assigned
by it for crafting the Philippines’ economic policy. To ensure that the
Philippines adopt US-designed economic policy, Mr. Africa claims that USAID
pushed for Accelerating Growth Investment and Liberalization with Equity
(AGILE) project in 1998, which supposedly created “satellite offices” in 11 key
government agencies to produce at least ten major economic laws.
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AGILE, accodring to Mr. Africa, was renamed and extended into the
Economic Governance Technical Assistance (EGTA) Project (2001‐2004) and was
succeeded by three other programs in the 2004‐2006, 2006‐2008, and 2008‐2011
periods.
He also stated that there are five (5) other USAID economic policy
intervention projects cumulatively worth US$74 million namely: TradeRelated Assistance for Development (TRADE), Facilitating Public Investment
(FPI), Investment Enabling Environment (INVEST), Advancing Philippine
Competitiveness (COMPETE) Project, and the civil society-focused PhilippineAmerican (Phil-Am) Fund.
Mr. Africa also testified that Defendant US government has also lobbied
on 471 policy recommendations including the change of the 1987 Philippine
Constitution to remove limitations on foreign investment in the Philippines.
And by 2014, over seven out of ten (72%) of the so-called The Arangkada
Philippines Project or TAPP’s recommendations have been started or already
completed. The project is reportedly administered by the American Chamber
of Commerce and implemented with the Joint Foreign Chambers of Commerce
in the Philippines.
Lastly, Mr. Africa testified that Defendant World Bank used US$1.1 billion
in development policy loans in 2006, 2011, 2013 and 2014 to push for health,
education and power privatization, higher VAT and other taxes, and reduced
government spending.
The Prosecution asserted that the extensive data analysis Mr. Africa
provided the Tribunal is invaluable and purportedly shows the sorry state of
the Philippine economy and the role played by Defendant US government,
through the USAID and the Defendants IMF-World Bank, in the Philippine’s
economic afffairs, with the alleged complicity of Defendant Aquino and the
Philippine government.

direct control and supervision of Defendant President, deliberately used
means to avoid land distribution to the farmers.
The witness also testified that after the said Supreme Court issued the order,
the harassment of the farmers intensified. He testified on the destruction of
crops and huts of the farmers conducted by an official of the DAR. He also
testified that aside from the physical assault committed against the farmers by
the persons employed by the family of Defendant Aquino, and in some cases
by law enforcement personnel at the behest of the family, various trumped-up
cases were filed against the farmers who were protesting the illegal or highly
irregular method of distributing the lands.
On the other hand, Mr. Mariano claimed that hundreds of cases filed by the
farmers with the Defendant Philippine government’s Department of Justice
had been unacted upon more than 2 years after they were filed.
The witness also claimed that the case of Hacienda Luisita mirrors the sorry
state of agrarian reform in the Philippines. According to him, Hacienda Luisita
shows how the government of Defendant Aquino viewed agrarian reform
and agriculture and the neglect, failure and refusal to implement a genuine
one. He categorically stated that the farmers could not expect a genuine
concern from the said Defendant because the latter belonged to the landowning class and given the violation of the rights of the farmers right in his
backyard, the sufferings, oppression, and repression of farmers’ rights under
his administration will continue.
Mr. Mariano asserted that Defendant Aquino not only tramples on the
farmers’ basic democratic right to land ownership but also violates their
fundamental civil and political rights within the framework of keeping the
country agrarian, backward and pre-industrial, to the benefit and interests of
the Defendants.

After Mr. Africa’s testimony and presentation of the over-all socioeconomic conditions of the Philippines, other witnesses took the stand in the
Prosecution’s attempt to show the particular state of the Philippine industry –
agriculture and agrarian reform, urban poor situation, labor and employment,
mining, health, and education, among others.

3) Aside from Hacienda Luisita, another witness, MARIETA CORPUZ,
personally testified upon the issue of landgrabbing that happened in a
province called Aurora, on the mid-east coast of the Philippines. According
to her, peasants and indigenous peoples are being dispossessed of their land
and ancestral domain to give way to the Aurora Pacific Economic Zone and
Freeport (APECO) project.

2) On agriculture and agrarian reform, the Prosecution presented the case
of Hacienda Luisita, a landholding with an area of more than 6,000 hectares
owned by the family of the incumbent President, Defendant Aquino. In this
case Mr. RAFAEL MARIANO, a farmer himself and peasant leader, personally
testified that despite the Philippine Supreme Court decision that ordered the
distribution of the said vast tracts of land to the farmers and payment of their
legitimate share of the proceeds of the sale of their land, Defendant Philippine
government’s Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR), an agency under the

Ms. Corpuz also testified that while the project will provide big business
with business opportunities, it will result in the massive displacement
of peasants, fisherfolk, and indigenous peoples. She said that groups are
actively opposing the project are subjected to threats and harassment. In
fact, according to her, two leaders of concerned organizations (Romualdo
Palispis of Bayan Muna and Willem Geertman), who expressed support to the
anti-APECO movement were killed by suspected members of State forces of
Defendant Philippine government.
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Aside from the personal testimonies of these witnesses, documents were
presented to show the same problem of peasants’ dislocation in large tracts of
agricultural lands in the Philippines, namely, in places called Hacienda Looc
in Batangas; in Hacienda Dolores in Pampanga; and in San Jose Del Monte.
Bulacan, provinces north and south of Manila on the island of Luzon.
The documentary evidence submitted to the Tribunal shows that peasants
are apparently being evicted and dispossessed of the land they have been
tilling for decades to give way to “development projects” in favor of big
developers. Consequently, opposition to these projects by the peasants were
allegedly met by brute force. Some of their leaders have reportedly been
harassed, threatened, or killed. The records show that the filing of trumped-up
cases against the farmers opposing the projects are a common occurrence in
these cases.
All these, according to the Prosecution, were committed as a result of the
policies, programs and practices of Defendant Philippine government under
the administration of Defendant Aquino which have supposedly either
instigated, produced, encouraged, neglected, tolerated or acquiesced, the
same allegedly with the cooperation, collaboration or complicity of the other
Defendants.
4) On labor rights and the right to organize, ARIEL CASILAO, a union leader,
testified via live audio-video feed from Manila on the violation on the rights of
workers to unionize in Dole Stanfilco, a multinational company whose majority
share is owned by a US Company and a Japanese Company named Itochu
Corporation.
According to Mr. Casilao, Dole-Stanfilco filed unfounded cases for murder
and robbery against union officials to discomfit and hassle them. Aside from
the filing of the said cases, Mr. Casilao said that the union officials were
also physically harassed and threatened by the military. He also testified on
the anti-worker policies and violations of labor standards laws by the said
company, which have been glaringly ignored by the pertinent agencies of
Defendant Philippine government.
He said that the case of Dole-Stanfilco shows how the Defendant Philippine
government disregards the right to organize and the right to decent wages and
humane working conditions, and how it protects multinational companies and
their interests to the injury of the rights and interest of their workers.
5) On the mining situation in the country, the Prosecution presented RYAN
LARIBA who testified via live audio-video feed from Manila on alleged largescale and destructive mining activities of foreign transnational corporations in
the Philippines particularly by mining company Glencore-Xstrata-Saguittarius
Mines in Mindanao, southern Philippines.
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According to Mr. Lariba, the operations of Glencore Xstrata SMI covers
around 50,000 hectares and is located in the ancestral land of the indigenous
B’laan tribe. He testified how the process of securing “free, prior, and
informed consent” (FPIC) had been maliciously and unashamedly violated
by the company. He also testified how the indigenous communities suffered
dislocation, harassment and human rights abuses committed by the said
company against Lumads in collusion with the Armed Forces of the
Philippines (AFP) of Defendant Philippine government. He stated that certain
units of the Philippine Army were designated as Investment Defense Forces
providing mining companies with security details, and that said Defendant’s
military operations are intense in places where multinational companies
operating.
The Prosecution, to corroborate the fact that what is happening in
Glencore X-Strata is supposedly not isolated but a common occurrence in the
Philippines, also submitted documentary evidence involving the operation of
Oceana Gold Mining Corporation showing the same pattern of displacement
of indigenous peoples from their ancestral land and the harassment committed
by the Defendant Philippine government’s military and paramilitary groups to
ensure the operation of the said mining company.
6) On another issue, the Prosecution then presented NERI JAVIER
COLMENARES, a human rights lawyer, progressive lawmaker, and
presently the Senior Deputy Minority Leader of the Philippine House of
Representatives, who personally testified on the onerous power rate hikes and
illegal rate hikes for mass transportation in the Philippines. The records show
that Atty. Colmenares is at the forefront of the suits and campaign in the courts
and other fora on basic consumer issues.
According to Atty. Colmenares, lack of supply, high prices, including
an exorbitant rate hike in power and transportation are the main problems
faced by consumers in the Philippines. He further testified that the policy of
privatization, deregulation and liberalization imposed by Defendants IMF, WB
and WTO on the power sector and mass rail transits aggressively adopted by
Defendant Philippine government were the reasons for the high prices and
inefficient service especially of the mass transits.
He stated that Defendant Philippine government justified the rate hikes
and refused the demand of the people to stop them despite massive public
outrage and protest. He also pointed out that the mass transport system
in the Philippines is inaccessible to the people and inefficient despite the
billions of pesos poured into it by Defendant government. He testified that the
government allowed power distributors and operators of the mass transport
to raise their fees to the detriment of the public, inspite of public clamor and
pending suits in court.
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Atty. Colmenares then showed how Defendant US government is
supposedly equally liable with Defendant Philippine government for violating
the socio-economic rights of the Filipino people on the said issues. According
to him, the culprit was the policy of privatization and deregulation imposed by
Defendant US government which was willingly accepted and implemented by
Defendant Philippine government. 
7) ESTRELITA BAGASBAS, an urban poor leader living in Quezon City in
the National Capital Region, testified on the state of poor urban dwellers and
settlers in the Philippines. She testified via live audio-video feed from Manila
that she was a victim of the violent demolition of urban poor families’ houses
to pave the way for the establishment of a commercial district.
She testified that various urban poor communities in Metro Manila and in
other large cities are being evicted and their homes demolished to give way to
developmental projects under the so-called Public Private Partnership (PPP)
program of Defendant Philippine government. In particular, she testified that
in a government-owned lot in a community called Barangay North Triangle,
Quezon City where she resides, thousands were evicted to give way to the
construction of condominium projects. In the violent demolition of their
houses, hundreds were injured and several local community leaders were
charged with trumped-up cases.
The case of the residents of the “Silverio compound” in Paranaque City was
also mentioned by the witness where during the violent eviction of the urban
poor dwellers in 2012, a resident died and 39 others wounded. Like the case
of Sitio San Roque, the Silverio residents were evicted supposedly to give way
to the construction of a medium-rise socialized housing project. Trumpedup cases were also filed against the residents and local community leaders of
Silverio compound.
The Prosecution further noted that the demolition, eviction and forcible
transfer of the urban poor with the implementation by or active assistance
of agencies of Defendant Philippine government were in open violation of
the safeguards even of an already repressive law on the urban poor of said
Defendant.
8) SEAN HERBERT VELCHEZ, head nurse of the spinal unit at the Philippine
Orthopedic Center and president of the hospital’s employees’ union, testified
via live audio-video feed from Manila on the impending privatization of
the said hospital. Mr. Velches claimed that in the guise of modernization,
Defendant Philippine government had ordered the privatization of the
orthopedic center, the only hospital in the Philippines specializing in
orthopedic medicine. He said it is mandated by law to earmark 90% of its bed
capacity to charity patients, and the remaining 10% to paying patients.
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He said that the multi-billion peso contract entered into by the hospital
and Megawide Consortium, the private entity that won the bidding under
Defendant Philippine government’s PPP privatization program – allegedly
in compliance with the other Defendants’ dictates -- stated that upon full
implementation of the privatization, the ratio will be reversed, and only a small
percentage of its bed capacity will be earmarked for charity patients, thereby
depriving thousands of poor patients with medical and health care.
The Prosecution also pointed out in its submissions that this is but the first
of many government hospitals that will be privatized to the detriment of the
poor as profits will be the primary consideration in their operations.
Thereafter, ATTY. COLMENARES was recalled to the stand. This time, he
testified on the so-called pork barrel system in the Philippines and the illegal
appropriation, use, disbursement and corruption of public funds and its impact
on the socio-economic rights and interest of the Filipino people.
He stated that the pork barrel system, whereby legislative officials are
given funds to disburse, is a source of corruption and reinforces patronage
politics in the Philippines. According to him, public funds are given to allies
of Defendant Aquino and voters in the form of projects but are withheld from
political enemies or the opposition. He said that a scandal that erupted in
2014 showed the enormity of the funds at stake, and a curious scheme where
senators, congressmen and conmen appropriated the money for themselves by
proposing and approving fake projects was exposed. He stated that the pork
barrel system is inherently anomalous as it deprived the people of budget for
social services.
He further stated that despite the Philippine Supreme Court decision
declaring the pork barrel and lump sum appropriations illegal, the government
of Defendant Aquino still inserted hundreds of billions pesos in lump sum
appropriations in the 2015 budget.
Atty. Colmenares also testified on the so-called Disbursement Acceleration
Program (DAP) of Defendant Aquino’s administration where the government
impounded appropriations of certain agencies, declared them savings, and
allocated them according to their whims and caprices.
The Prosecution mentioned in its submissions on what it called the “labor
export policy” of Defendant Philippine government. It claimed that due
to the said policy and the lack economic opportunities in the Philippines
compounded by poverty, Filipino migrant workers became vulnerable to
human trafficking. It asserts that the Defendant Philippine government by and
large has not lifted a finger to stop human trafficking or to protect migrants in
distress.
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9) According to Ms. LOEL NAPARATO in her personal testimony , she
applied for a job as a teacher in Washington D.C. through a recruitment
company registered with the Defendant’s Philippine Overseas Employment
Administration (POEA) but whose license was later revoked by the same
agency. She said that the company’s job placement advertised online was
taken up by hundreds of other teachers. After her application, she was made
to pay a processing fee, a service or professional fee, and an advance payment
purportedly for housing rentals in Washington all running to hundreds of
thousands of pesos.
After paying the said amounts, Ms. Naparato said her recruiter was arrested
for illegal recruitment, whereupon the teachers discovered and tried to
prosecute him for the racket. The recruiter, however, made clever arrangements
and was later set free on bail. Ms. Naparato said she incurred a huge debt but
was not able to work in the US. She testified that there were several other
teachers who suffered the same fate. She claimed that Defendant Philippine
government has not helped her.
10) MARITESS VELOSO-LAURENTE testified on Defendant Philippine
government’s ineptitude and callousness in providing support to Filipino
migrant workers in distress and their families.
She testified that her youngest sister Mary Jane Veloso was wrongly
sentenced to death by firing squad in Indonesia for alleged drug trafficking.
According to her, Mary Jane, who is a single mother of two little boys, was
illegally recruited to supposedly work as a domestic helper in Malaysia, but
she was duped and framed up and unknowingly used as a drug mule to
Indonesia.
She claimed that Defendant Philippine government through its agencies
and embassy in Jakarta failed to provide Mary Jane and her dirt poor family
with prompt, adequate and competent assistance during trial and up to prior
to her scheduled execution in April. She asserted that they were given the runaround and were condescendinly treated by said Defendant’s public officials
and agents. Ms. Veloso asserted that the Defendant Philippine government
belatedly engaged Indonesian private lawyers only after her sister had been
convicted and meted the death sentence.
As a result, Mary Jane was allegedly not able to invoke available and strong
defenses for five years due to said Defendant’s inaction, negligence and
ineptness. She was thus convicted and placed on execution row in Indonesia
unti she was given a temporary reprieve largely because of the fierce campaign
of a broad sector of national and international groups in support of migrant
groups and their private lawyers.
11) The last witness to prove the specific allegations of violations of economic,
social and cultural rights of the Filipino people by the Defendants was DR.
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EFLEDA BAUTISTA. She testified on the liability of the Defendant Aquino
and Defendant Philippine government for what she called as the criminal
negligence for the deaths of thousands of people as a result of supertyphoon
Yolanda, internationally known as Haiyan.
She claimed that during the calamity, the Defendant Philippine government
did not provide sufficient and timely warning to the affected areas, which
explains the magnitude and number of unnecessary and avoidable deaths,
and the unprecdented massive destruction to properties. She said Defendant
Philippine government, despite foreknowledge of the strength and impact of
the said supertyphoon, was also unprepared, and was not able to provide
immediate assistance to the affected residents.
Instead, Dr. Bautista asserted that it implemented unwise, imprudent
and unduly repressive measures to control the situation. Defendant Aquino,
according to her, also rebuffed and derided the people’s efforts to dialogue
with him directly, and demurred from apologizing for the mishandling of
the disaster relief and rehabilitation efforts. She also pointed out the sorry
state of affairs of the homeless despite the passage of time and the influx of
international aid and suport.
A video presentation showing the state of the area affected by the typhoon
with interviews from people affected by its onslaught was also submitted and
presented to the Tribunal to complement Dr. Bautista’s testimony.
In addition to these 11 witnesses, the Prosecution likewise submitted
documents for 6 other cases of human rights violations involving the Second
Ground.15 These other cases involve alleged landgrabbing, large-scale and
destructive mining and damage to the environment.
The Prosecution offered the foregoing evidence to establish the various
gross human rights violations allegedly committed by Defendant Aquino and
his government, supposedly in collaboration and/or abetted by Defendant US
government and the other Defendants as factual basis for the charges under
the Second Ground of the Indictment.

ON THE THIRD GROUND:
Gross and systematic violations of the rights of the people to
national self-determination and liberation through the imposition
of the US war of terror and US military intervention; as well as
the perpetration of crimes against humanity and war crimes;
misrepresentations of the people’s right to national liberation and
15

Cases for Submission, 17 July 2015, herein attached as Annex “G”.
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self-determination as “terrorism” and the baseless “terrorist” listing
of individuals, organizations and other entities by the US and other
governments
To prove this ground, the Prosecution presented 5 witnesses (3 in person,
1 via live audio-video feed from Manila and 1 via taped deposition from
Brussels) who acted in their individual capacities as expert witnesses/resource
persons - MARJORIE COHN, LIZA MAZA, DANTE SIMBULAN, AMIRAH
ALI LIDASAN and LUIS JALANDONI:
1) Ms. Cohn, who is a law professor in the US and as the records show is a
reputable author of books on US policies and practices in violation of human
and peoples’ rights provided in person the framework and context of the Third
Ground and testified in her individual and professional capacity.16
2) Ms. Maza - who We were informed by the Prosecution was barred from
flying out of the Philippines by the US Customs and Border Protection of the
Department of Homeland Security for still unspecified reasons and was thus
denied the right to personally testify before this Tribunal - testified via live
audio-video feed from Manila in her capacity as a former legislator and as a
women’s rights advocate17 on the military agreements between the Defendant
governments.
3) Mr. Simbulan, as the records show, is a retired ranking military officer of
Defendant Philippine government, former instructor at its military academy,
lecturer and author of several books on the Philippine situation. He personally
testified on his knowledge and analysis of the supposed relationship between
the counterinsurgency programs of Defendant governments.18
16

The records show that Ms. Cohn is, among others, a professor at the Thomas Jefferson School of Law in San
Diego, USA. She is also on the National Advisory Board of Veterans for Peace and the board of the Vietnam
Agent Orange Relief and Responsibility Campaign. Professor Cohn is the author of Cowboy Republic: Six
Ways the Bush Gang Has Defied the Law; co-author of Rules of Disengagement: The Politics and Honor of
Military Dissent and Cameras in the Courtroom: Television and the Pursuit of Justice; and editor/co-author
of United States and Torture: Interrogation, Incarceration and Abuse and Drones and Targeted Killing: Legal,
Moral, and Geopolitical Issues. She testified before the House Judiciary Committee’s Subcommittee on
the Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties about the Bush torture policy. Professor Cohn was invited
to debate at the prestigious Oxford Union about the legality of the war in Afghanistan. She writes frequent
articles, makes media appearances, and lectures throughout the world on human rights and U.S. foreign policy
“and the contradiction between the two.”

17

The records show that Ms. Maza is co-chairperson of Makabayan, a coalition of progressive political parties
and groups in the Philippines. She is a feminist activist and a nationalist. She is formerly a congressional
representative of partylists Bayan Muna (People First) and Gabriela Women’s Party. She is chairperson of the
International Women’s Alliance, a global alliance of grassroots women’s organizations.

18

The records show that Mr. Simbulan, who is now a resident of the US, finished his bachelor’s degree at the
Philippine Military Academy, his M.A., (Political Science) at the University of the Philippines; and his Ph. D.
(Pol. Science & Govt., Institute of Advanced Studies) at the Australian National University. He was former
Dean, College of Arts & Sciences of the Polytechnic University of the Philippines. He was former colonel of the
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4) Ms. Lidasan, who was introduced as an advocate of the right to selfdetermination of the Moro people, personally testified on the infamous
“Mamasapano” incident where the Defendant US government was allegedly
involved.19
5) Mr. Jalandoni, the chief negotiator of the National Democratic Front of the
Philippines (NDFP) representing what is publicly reported as the liberation
movement engaged in peace negotiations with Defendant Philippine
government, testified via taped video deposition on the said negotiations, the
so-called terrorist listing and the alleged demonization of said movement and
their leaders.20
Like the previous experts or resource persons in the other grounds or
charges above, they all asserted that that there is a close link between the
“US war on terror,” on the one hand, and Oplan Bayanihan or the US global
counterinsurgency war, on the other hand, with the former being allegedly
repackaged as the latter.
For accuracy, We shall quote extensively from their testimonies and
submissions as may be pertinent, relevant or material to this Verdict.
Otherwise, We shall judiciously cull from or extract the gist or substance of the
same.

On the alleged imposition of the US war of terror and US military intervention
The Prosecution asserted that the Defendant US government was able to
impose its colonial rule on the Filipino people from 1902 to1946 (with the years
of Japanese occupation in 1942 to 1945) and its semi-colonial rule from 1946
onwards supposedly as a result of the US war of aggression that started in 1899
and the alleged violent suppression of every robust movement for national
liberation.21 This control by the Defendant US government of the Philippines,
Armed Forces of the Philippines. Mr. Simbulan taught at UP, Ateneo de Manila, PUP, and Maryknoll College.
He also lectured at Montgomery College, USA and several universities in Canada. He was also former
Executive Director of the Church Coalition for Human Rights in the Philippines based in Washington, D.C. Mr.
Simbulan was a political prisoner of the Marcos Dictatorship.
19

The records show that Ms. Lidasan is a Muslim woman leader based in Mindanao and National President
of Suara Bangsamoro (Voice of the Moro People). She has been involved in the struggle of the Moro people
and has participated in a fact-finding mission on the human rights violations against civilians and the reported
involvement of US troops in the Mamasapano, Maguindanao incident. She appears to be well-versed in the
link between the overall Moro human rights situation and Suara’s position on the Bangsamoro Basic Law
(BBL).

20

The records show that Mr. Jalandoni is the chief international representative of the NDFP. He is also a
member of its National Executive Committee. He was a political prisoner during the time of Marcos and now
lives in exile in the Netherlands.

21

Sworn Statement and Video Deposition of Luis Jalandoni, 30 June 2015.
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according to the Prosecution allowed the said government to impose, inter
alia, political, economic and military policies in the country including its war
of terror. In the words of Prof. Cohn:
“The imposition of the US war of terror was officially
implemented on the Filipino people with the passage of the Human
Security Act of 2007 Philippine version of the US Patriot Act. The
law is immediately exposed as a violation of Article 15 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), which
prohibits ex post facto laws.
The war of terror was however imposed as early as 2002 under
the Arroyo regime with the implementation of “Oplan Bayanihan,
a counter-insurgency program modelled on US counter-insurgency,
ostensibly to fight communist guerrilla fighters. It does not
distinguish between civilians and combatants, which is considered a
war crime under the Geneva Conventions.”22
 Further, the Prosecution averred that not contented with the imposition
of its “war on terror,” the Defendant US government intensified its direct
intervention in the country through active deployment of troops under
the cover of the Visiting Forces Agreement (VFA), the Enhanced Defense
Cooperation Agreement (EDCA) and other unequal and interventionist
agreements.
According to the Prosecution, incidents such as the murder of transgender
Jennifer Laude in Olongapo near the former US military base in Subic north
of Manila and the rape of one Suzette Nicolas in Subic itself by US servicemen
highlighted the dangers of their deployment in the Philippines, and resulted
in the corresponding nightmare to secure jurisdiction over the accused and to
obtain justice for the victim. Prof. Cohn continued:
“Continuing the Bush policy of the Pivot to Asia-Pacific, as a
counterweight to China, Obama enlisted the Aquino government
last year to negotiate the Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement.
Although it gives lip service to the Philippines maintaining
sovereignty over the military bases on Mindanao Island and civilian
airstrips on Luzon, it actually grants tremendous powers to the US.
The US also seeks to return to its 2 former military bases in Subic
and Clark, which they left in 1992. These bases were critical to the
US imperial war in Vietnam. This violates the well-established right
to of peoples to self-determination in Article 1 of the ICCPR.” 23

 According to the Prosecution, the latest major US intervention took place
under Defendant Aquino’s presidency in the Mamasapano incident which led
to the death of Filipino civilians, police personnel and members of the Moro
Islamic Liberation Front (MILF). 24 Prof. Cohn noted:
“The US really planned this operation. The US had put a $5
million bounty on Marwan’s head. US drones pinpointed Marwan’s
hiding place, guided the commandos to it, and provided the
capability for real-time management by the Philippine commanders
away from the battlefield. At least six US military personnel were
at a Philippine command post and fed Philippine commandos
intelligence collected by US aircraft. After the massacre, Marwan’s
finger disappeared. It then appeared at an FBI lab in the US a few
days later.”25
 Evidence supposedly gathered from the site of the incident itself in
Mindanao strengthens proof of illegal involvement of Defendant US
government in Philippine military operations. Thus Ms. Lidasan testified:
“During our initial investigation, residents reported seeing a Caucasianlooking soldier lumped with the dead bodies of PNP-SAF elements who
raided the house of known terrorists Zulkipli bin Hir alias Marwan and Basit
Usman at Brgy. Pidsandawan, Mamasapano, Maguindanao. A 40-year-old
farmer whom we interviewed in Brgy. Tukanalipao, Mamasapano said he
saw at least one body of a “blue-eyed” Caucasian soldier. He even touched his
nose and described it as longer than the average nose of a Filipino. Another
farmer whom we interviewed near the tulay na kahoy (wooden bridge) in
the same barangay, told us that the uniform and gear used by the US soldier
were different from those of the PNP-SAF. The size of his boots, for one, was
a lot bigger than those of the PNP-SAF. Journalists who covered the retrieval
operations also reported that US soldiers based in the 6th Infantry Division
in Maguindanao were the first to immediately respond to the scene of the
encounter, retrieving dead bodies to the former seat of the provincial capitol in
Datu Saudi Ampatuan municipality. Only the bodies of the American soldiers
were carried to their helicopter while the rest of the bodies were transported
in a military vehicle to the headquarters of the 6th ID. These reports only lead
to the conclusion that US soldiers participated in the combat operations against
Marwan and Basit Usman, which is a violation of the Philippine Constitution.”
26

24

Pls. see Annex “F”, Case Summary: US Intervention in the Mamasapano.

22

Sworn Statement and Testimony of Marjorie Cohn, 17 July 2015.

25

Cohn, supra.

23

Ibid.

26

Sworn Statement and Testimony of Amirah Ali Lidasan, 17 July 2015.
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 For the Prosecution, the Mamasapano incident is but the latest of a series of
Defendant US government’s military actions in the Philippines. Ms. Lidasan
asserted:
“Proof of US soldiers’ involvement in combat operations against Moro
groups in Mindanao started as early as year 2002, when the Balikatan
(shoulder to shoulder) military exercises between the Philippines and the
US started in Basilan. In July 2002, one US soldier was accused of shooting
and wounding a farmer during the course of the Balikatan operations. The
wife of the victim, as well as the residents of Tuburan, Basilan and the
doctors and nurses who attended to the victim all identified the US soldier
as a certain Sgt. Reggie Lane.” 27
 Moreover, another form of US intervention for the Prosecution is the
imposition of military agreements supposedly violative of the rights of the
Filipino people. Thus, in its submission, it made the following disquisition:
“On January 3, 2011, the US government through President
Barack Obama announced its strategic pivot towards Asia as laid
out in the document “Sustaining US Global Leadership, Priorities
for 21st Century Defense”. With its pivot strategy, the US seeks to
redeploy 60% of its warships to Asia.
On April 28, 2014 the Philippine Secretary of Defense and US
Ambassador to the Philippines signed the Enhanced Defense
Cooperation Agreement (EDCA).

that are not covered by previous treaties, specifically the MDT
and VFA. This is contrary to the constitutional prohibition on the
presence of foreign military bases, troops or facilities without Senate
concurrence.” 28
 It is the submission of the Prosecution that the Defendant US government,
together with Defendants Philippine government and President Aquino,
clearly imposed on the Filipino people its brutal war of terror and violated
Philippine sovereignty as well as the right to self determination of the Filipino
people through its active military intervention in the country.

On the alleged perpetration of crimes against humanity and war crimes
 In addition, the Prosecution posited that in the course of the implementation
of the so-called US war of terror and intervention, the Defendant US
government together with the Defendants Philippine government and
Aquino committed war crimes and crimes against humanity in violation of
international law.
 Many of these crimes, according to their account, result from the
implementation of the Defendant US government’s counter-insurgency
program by the Defendnat Philippine government. Mr. Simbulan testified thus:
“The Armed Forces of the Philippines and the Philippine
National Police receive their training in counter-insurgency from
the Americans, particularly from military schools in the United
States and from the hundreds of officers and men of the US Joint
Special Operations Task Force-Philippines sent to the country to
provide training, advice, arms and equipment to Philippine
security forces. The various military operations, such as Oplan
Lambat Bitag, Oplan Bantay Laya under President Arroyo and the
current Oplan Bayanihan under President Aquino which have
victimized thousands of Filipinos were patterned after US counterinsurgency guides. In 2011, the Internal Peace and Security Plan
(IPSP) was crafted by the Aquino Administration. Oplan Bayanihan
is the operational implementation of the IPSP. Oplan Bayanihan
ispatterned after the US Counter Insurgency Guide of 2009.
Presented in the guise for “peace and development;” in reality it is
an operational guide to crush any resistance from those who work
for social justice and support the poor and the oppressed.” 29

The text of EDCA reveals that it is essentially a basing agreement
that gives the US military the authority to build facilities anywhere
in the Philippines in so-called “Agreed Locations”, rent free and
its use of utilities tax free. EDCA also allows US military troops,
civilians and contractors to conduct a wide range of activities from
training and support to prepositioning of weapons, materiel and
equipment and deployment of forces and equipment.
Furthermore, EDCA virtually gives immunity to US military
personnel and contractors and is far more encompassing in terms
of privileges than the VFA which provides custody to US military
authorities of US military personnel under trial for a criminal
offense committed in the Philippines.
Lastly, a plain reading of the text will reveal that the EDCA
contains provisions and grants rights and privileges to US military
28
27

29

Ibid.
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See Annex “F”, Case Summary on EDCA.
Sworn Statement and Testimony of Dante Simbulan, 17 July 2015.
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The Prosecution contended that cases were reported to, and proven before,
the Tribunal of serious violations of civil and political rights committed by
the Defendant Philippine government’s Armed Forces of the Philippines in
the implementation this US instigated counter-insurgency plan. It is the
submission of the Prosecution that under the Rome Statute, Defendant US
government’s “aiding and abetting” assigns it culpability for the violations
committed by the Defendant Philippine government. Prof. Cohn asserted in
this wise:

to hold the war criminals George W. Bush, Dick Cheney, Donald
Rumsfeld, Condoleezza Rice and others accountable for their war
crimes.
The Rome Statute for the ICC provides for aiding and abetting
liability for war crimes. An individual can be convicted of a war
crime in the ICC if he or she “aids, abets or otherwise assists” in the
commission or attempted commission of the crime. This includes
“providing the means for its commission.”

“These actions violate Common Article 3 of Geneva and
constitute war crimes under the International Criminal Court (ICC),
which forbid violence to life and person, in particular murder of all
kinds, cruel treatment and torture.
The Philippines and the US are parties to the Geneva
Conventions. Article 7 of the ICCPR forbids torture and other cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Article 9 of the
ICCPR guarantees liberty and security of person, forbids arbitrary
detention, which is an all too common practice of the Philippine
military/paramilitary. Torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment is prohibited by Article 7 of the Convention Against
Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment (CAT).
As a party to the CAT, the Philippine government has a duty to
prosecute or extradite those who commit, or are complicit in the
commission, of torture. The Geneva Conventions also mandate that
the Philippine government prosecute or extradite those who commit,
or are complicit in the commission of, torture.
And even though Wikileaks demonstrated that the US
government knew about the abduction and detention of US citizen
Melissa Roxas, it did nothing to secure her release. The right to an
effective remedy for violations of human rights law is enshrined
in many international instruments. These include Article 2 of the
ICCPR, Article 8 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
Article 6 of the International Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Racial Discrimination, Article 14 of the Convention against
Torture, Article 39 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child,
Article 3 of the 1907 Hague Convention concerning the Laws and
Customs of War on Land, Article 91 of the Protocol I Additional to
Geneva, and Article 75 of the Rome Statute. The Philippines is a
party to all of these instruments.
Many of President Barack Obama’s policies are identical or similar
to those of the Bush administration. In fact, Obama has refused
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Between 2001 and 2010, the US has given more than $507 million
in military aid to the Philippine government, which has enabled it to
commit war crimes. US political and military leaders could be liable
for war crimes as aiders and abettors in the ICC.” 30

On the alleged misrepresentation of the people’s right to national liberation
and self-determination as “terrorism” and the supposed baseless “terrorist”
listing of individuals, organizations and other entities by the Defendant US
and other governments
Lastly, the Prosecution opined that US intervention is not limited to the
imposition of its so-called war of terror to defeat the struggle of the Filipino
people to liberate themselves from an oppressive and exploitative system,
but also includes actions to continue this war by derailing, through terrorist
tagging, any efforts by the Filipino people at achieving peace.
The Defendants’ act of “terrorist tagging,” according to the Prosecution, is
not only intended to define their military targets, but also sabotage the peace
process between the NDFP and the Defendant Philippine government. The
NDFP viewed these acts to have indeed derailed the peace process. Thus, Mr.
Jalandoni advanced the following:
“The US has increased its military intervention and aggressive
acts and has deployed thousands of US troops in various parts
of the Philippines. It has listed as terrorist organizations several
revolutionary organizations, including the CPP and NPA, and the
Chief Political Consultant of the National Democratic Front of the
Philippines, Prof. Jose Maria Sison. It has used the USA PATRIOT
Act and coercive and intelligence instrumentalities to surveil, profile
and persecute Filipinos in the US and other US territories.

30

Cohn, supra.
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On August 9, 2002, six days after visiting the Philippines
and meeting with GRP President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo, US
State Secretary Colin Powell issued the declaration naming the
Communist Party of the Philippines/New People’s Army as a
“foreign terrorist organization.” Three days later, the Office of
Foreign Asset Control (OFAC) of the US Treasury Department listed
the CPP, the NPA and Prof. Jose Maria Sison as “terrorists” and
ordered the freezing of their bank accounts.
This totally baseless “terrorist” listing violates the right of the
CPP, the NPA and the NDFP as a national liberation movement
fighting for the rights of the Filipino people to national selfdetermination and liberation. In word and consistent practice,
the CPP, the NPA, and the NDFP have adhered to the Geneva
Conventions of 1949 and Protocol I of 1977 as formally declared by
the national leaders of the CPP, the NPA and the NDFP on July 5,
1996. This declaration was deposited with the Swiss Federal Council
as the official depositary of international humanitarian law in
accordance with Article 1, paragraph 4 and Article 96, paragraph 3
of Protocol I additional to the Geneva Conventions. The declaration
was transmitted to the International Committee of the Red Cross as
the official guardian of international humanitarian law.

frequently activists, organizers, political dissidents, or separatists
fighting for national liberation.
Prof. Jose Maria Sison, Chief Political Consultant for the National
Democratic Front of the Philippines (NDFP), has been singled out
for severe repression by the US. Since August 2002, he has been
classified as a “person supporting terrorism” by the United States.
The US has also designated the Communist Party of Philippines and
New Peoples’ Army (NPA) as terrorist organizations.
The treatment of Sison also violates his rights under the
Comprehensive Agreement on Respect for Human Rights and
International Humanitarian Law (CARHRIHL) between the
Philippine government and the NDFP; as well as the political offense
doctrine enunciated in the Amado V. Hernandez case pursuant to
Article 6, Part III of the CARHRIHL.” 33
It is the view of the Prosecution that the fact that the Defendant Philippine
government has previously engaged in peace talks in recognition of the
NDFP’s role as a revolutionary force as part of a national liberation movement
is proof that the terrorist tagging is nothing more than a belated turnaround at
the instigation of the Defendant US government. Thus, Mr. Jalandoni asserted:
“Before the aforesaid baseless and unjust “terrorist” listing,
the GRP and the NDFP had forged more than ten bilateral peace
agreements. The Hague Joint Declaration signed in 1992 and
approved by the Principals of both Parties stands as the foundation
and framework agreement, which stipulates the principle of parity
and reciprocity and the principle of non-capitulation. The baseless
“terrorist” listing in effect sabotaged the peace negotiations. It is a
violation of the right of the NDFP as a liberation movement to strive
for the Filipino people’s right to self-determination and liberation.

The baseless and unjust “terrorist” listing of the CPP, the NPA,
the two major allied organizations in the NDFP, and the NDFP
Chief Political Consultant Prof. Jose Maria Sison has seriously
prejudiced the peace negotiations between the Government of the
Republic of the Philippines (GRP, now calling itself Government
of the Philippines, GPH) and the National Democratic Front of the
Philippines.” 31
These actions, according to the Prosecution witnesses, also constitute a
violation of the Comprehensive Agreement on Respect for Human Rights and
International Humanitarian Law (CARHRIHL), the very agreement signed by
the Defendant Philippine government and the NDFP considered as a major
step in efforts to engage in the peace process.32 Prof. Cohn had this to say on
this point:
“People and groups have been labelled “terrorists” by the
Philippine government, the US government, and other countries
at the behest of the US government. The Philippine government
engages in “Red tagging” (political vilification). Targets are
31

Jalandoni, supra.

32

In the manifestation of the Prosecution, it said that, as far as they know, there are presently more than 4,000
complaints for violations of the CARHRIHL against Defendant Philippine government.
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It negates the European Parliament’s support for the GRP-NDFP
peace negotiations. The EP issued resolutions on July 18, 1997 and
January 14, 1999 endorsing the efforts of the GRP and the NDFP in
forging peace agreements and seeking a just and lasting peace.” 34
The Prosecution averred that what made matters worse is that despite the
legal victory in Europe by Prof. Sison that took him out from the European
terrorist listing, the Defendant US governemnt persists in restricting his
peace making role through its continuous harassment and terrorist tagging,

33

Cohn, supra.

34

Jalandoni, supra.
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restricting his freedom to travel and the freezing of his bank accounts in the
US.

and are supported by the other evidence submitted by the Prosecution in the
course of the proceedings.

 Finally, the Prosecution pointed out that the act of the Defendant US
government of preventing a key Prosecution witness, former Congresswoman
Liza Maza, from departing from the Philippines is effectively designed
to prevent her from testifying in this Tribunal and this purportedly only
highlighted the extraterritorial and invasive character of the borderless war
waged by the Defendant US government.

All their allegations, assertions, averments and opinions are not only
undisputed and uncontroverted but, more importantly, are credible in
themselves. They are supported and corroborated and are, therefore, worthy of
full belief and must be given credence.

In parity with the earlier grounds or charges above, the Prosecution
culminated its presentation when it offered the above evidence to establish
the various gross human rights violations allegedly committed by Defendant
Aquino and his government, supposedly in direct collaboration and/or aided,
abetted or assisted by Defendant US government as factual bases for the
charges under the Third Ground of the Indictment.

FINDINGS

35

 We have carefully and painstakingly heard, examined and evaluated the
abundant testimonies of witnesses, resource persons, and experts as well as
the wealth of data, information, facts, analyses and other evidence presented
and submitted before Us, orally and in writing, in person or through other
efficient modes of communication like real-time live audio-video feed from
the Philippines and also recorded video depositions. We have sifted through
the plethora of facts and perused objectively the alleged bases in support of or
against the grounds or issues in the Indictment.
In the course of the presentation of testimonies either in person or live realtime audio-visual feed as well as the video depositions, We had the full and
ample opportunity to ask clarificatory questions and searching queries on the
allegations of the Complainants to each of the witnesses, experts or resource
persons and, when appropriate, the lawyers for the Prosecution, as the case
may be.
We have found each and every oral and written testimony of the witnesses
for the Prosecution - who were all under oath and vowed to tell the truth, the
whole truth and nothing but the truth ---- to be straightforward, candid, clear,
and convincing.
The Tribunal notes at the outset that it was able to observe the demeanor
of these witnesses when they testified, and finds their testimonies credible,
35

The Findings and Conclusions, substantially reproduced here and forming an integral part of this Verdict, was
read and issued by the Jury on 18 July 2015.
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Hence, after a careful and thorough evaluation of the evidence presented
and offered by the Complainants through the Prosecution, the Tribunal
concludes that the evidence complied with the evidentiary requirements,
and that the evidence before Us clearly established the factual bases of
the Indictment, and the culpability of respondents Defendant Aquino and
Defendants Philippine and US governments and, as the case may be, of the
other Defendants.

ON THE FIRST GROUND
Indeed, as the Indictment36 lamented, “the Filipino people are witness to the
daily scourge of violations against the most downtrodden and marginalized
sectors under the current administration of Defendant President Aquino. Forty
three years after Martial Law, daily reports on killings, illegal arrests, torture,
forced evacuation and a lot more indicate that transgressions on the most basic
civil and political rights of Filipinos continue.”
 The Prosecution presented testimonies attesting to the individual cases
of human rights violations ranging from extrajudicial killings, enforced
disappearance, torture, and forced evacuation, violation of the right to
peaceably assemble and other human rights violations.
The presentation of Ms. Marie Enriquez as an expert witness, who has been
involved in the monitoring and documentation of human rights violations
in the Philippines for the longest time, thereby showing her expertise on the
subject, provided an overview and context to these individual cases, and
clearly established that these cases are illustrative of the other incidents and
cases of human rights violations committed in the Philippines from the time
Defendant Aquino came into power in 2010, and the prevalence of their
occurrence.
 The evidence also established that these violations are not random, since the
victims were specifically targeted, and their killing and/or abduction followed
a pattern.

36

See Annex “A”.
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As Ms. Enriquez testified, from July 2010 to June 30, 2015, her organization
Karapatan recorded a total of 262 cases of extrajudicial killings, 27 cases
of enforced disappearances, 125 cases of torture, 293 cases illegal arrests
without detention, 723 illegal arrests with detention, 133,599 cases of threats,
harassment and intimidation, 29,684 cases of restriction and/or violent
dispersals of peaceful public assemblies, 60,155 incidents of forced evacuation,
among other incidents of violation of human rights. As argued by the
Prosecution, the individual cases it presented in the course of proceedings
are illustrative of the human rights violations of Defendants Aquino and the
Philippine government.
The Tribunal cannot also ignore the overwhelming evidence showing
that the perpetrators were either police, military, paramilitary and/or other
State agents operating within the chain of command. This is evident from the
testimonies of witnesses pointing to them as the perpetrators.
 The victims are human rights defenders, human rights advocates, political
activists, leaders and/or members of sectoral or people’s organizations and
human rights lawyers. They were vilified and maliciously tagged as members
of the Communist Party of the Philippines/New People’s Army, and were
subjected to threats, harassments and intimidation.
 Unfortunately, some of them became victims of extrajudicial killings like
Fernando Baldomero, Willem Geertman and Romeo Capalla in violation of
their right to life as under Article 6 of the International Convention on Civil
and Political Rights (ICCPR).
 Some were abducted and were never seen again like Jully Devero, Karen
Empeno, Sherlyn Cadapan and Manuel Merino. Many were harassed and
intimated like Atty. Salucon, Zara Alvarez and the other Negros activists
because of their advocacy and activism. Some experienced torture and illegal
detention like Melissa Roxas and Rolly Panesa in violation of Articles 5 and 9
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 7 of the ICCPR and the
Convention Against Torture, and some were denied their rights because of
their advocacy work like Bonifacio Ilagan and the other excluded Martial Law
victims.
The evidence presented by the Prosecution also established Defendant
Philippine government’s utter disregard and lack of respect for the people’s
other basic rights such as the right to peaceably assemble and to free
expression as exemplified in the SONA dispersals as testified to by Bishop
Toquero. The mere fact that the Filipino people is being deprived of such basic
constitutional right, which act likewise violates the provisions of Article 21
of the ICCPR, provides a picture of the degree of repression unleashed by the
Defendant Philippine government under Defendant Aquino.
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The evidence indicates that people in the countryside suffer the brunt of the
extensive and continuous military operations and offensives. Military atrocities
against civilians have been regularly reported.
 Such atrocities are also directed against specific individuals and/or
communities. Communities and leaders who are opposed to large scale
mining, environmental degradation brought about by so called “development
projects”, or those who dare resist and expose repression and/or assert their
basic rights are the ones targeted.
They were tagged as supporters of the CPP/NPA as justification to occupy
their villages and to harass and intimidate their leaders. This is what happened
to Talaingod, Davao Del Norte and in Balit, San Luis, Agusan Del Sur, and
several other communities, who were forced to evacuate because of threat of
violence from soldiers.
 As testified to by the witnesses, the experiences of the residents of Talaingod
and Balit in the southern island of Mindanao were also experienced by other
indigenous communities where there are mining operations. These acts
are violative not only on the laws of the Defendant Philippine government
supposedly protecting the rights of indigenous peoples, but also of the
provisions of Sections 19 and 20 of the Algiers Declaration.
 These military operations were also directed against the operations of
literacy and numeracy schools, learning centers and similar institutions
designed to provide literacy and educational programs to children in areas
where there are no public schools provided by the Defendant Philippine
government, like the numeracy and literacy schools of the Rural Missionaries
of the Philippines-Northern Mindanao Region (RMP-NMR). This deprives the
children of the only opportunity to learn.
 Even defenseless children and youngsters are subjected to violence, threats,
harassments and intimidation as exemplified in the case of the Antivo brothers
one of whom was killed when soldiers intentionally shot at them, and that of
Bandam Dumanglay, and Noel Baes.
Even ordinary civilians, who have no political affiliations and/or
inclinations, were not spared from such atrocities as exemplified in the case
of Rolly Panesa a security guard who was illegally arrested, tortured and
detained and was paraded in public as “Benjamin Mendoza”, an alleged high
ranking officer of the Communist Party of the Philippines, if only to get the
bounty of P5.4 Million. Several other civilians suffered the same experience.
 In their counter-insurgency operations, the Defednant Philippine
government’s military disregarded the rules of engagement and the standards
of International Humanitarian Law, as illustrated in the case of Arnold
Jaramilla and his six other companions who were mercilessly killed by soldiers.
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Also killed during the incident as the records show were two civilians, one of
whom was used as a shield by the soldiers.
 The Defendant Philippine government should also be faulted for its failure
to investigate and prosecute human rights violators who committed atrocities
during the previous governments.
Among these cases is that of Melissa Roxas in which the Philippine
government, with the acquiescence of Defendant US government, failed
and refused to conduct an investigation to identify one of the perpetrators
described by Roxas. The same is also true with the case of Raymond Manalo,
and that of Sherlyn Cadapan, Karen Empeno and Manuel Merino. Worse,
many of those accused of being responsible for these atrocities are being
promoted and/or given sensitive positions in the Defendant’s Philippine
military establishment.
 The Tribunal agrees with the testimony and presentation of Ms. Enriquez
that the failure of the Defendant Philippine government through Defendant
President Aquino to identify, investigate and/or prosecute the perpetrators of
these violations is among the contributing factors in the prevailing impunity in
the Philippines.
 The fact that witnesses consistently point to the members of the military
and/or police forces is direct evidence linking not only the military and police
establishments, but also the Defendant Philippine government in the killings
and in the commission of other human rights violations.
 As has been established and observed, the killings and disappearances
follow a pattern. The victims are vilified as members of the Communist Party
of the Philippines, and the Tribunal notes that almost all the victims on The
First Ground mentioned that they were subjected to red tagging. This was
mentioned by witnesses in the cases of Willem Geertman (witness Aurora
Santiago), Romeo Capalla (witness Coy Gemarino), Fernando Baldomero, Zara
Alvarez, Atty. Salucon, Bonifacio Ilagan, Melissa Roxas and Raymond Manalo.
After vilification, the victims are subjected to surveillance and then later killed
or abducted as in the case of Willem Geertman, Romeo Capalla, and Melissa
Roxas. The killings and the abductions were committed in the presence of
witnesses.
 In all of these cases, no attempt was made to conduct a serious investigation
to determine and establish the identities of all those involved in the violations.
If there are any pending investigations or cases, it only involve the low ranking
officers and not those who ordered the killings or the abductions. This is the
pattern of impunity, which is evident in all the cases presented and submitted
before this Tribunal.
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There is indeed a systematic pattern. From the victims to the perpetrators to
the latters’ motive, opportunity and capability, these accounts are obviously not
isolated cases. The impunity for such violations is patent.
To reiterate, these are not random violations, as shown by the pattern
discussed above. As contextualized by Ms. Enriquez, the Tribunal agrees that
these gross violations of human rights are being systematically carried out by
the Defendant Philippine government as part of its internal security program,
the Oplan Bayanihan, which was patterned after the counter-insurgency
program of Defendant government of the United States.
 This same counter-insurgency policy was devised and implemented upon
the orders and direction of Defendant Aquino as the Chief Executive and the
Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces of the Philippines. Taking this into
consideration, Defendant Aquino cannot escape liability for these atrocities
and violations. He is directly responsible for having actively adopted and
implemented the Oplan Bayanihan which resulted in gross violations of the
people’s civil and political rights.
 It is also clear from the evidence adduced by the Prosecution that Oplan
Bayanihan was devised and is being implemented with the assistance of
the Defendant US government either through technical assistance or actual
participation of its military personnel in combat operations. The Philippine
military is also being propped up through the continuous military aid from
the US.
Verily, the close link between the US war on terror and Oplan Bayanihan or
the US global counterinsurgency war with the former being repackaged as the
latter has been sufficiently established by abundant and credible testimonial
and documentary evidence presented and submitted before this Tribunal.
Quite serendipitously, evidence was presented by witness Liza Maza
who was barred from boarding her plane at the Ninoy Aquino International
Airport at the direct behest of the Defendant US government, thereby
effectively barring her from personally participating in these proceedings.
This is outstanding evidence showing direct intervention by the Defendant
US government specifically in this case through the Customs and Border
Protection of the Department of Homeland Security.
Moreover, this reflects the extra-territorial application of US national
security imperatives through immigration authorities, and is in violation
of Filipino sovereignty. This is also evidence of Defendant US government
policies of ideological exclusion, keeping out individuals whose viewpoints
expose the US government’s human rights violations.
Noteworthy to mention is that the evidence presented for this charge reflects
the imposition against the Filipino people of methodologies and modalities of
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state terror which share many key common features – generalized violations of
democratic rights, imposition of neo-liberal policies, systematic practices such
as torture, forced disappearances, extrajudicial executions, the targeting of
political dissidents and indigenous peoples, etc.- with similar cases elsewhere
in the world, including military and authoritarian régimes of Latin America in
contexts such as Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, Paraguay, Perú, Guatemala, and El
Salvador in the 1970´s and 1980´s. These reflect US imposition throughout the
world during this period of national security doctrine and counter-insurgency
within the context of the Cold War.

economic framework of development of the Philippines, with the consent and
collaboration of the said Filipino government against the Filipino people.

These of course converge with and include many of the worst aspects of the
Marcos régime, whose historical legacies of exploitation, corruption, and abuse
evidently persist in the Philippines today through such practices.

As a result of these policies, national legislation concerning trade and
investment, labor and employment, education, health, other basic services, and
the environment has been deregulated. Protective rules to promote the people’s
welfare, economic freedom, food security and safety, as well as security to life
and liberty, have widely been dismantled.

In view of these considerations, it cannot be denied that the Defendant
US government is equally liable with Defendants President Aquino and the
Philippine government for these gross human rights violations committed
against the civil and political rights of Complainants, the Filipino people.
 Surely, all these acts are actionable wrongs. Unfortunately no serious effort
has been made to identify, investigate and prosecute the perpetrators, by
reason of which, the Complainants were forced to submit these cases before
this Tribunal.
The acts described in the Indictment and established by the evidence of
the Prosecution are violative of the fundamental rights of the people under
international laws such as the Convention Against Torture, the Rome Statute
and the fundamental rights enshrined even in the Philippine Constitution
which can be the subject of an action under Article 27 of the Algiers
Declaration of 1976 as well as other international human rights treaties and
conventions.

ON THE SECOND GROUND
The Philippine elite and Transnational Corporations (TNCs) operating in
the Philippines for the last four decades have acquired enormous economic
and political power which allow them to exert considerable influence on
government institutions, to interfere into the regulatory framework, to disdain
cultural traditions and to ignore the customs of the daily life of the people.
 This happened because the Defendant Philippine government has allowed
it to happen. The policies of globalization, which was imposed unto the
country by the Defendant United States government, by and through the
other Defendants, and blindly embraced by Defendants Aquino and the
Philippine government, have been deeply planted and implemented in the
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 Liberalization, deregulation, and privatization, neo-liberal free market
policy prescriptions imposed by the Defendant US government through the
US controlled international bodies – Defendants International Monetary Fund
(IMF), the World Bank, and the World Trade Organization – have distorted the
economic growth of the Philippines to serve the narrow interests of the tiny
elite.

 The policy of globalization benefits business and multi-national
corporations. It, however, marginalizes the people who need social protection
against economic exploitation and plunder of the big business interest.
There is extensive evidence on the record, particularly from the testimony
of expert witness Jose Enrique Africa, as corroborated by the other witnesses
on this score, that these policies “devastate the environment which disrupts
communities, and compromise national development.”
We are keenly aware that globalization, from the 1980s onwards, triggered
one financial crisis after the other: first the debt crisis of the Third World/
Global South in the 1980s, then the financial crisis of Asian and other emerging
economies in the 1990s, followed by the “new economy”- bubble in the US
and, since 2001, due to the policy of cheap money of the US-American Federal
Reserve Bank, the subprime loan bubble which spectacularly exploded in 2008.
Since then the world economy has been in deep depression.
As reflected in the statement of Mr. Africa, “Philippine poverty and
underdevelopment are not accidental outcomes. The violation of the economic,
social, and cultural right of tens of millions of Filipinos results from the
conscious and systematic implementation of economic policies designed to
benefit a few rather than meet the needs of the many. Philippine elites and
foreign monopoly capitalists impose market- and profit-driven globalization
policies to oppress and exploit the Filipino people.”37
He continued: “the Philippine economy has been distorted to serve narrow
profit-seeking rather than to provide jobs, livelihoods, income, and social
services needed by the people. On the whole, these policies force and keep tens

37

Sworn Statement and Testimony of Jose Enrique Africa, 17 July 2015.
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of millions of Filipinos in hunger, drudgery, poorly-paid toil and poverty every
day, across the country, and around the world.”
 In this light, one current example of the evils of globalization is Greece. The
economic turmoil that is happening in Greece shows that rich countries will
do everything under their power to further exploit and impoverish the already
suffering people of Greece. And what is happening in Greece mirrors the state
of affairs of the Philippines, as has been discussed in the statement of Mr.
Africa and other Prosecution witnesses.
 It is Our studied view that in a neo-liberal environment such as the
Philippines, business has been, to a large extent, free to realize profitmaximizing strategies without much regard to social and environmental rules,
health concerns, cultural traditions and democratic rights of the people. The
impact of globalization on the natural environment was also disastrous. It
added new loads of harmful and even dangerous emissions on natural systems
and it continued the plundering of natural resources.
As shown by the evidence presented, profit-related interests have been the
priority and, concomitantly, people’s rights come second. The profit-first policy
outlined by globalization policy had grave repercussions on human rights as
nearly all witnesses explained. As a result, the room for the protection and
the strengthening of human rights is shrinking. The effects of these economic
activities especially mining undermine and threaten all dimensions of human
, environmental, health, and food security, safety and shelter, and public and
political security.
We note that the record joblessness caused by the implementation of
globalization policies has driven millions of Filipinos overseas to find work to
support themselves and their families. The conditions of these Filipino migrant
workers are overwhelmingly exploitative as they join hundreds of millions of
other migrant workers worldwide in providing cheap labor for capitalist firms
and foreign economies.
The records show that the Defendant Philippine government has actively
supported this cheap labor export policy to generate foreign exchange for
the backward domestic economy and to relieve the social volcano of the
unprecedented domestic jobs crisis. Yet it grossly fails to provide more than
10 million overseas Filipinos and their families with the necessary legal
protections and financial support.
Worse, the compulsion to encourage cheap labor export has meant a halfhearted effort against illegal recruitment and the trafficking of Filipinos
including those for the illegal drug trade. This has put the most desperate
Filipinos into extremely dangerous situations, such as in the prominent case of
Mary Jane Veloso, and hazardous work conditions.
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 We are mindful that in the Philippines, many witnesses, especially
indigenous peoples, peasants and urban poor and workers complained about
the rising level of violence. The mining companies and their defense and
security forces provided by the Defendant Philippine government, such as
military, the private militias and para-military groups, parts of the police, are
responsible for the violence and economic dislocation and degradation of the
people in the countryside.
In this connection, it is apropos to reiterate the right to freedom of movement
of all peoples pursuant to Articles 13, 14, and 15 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and the case law of the International Court of Justice and of the
Inter-American and European Human Rights Courts. The evidence submitted
before Us regarding both the labor export policy and the forced displacement
of indigenous and peasant communities clearly demonstrates serious, recurrent
violations of this right, which includes the right not to be subjected to either
forced migration or forced displacement.
 As shown by the evidence, the state apparatus very often is in collusion
with mining companies, big landlords and giant developers whereby the
wrongdoings, broadly documented by the witnesses and summarized in their
briefs, occur, while impunity becomes a normal systemic reaction, so bitterly
frustrating for the people concerned.
 Corruption in the grandest scale of public funds have also been
institutionalized no less by the Executive Department and Philippine Congress
of Defendants Aquino and Philippine government. The controversial pork
barrel system, the Disbursement Acceleration Program (DAP), and the Priority
Development Assistance Fund (PDAF), among others, only benefit favored
politicians.
We learned that agriculture and land reform, national industrialization
and social security have also been undermined. In the Hacienda Luisita case,
which we agree is emblematic of the sorry state of agrarian reform in the
country, testimonies of witnesses and evidence submitted by the Prosecution
pointed to the direct and primary responsibility and liability of Defendant
Aquino in the violations of the economic and social rights of the farmers.
Even when we were made aware that it is a yearly occurrence that the
Philippines is struck by powerful typhoons, the records show that no concrete
measures were undertaken to mitigate their impact. Business and profitseeking ventures have been prioritized; concern for climate change and its
impact relegated to the sidelines.
Yet, the Defendant government of the Philippines, even when it is directly
affected by such phenomenon, saw no urgent need to stop the destructive
economic activities of mining. We were informed how Super Typoon Haiyan,
or Yolanda and much earlier than that, Typhoon Pablo, wreaked havoc on the
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lives and livelihood of the Filipino people. But, nearly two years after, ther have
been no improvement on the lives of the victims of these natural calamities.

from the Philippines indeed only highlights the extraterritorial and invasive
character of the borderless war waged by the US.

 The testimony of a victim of Typhoon Yolanda and the video presentation
on the state of the victims of said typhoon powerfully showed that Defendant
Aquino and his government committed criminal neglect when they failed to
immediately and effectively help, rehabilitate or cause the rehabilitation of the
victims.

In the imposition of such war, the Defendant US government, as the
evidence and record show, intensified its direct intervention in the country
through active deployment of troops in the Philippines under the cover of
the Visiting Forces Agrement (VFA), the Enhanced Defense Cooperation
Agreement (EDCA) and other unequal and interventionist agreements
under its policy of Pivot to Asia-Pacific, to counterweigh Chinese power.
These agreements simply violate Philippine sovereignty and the right to selfdetermination.

 We agree that the evidence presented before this Tribunal shows that “as
an economic appendage of the US, the Philippine semi-feudal economy suffers
from US dictates on trade and investment policies through the latter’s global
instruments of economic control like multinational firms and banks and
through multilateral agencies like Defendants IMF, World Bank and WTO.”38
 Further, the testimonies and data demonstrated the “workings of a distorted
and deeply undemocratic economic system that is structured primarily to
serve big foreign and domestic elite interests to the detriment of the national
economy and the overwhelming majority of the people.”39
We believe all these, as the Prosecution advanced, were indeed committed
as a result by and large of the policies, programs and practices of Defendant
Philippine government under the administration of Defendant Aquino
which have either instigated, produced, encouraged, neglected, tolerated or
acquiesced to the same with the cooperation, collaboration or complicity of the
other Defendants.

ON THE THIRD GROUND
 The wealth of testimonial and documentary evidence provided by the
Complainants throught the Prosecution has provided this Tribunal strong
bases to find all the Defendants culpable of gross and systematic violations
of the rights of the people to national self-determination and liberation. The
Filipino people must be allowed to chart their future as a people and struggle
for their liberation from the exploitation and oppression by the Defendants.
This Tribunal finds that the control by the Defendant US government of the
Philippines allowed it to impose political, economic and military policies in the
country including its war of terror.
For one, the act of the Defendant US government of preventing a key
Prosecution witness, former Congresswoman Liza Maza, from departing
38

Ibid.
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 There is evidence, particularly from the Mamasapano incident, that US
troops actively participate in intelligence and combat operations in Mindanao,
which establish illegal US involvement in Philippine military operations.
 In the course of the implementation of the US war of terror and intervention,
the Defendant US government together with the Philippine government,
particularly through Defendant President Aquino committed war crimes and
crimes against humanity in violation of international law.
In fine, the Defendant US government has not only clearly aided, abetted
and assisted in the commission of war crimes, crimes against humanity and
violations of international humanitarian law in the Philippines but is itself
complict in the same.
 Also, this Tribunal finds that US intervention is not limited to the imposition
of its war of terror to defeat the struggle of the Filipino people to liberate
themselves from an oppressive and exploitative system, but also includes
actions to continue this war by derailing, through terrorist tagging, any efforts
by the Filipino people at achieving peace.
 The Defendants’ act of “terrorist tagging” appears not only intended to
define their military targets, but also, to sabotage the peace process between
the National Democratic Front of the Philippines (NDFP) and the Defendant
Philippine government. We agree that even on its face, these constitute a
violation of the Comprehensive Agreement on Respect for Human Rights and
International Humanitarian Law (CARHRIHL), the very agreement signed by
the Defendant Philippine government and the NDFP as a major step in efforts
to engage in the peace process. The arrest, detention, and filing of trumpedup charges against their peace consultants indicate a violation of the Joint
Agreement on Safety and Immunity Guarantees (JASIG) between them.
 We agree that what makes matters worse is that despite the legal victory in
Europe by Prof. Jose Ma. Sison that took him out from the European terrorist
listing, the Defendant US government persists in restricting his peace making
role through its continuous harassment and terrorist tagging, restricting his
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freedom to travel and the freezing of payments to his bank account from
entities in the US.

these incidents are not isolated but state-sponsored, part of a policy deliberately
adopted to silence the critics of the government.”42

 Specifically, and in addition to the international laws mentioned, the
Tribunal finds the acts subject of the Indictment violative of the general
principles of international law.

Defendant President Aquino, as Commander-in-Chief as well as Chief
Executive of Defendant Philippine government is liable both directly and
indirectly based on his personal acts and omissions as well as under the
principle of command responsibility. The violations are nothing but State
terror. They simply have failed in their duty to protect the people.

 The Tribunal finally notes that US impositions on the Filipino people forms
part of its global actions to trample on the rights of the people in Asia and
throughout the world in its desire to maintain its dominance and establish its
political, economic and military hegemony.
In sum, We, therefore, find for the Complainants.

CONCLUSION
The Filipino people were failed by their own government and they have
come before Us.
Over the past two long, painful and enraging days40, We have closely
and keenly listened, watched, seen, asked, pondered on an uninterrupted
procession of witnesses, survivors, families and friends – victims all in each
and every way – as well as experts and eminent resource persons whose
opinions are uncontested and indisputable because they constitute very
credible testimonies, accounts and reports.
As the Prosecution said, they have presented meticulously and thoroughly
“a compelling case of complicity, collusion, responsibility, and liability for gross,
massive, and systematic human rights violations.”41 They presented one after the
other, without fail, 34 cases with 32 witnesses, 17 here in Washington, D.C., 10 in
Manila, 4 from the more far-flung parts of the Philippines, and one from abroad.
The People have also submitted 29 more cases for the consideration of
the Tribunal. Indeed, the Prosecution has satisfied the burden of proving
satisfactorily that the Defendants, in concert with each other, willfully and
feloniously committed gross and systematic violations of the Filipino people’s
basic human rights.
The People have “undoubtedly proven that State security forces were involved
in the spate of extrajudicial killings, massacres, and enforced disappearances in
the Philippines. The pieces of evidence singly, and independently confirm that
40

The Tribunal session was held 16-17 July 2015. The Jurors went into deliberation in the afternoon of the 17th
until the afternoon of the 18th.
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See Prosecution’s Opening Statement of 16 July 2015 and its Summation of 17 July 2015, herein attached as
Annexes “G’ and “H”, respectively.
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Defendant President Aquino and the Philippine government “disempower
the people with faulty and failed economic policy. Opportunities in the
Philippines are shrinking, the prices of goods are ballooning, social services
are eluding the reach of the ordinary Filipino.”43
Indeed, the People have proven the Defendant Philippine government
unabashedly surrendered its national patrimony and sovereignty to corporate
entities in important industries, particularly and most especially in mining.
Truly, by malevolent design, the Defendants Philippine and US governments,
in cahoots with the other Defendants, have conspired to prevent or distort
the development of the Philippines as they have prescribed and imposed
policies intended to disregard and marginalize agriculture and national
industrialization. The People have satisfactorily convinced this Tribunal.
The People have also convinced this Tribunal of the interventionist policies
in the Philippines and in Asia by the Defendant US government. Various
military operations under Defendant President Aquino have resulted in crimes
against humanity and war crimes.
 The nexus between the culpability of Defendant President Aquino and
the role and participation of Defendant US government for gross and serious
violations of civil, political, social, economic and cultural rights and the right of
the Filipino people to national self-determination and liberation is borne by the
facts and the evidence fully established during the Tribunal.
The proven allegations for each Ground in the Indictment, singly, jointly
or collectively, have violated the pertinent provisions referred to in the
Violations of Laws above, as mentioned in the allegations and Findings above,
and as correspondingly outlined with more specificity in the Memorandum of
Authorities44 of the Prosecution.
 In view of all the foregoing, We, the JURY hereby renders judgment finding
Defendant Government of Republic of the Philippines, Defendant President
42
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Benigno Simeon C. Aquino III and Defendant Government of the United States
of America, represented by President Barack Hussein Obama II, the International
Monetary Fund, the World Bank, World Trade Organization, multinational
corporations and foreign banks doing business in the Philippines,
1 . GUILTY of gross human rights violations involving the civil and
political rights of the Filipino People, for committing extrajudicial killings,
disappearances, massacres, torture, arbitrary arrests and detentions as well as
other vicious, brutal and systematic abuses and attacks on the basic democratic
rights of the people;
2 . GUILTY of gross and systematic violations of human rights, particularly
economic, social and cultural rights of the Filipino people through the
imposition of neo-liberal “free market” globalization to exploit the people;
transgression of their economic sovereignty and plunder of their national
patrimony and economy; and attacks on the people’s livelihoods and the
destruction of the environment; and
3 . GUILTY of gross and systematic violations of the rights of the people to
national self-determination and liberation through the imposition of the US
war of terror and US military intervention; as well as the perpetration of
crimes against humanity and war crimes; misrepresentations of the people’s
right to national liberation and self-determination as “terrorism” and the
baseless “terrorist” listing of individuals, organizations and other entities by
the US and other governments.

We also encourage the peoples of the world to seek redress, to pursue
justice, and to transform this oppressive, exploitative and repressive global
state of affairs exemplified by the experience and plight of the Filipino people,
to challenge the international “rule of law”, and to construct a global order
founded on full respect for the rights of all peoples, everywhere.
 This Verdict is without prejudice to an extended or supplementary opinion
as may be warranted under the premises and/or the release of further annexes
which will likewise form an integral part of the same.


Let copies of this Verdict be furnished to all the Defendants.

 Let copies of this Verdict be published and sent to all other individuals,
organizations and entities concerned, including the Prosecutor´s Office of the
International Criminal Court (ICC), the Inter-American, European, African,
and Asian regional courts or systems, and to lawyers associations, human
rights defenders, law schools, and human rights programs of study throughout
the world.

SO ORDERED.
11 September 2015.

ATTY. AZADEH SHAHSHAHANI (sgd)
USA

The Tribunal seriously condemns the continued efforts of the Defendants
to abandon the peace process and address the roots of the conflict in the
Philippines in order to achieve a just and lasting peace
We enjoin the Defendants to undertake, and the People to pursue proper
remedial measures to prevent the commission or continuance of the illegal
and criminal acts, to repair the damages done to the Filipino people and their
environment, compensate the victims and their families for their atrocities, and
to rehabilitate the communities, especially indigenous communities that have
been destroyed by the criminal acts of the Defendants.

MARY BOYD (sgd)
Canada
PAO-YU CHING (sgd)
China

Furthermore, considering the serious violations of international law by
the Defendants, the Tribunal is of the opinion that said violations be brought
before international bodies both to battle the Defendants in all possible arena
and at the same time push these international bodies to proscribe the illegal
acts of the Defendants and strike a blow against impunity.

REV. MOLEFE TSELE (sgd)
South Africa

We venture to add that the Tribunal recommends, as part of Our Verdict,
that the Filipino people forge stronger international solidarity relations with
the peoples whose rights are being trampled by the Defendant US government,
and together struggle for liberation from the yoke of US imperialism.

Ambassador Jose L. Cuisia Jr.
Embassy of the Philippines
1600 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington D.C. 20036
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ATTY. CAMILO PEREZ-BUSTILLO (sgd)
Mexico
 REV. MALCOLM DAMON (sgd)
South Africa
REV. MICHAEL YOSHII (sgd)
USA

Copy Furnished:
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Hon. John F. Kerry
Secretary of State
U.S. State Department
2201 C Street N.W.
Washington D.C. 20520
Hon. Daniel R. Russel
Assistant Secretary of East Asian and Pacific Affairs
U.S. State Department
2201 C Street N.W.
Washington D.C. 20520
Madame Christine Lagarde
Managing Director and
Chairman of the Executive Board
International Monetary Fund
700 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20431
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Dr. Jim Yong Kim
President
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Atty. Azadeh N. Shahshahani is a prominent

human rights attorney and advocate based in Atlanta.
Atty. Shahshahani has worked for a number of years
in North Carolina and Georgia to protect the human
rights of immigrants and Muslim, Middle Eastern,
and South Asian communities. She is the author or
editor of several human rights reports, including a
2012 comprehensive report titled: “Prisoners of Profits:
Immigrants and Detention in Georgia.” Her work
has been covered by the New York Times,Democracy
Now!, BBC, the Inter Press Service, and the Atlanta
Journal Constitution, among other outlets. She writes
frequently for various journals such as the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution, the Huffington Post, Aljazeera,
Truthout, and JURIST on a range of issues pertaining
to immigrants’ rights and national security as well as
foreign policy. Her recent articles have been featured
in the Nation and Women’s eNews. Atty. Shahshahani
is the recipient of the American Immigration Lawyers
Association 2012 Advocacy Award and the University
of Georgia Law School 2009 Equal Justice Foundation
Public Interest Practitioner Award. She has also been
recognized as one of 100 Influential Georgia Muslims.
Previously she has also served as National Security/
Immigrants’ Rights Project Director for the ACLU of
Georgia.

book Human Rights, Hegemony, and Utopia in Latin
American Poverty, Forced Migration, and Resistance
in Mexico and Colombia. Since August 2010 he has
been coordinator of the Permanent Secretariat of the
International Tribunal of Conscience of Peoples in
Movement based in Mexico City. He was co-founder
and co-director of Multicultural Education, Training
and Advocacy, Inc. a human rights NGO in the
U.S. from 1982 to 1993, was the first person of Latin
American origin appointed to the W. Haywood Burns
Memorial Chair for Civil Rights Law at the City
University of New York Law School during 2002-2003,
and served as Director of Immigrant and Refugee
Rights at the American Friends Service Committee in
Philadelphia from 2003 to 2005.

Prof. Pao-yu Ching is professor emerita of

economics at Marygrove College, Detroit, Michigan,
United States. She was born in Beijing, China and
grew up in Taiwan. She received a Ph.D in economics
from Bryn Mawr College in Pennsylvania. In addition
to teaching, she specialized in the study of China
and the Chinese economy and has been active in the
anti- imperialist movement. In 2003, Pao-yu Ching
retired from teaching and moved to Taiwan, where she
completed and published Globalization and Crisis of
Capitalism (in Chinese) in May 2005. She returned to
Detroit in 2007 and moved to California in 2013 and
currently continues her work in writing and lecturing.

Atty. Camilo Pérez-Bustillo has U.S and Colombian
nationality and is a Research Associate affiliated
with Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales
in Guatemala. He is based as a Visiting Professor
with the Departments of Government and Criminal
Justice at New Mexico State University in Las Cruces,
where he coordinates the Border Human Rights
Documentation Project. He is also a member of the
Permanent Seminar on Chicano and Border Studies at
the Social Anthropology Division of Mexico´s National
Institute of Anthropology and History. He is co-author
with Karla Hernández Mares of the forthcoming
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Reverend Michael Yoshii has served as pastor of

the Buena Vista United Methodist Church in Alameda,
California since 1988. Rev. Yoshii has received
recognition through the Distinguished Alumni Award
from the Pacific School of Religion (2002), Koshland
Civic Unity Award from the San Francisco Foundation
(2002), the National Education Association Human
& Civil Rights Award (2004) and the Bishop Melvin
Talbert Racial Justice Award from the California
Nevada United Methodist Church (2005). He served as
Co-Chair the Philippine Solidarity Task Force for the
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California Nevada Annual Conference of the United
Methodist Church from 2007-2013 and has led Pastoral
Solidarity visits to the Philippines. Rev. Yoshii served
on the Board of Directors for the General Board of
Global Ministries of the United Methodist Church
from 2008-2012 and currently serves on the Board
of the National Community Developer Program of
the United Methodist Church. He is current Chair of
the Advocacy & Justice Committee for the California
Nevada Annual Conference of the United Methodist
Church. He also serves as the Co-Chair of United
Methodist Kairos Reponse (UMKR) an international
grass roots group formed in response to the Kairos
Palestine document issued in 2009.
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Ms. Mary Boyd is an Antigonish native now living in

Blooming Point, PEI. She is the founding director of the
MacKillop Centre for Social Justice. She is recognized
as one of Canada’s outstanding social justice leaders.
After St Francis Xavier, she taught in Toronto for
two years. She spent over six years as a missionary
in Eastern Nigeria and Ghana, before moving to
PEI, where in 1972 she was appointed the Director
of Social Action in the Diocese of Charlottetown,
a post she occupied for 22 years. She was the first
woman appointed to this position in any Canadian
province. She has been the longest-serving member of
the executive in the Canadian Catholic Organization
for Development and Peace, chairing for a time its
National Solidarity Committee and its Program
Committee for Africa. Undeterred by the closure of
the Social Action Committee in 1994, she founded the
MacKillop Centre for Social Justice. She has extensive
national and international experience and has done
much training at the International Centre for the
Development of People in Paris. She has returned to
Africa on fact-finding missions, and her contributions
benefiting humanity span two continents and over 40
years. Mary Boyd was recently named a Member of
the Order of Canada for her contributions to the social
justice movement, notably by introducing communitybased initiatives to fight homelessness, poverty and
underemployment.
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ECUVOICE, a network of churches, human rights
organizations and advocates committed to the
protection and promotion of human rights and peace in
the Philippines;

KMU (May First Movement), a progressive, militant
and anti-imperialist labor center in the Phiippines;

KARAPATAN, a national alliance
of human rights organizations,
desks, people's organizations and
individuals in the Philippines
committed to the defense and
advancement of people's rights;

KMP (Peasant Movement of the Philippines), is
a democratic and militant movement of landless
peasants, small farmers, farm workers, rural youth
and peasant women in the Philippines;
Hustisya!, an organization of relatives,
supporters and friends in the Philippines
of human rights violations from the time
of the US-Arroyo administration up to
the present;

DESAPARECIDOS, an organization
of families and friends of victims in the
Philippines of enforced disappearances since
martial law years up to the present;

SELDA, an association of former political detainees in the
Philippines from the martial law years up to the present;
136

BAYAN (New Patriotic Alliance), a nationwide,
multisectoral alliance in the Philippines of progressive
people’s organizations;
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GABRIELA, an alliance of Filipino women
that takes on economic, political and social
issues that affect women especially from the
marginalized sectors;

MIGRANTE International, a global alliance that
defends and advances the rights and welfare of overseas
Filipinos and their families; and

KADAMAY or Kalipunan ng Damayang Mahihirap
is a national alliance of urban poor associations,
neighborhoods and groups based in the communities in
the Philippines.
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POSITION PAPER SUBMITTED TO
THE TOM LANTOS HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION
UNITED STATES CONGRESS
JULY 15, 2015

►► Commercialization of indigenous culture

By the:

►► Government neglect of basic social services to indigenous peoples

Samahan ng mga Katutubo sa Sierra Madre (Association of Indigenous Peoples
of the Sierra Madre)

Currently, the Philippine government, Multinational and Transnational
Corporations who are behind neoliberal policies have been more aggressive in
exploiting indigenous peoples’ resources.

Panlalawigang Alyansa ng mga Magbubukid ng Aurora (Provincial Alliance
of Peasants in Aurora)
Cordillera Human Rights Alliance
Cordillera Peoples Alliance
Initiatives for Peace in Mindanao
Suara Bangsamoro
Rural Missionaries of the Philippines - Northern Mindanao
KATRIBU Kalipunan ng mga Katutubong Mamamayan ng Pilipinas (National
Alliance of Indigenous Peoples in the Philippines)

The indigenous peoples in the Philippines face the same problems as the rest
of the Filipino nation. Only a small national elite reaps great political and
economic benefits. On the other hand, millions of peasants and workers, even
the middle class, are marginalized and exploited while the nation reels from
one crisis to another.
As indigenous peoples, we additionally suffer a distinct problem of national
oppression and ethnocide. Before, it was at the hands of foreign colonial
powers. Presently, it is by the present Philippine State and its foreign masters.
Our people have been forcibly integrated into the dominant social system. We
have been prevented from seeking our own way to development.
As a violation to our inherent right to self-determination, ethnocide and
national oppression as directed against our peoples have the following forms
and manifestations:
►► State denial and non-recognition of our rights of collective ownership,
priority use and management over our ancestral lands and resources
►► Development aggression or imperialist plunder of our resources
►► Militarization
►► Political misrepresentation
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►► Institutionalized discrimination
►► Violation and non-recognition of our indigenous socio-political systems and
processes

From 2010-2012, the Aquino government approved 218 mining applications
after the issuance of Executive Order 79. 69 of these approved mining projects
cover indigenous peoples territories.
This is aside from logging concessions and energy project applications like the
US company Chevron application for geothermal projects in three provinces in
the Cordillera region.
The entry and operations of energy, logging and other extractive industries in
ancestral lands are facilitated at the expense of indigenous peoples rights.
These projects have not benefitted the people at all. Most of the provinces
where there is a high concentration of indigenous peoples are still among the
poorest provinces in the country. Food insecurity and hunger rates are at a
high incidence. There is continuing government neglect to deliver basic and
appropriate social services like health and education.
In the province of Aurora, the Aurora Pacific Economic Zone or APECO through
landgrabbing has deprived around 3,000 families of Dumagats and peasants to
their right to land, livelihood and their resources. Mining and other extractive
projects being imposed in our province continue to affect our people.
Militarization of our communities is the State response to the people’s defiance
of oppressive laws, policies and violations.
According to Kalumaran, under the Aquino’s Oplan Bayanihan, the AFP has
deployed a total of 55 battalions in Mindanao: 29-30 batallions in Southern
Mindanao, 11 battalions in Caraga regions, and 14 battalions in Western
and Northern Mindanao region. A heavy concentration of this deployment
is in indigenous peoples territories. This is similarly experienced by other
indigenous peoples in the country.
The Armed Forces of the Philippines are in our ancestral domain as
Investment Defense Force. They, and the paramilitary groups they form and
utilize, protect big foreign mining corporations and plantations, which plunder
the country’s resources.
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This is part of the Philippine government’s Oplan Bayanihan patterned after
the US Counter-insurgency guide. This has resulted to numerous human
rights and international humanitarian law violations.
►► There have been reports of US troops presence and participation in the
implementation of the said policy in our country.
In Mindanao, US soldiers are present in mining areas and potential areas
for extractive industry. US soldiers are deployed in Zamboanga, Basilan,
Sulu and Tawi-Tawi - areas which surround the Sulu Sea Basin where the
Department of Energy has awarded a service contract to Exxon Mobil in
2005 for petroleum exploration.
Several human rights organizations have reported US soldiers’ involvement
in combat operations against Moro groups in Mindanao that led to
violations of civil and political rights of the Moro civilians. Most of
these cases of human rights violations as well as reports of construction
of US military bases in different parts of Mindanao were submitted to
congressional inquiries in Philippine Congress and specifically those
conducted by the Legislative Oversight Committee on the Visiting Forces
Agreement (LOVFA).
►► Grave threats and coercion, destruction of properties of the school and
community, intimidation and harassment of members of the teaching
staff and community, arrest and detention of children suspected as rebels,
military encampment in alternative schools, indiscriminate firing of
communities and schools, food blockade, community school children not
recognized as transferees in public schools - these are but a few of the
many forms of attacks against indigenous alternative schools especially in
Mindanao today.
►► Indigenous leaders and communities and human rights workers and
activists have also been subjected to systematic political vilification. This
is an attempt by the State to take them out from protection of human rights
and international humanitarian laws. In Ifugao, Cordillera, leaders and
communities opposing Chevron and other energy projects in their area
have been vilified as terrorists and have been issued a death threat by State
security forces. One of them, William Bugatti, was extrajudicially killed
last March 2014. This April, again, the Ifugao Peasant Movement leaders,
members and volunteers have received a traditional burial blanket as a
death threat. Among those who were threatened is US citizen, Brandon Lee
who is a volunteer of the said organization.
►► Trumped up charges have been filed against a total of 169 indigenous
peoples’ leaders and community members from 14 different indigenous
peoples communities.
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►► Since 2010, there have been 235 extrajudicial killings in the Philippines
– of these, 61 victims are indigenous peoples. The killing of anti-mining
activists include those who were killed campaigning against the GlencoreXstrata-SMI Tampakan Copper-Gold Project. Among the victims are Fr.
Pops Tentorio, a well-known Italian missionary who advocated for the
rights of the indigenous peoples in Mindanao, and members of the Capion
and Freay families.
It should be recalled that during the 2012 Universal Periodic Review of the
United Nations on the Philippines, the government of the United States of
America said that “impunity in human rights violations” continued. It cited
institutional barriers to the attainment of justice for victims of rights abuse.
We, therefore, urge this body to act on the human rights situation in the
Philippines and commit to the following:
1. To investigate the use of US military aid to the Philippines, the presence
and participation of US troops in Philippine State security forces operations
in the Philippines especially within indigenous peoples’ ancestral domain.
2. To review policies and programs that violate the rights of the people such
as the United States Counter-insurgency Guide in the Philippines to which
the Philippines’ Operation Plan Bayanihan is patterned after.
3. To legislate resolutions to withdraw defense aid to the Philippines.
4. To investigate and hold to account US companies operating in the
Philippines for violations of human rights.
5. Call on the Philippine government to implement and uphold the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), and various human rights treaties and
instruments that the Philippine government is a party or signatory to.
We ask of this body, to push for the drafting and adoption of a House
Resolution echoing the spirit of the one passed in 2010 by the US Congress
and Senate. The 2010 resolution stated that the US$2-million Foreign Military
Financing Program for the Philippines may not be released until three
conditions have been met by the Philippine government. These include taking
effective steps in implementing the recommendations of United Nations
Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary and arbitrary executions;
investigation and prosecution of military personnel who have been credibly
alleged to have violated human rights. The US House Resolution also stated
that the Armed Forces of the Philippines must not have ‘a policy of, and are
not engaging in, acts of intimidation or violence against members of legal
organizations who advocate for human rights.’
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We urge this body as well, to join us and the Filipino people in our quest for
genuine peace and justice.

ANNEX
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LETTER TO DEFENDANTS

PROOF OF SERVICE

NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD
6 July 2015
Greetings!
On behalf of the Convenors of the International Peoples’ Tribunal on the
Crimes of the Philippine and US Governments against the Filipino People (IPT
2015), and by authority of the Panel of Jurors through its Clerk of Court, we
hereby serve upon your good office the attached Indictment in the case “The
Filipino People, Complainants, versus President Benigno S. Aquino II, the
Government of the Republic of the Philippines, and the Government of the
United States of America, represented by President Barack Hussein Obama II
et. al., Defendants.”
Pursuant to the Rules of Procedure of the Tribunal, your principal or his/its
duly authorized representative is hereby given a chance to submit an Answer
to the said Indictment and/or appear personally to answer the charges for
gross and systematic violations of human rights and the rights of the people to
national self-determination and liberation, failing which you will be deemed to
have waived your right to present your defense.
We would appreciate it if you could inform us whether and how you intend to
participate in the Tribunal in your defense, at the end of which an international
Panel of Jurors shall render a Verdict as may be warranted by the facts, the
evidence and the law.
The Tribunal shall be held at the Catholic University of America, 620 Michigan
Avenue, NE Washington DC 20064 on July 16-18, 2015.
The IPT is organized by the International Coalition for Human Rights in the
Philippines (ICHRP), the International Association of Democratic Lawyers
(IADL), the National Lawyers Guild (NLG) of the US and IBON International.
Thank you.
Very truly yours,

VANESSA LUCAS
Subcommittee on the Philippines
NLG International Committee
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BASIC RULES OF PROCEDURE
I. Composition, Role and Functions of Tribunal
Participants
1. Convenors
Composed of international organizations who will initiate, organize and
constitute the Tribunal and appoint upon invitation appoint the members of
the Panel of Jurors, the Clerks of Court and the Secretariat.
2. Jurors
Composed of an international panel of eminent or prestigious individuals from
different disciplines known for or with proven competence, integrity, probity
and objectivity especially those with familiarity or experience on issues on
human rights, rights of peoples, and international humanitarian law.
At least one of the Jurors must have a legal background. The Panel of Jurors
shall choose among themselves before the opening of the Tribunal initial
session who shall be the Head Juror that shall preside during the Tribunal
proceedings.
The Panel of Jurors shall hear, examine and evaluate the testimonies of
witnesses and experts as well as the data, information, facts, analyses and
other evidence presented before it, orally or in writing, in person or through
some other efficient mode of communication.

They shall be entitled to basic due process.
Subject to these Basic Rules and time limitations and other practical
considerations, the Defendants must be given notice and furnished copies
of the Indictment, given a fair and reasonable opportunity to defend
themselves and present its or their evidence and arguments, orally or in
writing, personally or through counsel, and attend and/or participate in the
proceedings of the Tribunal.
5. Prosecution
A Panel of People’s Prosecutors made up of human rights lawyers shall
represent the Complainants and their witnesses, prepare the Indictment,
and present witnesses and other evidence, orally or in writing, in person or
through some other efficient mode of communication.
6. Defense
Lawyers or agents of Defendants who shall represent them, present witnesses
and other evidence, orally or in writing, in person or through some other
efficient mode of communication.
7. Witnesses
Victims, relatives and individuals with personal knowledge, familiarity or
expertise on the cases and issues covered by, and relevant and material to the
grounds or charges in the Indictment.
8. Clerk of Court

It shall determine the facts and decide on the bases in support of or against the
grounds or issues in the Indictment, after which it shall render a Verdict either
for or against the Defendants.

Lawyers or individuals with legal background, knowledge and experience who
will be providing direct and confidential legal and administrative support to
the Panel of Jurors.

3. Complainants

The Clerk of Court may also act as official spokesperson of the Tribunal when
and if authorized or requested by the Convenors and/or the Panel of Jurors.

Composed of Filipino mass organizations representing human rights victims
and basic sectors of Philippine society that appealed to the Convenors to
organize the Tribunal.
They shall prepare or cause to prepare the Indictment and the grounds or
charges against the Defendants and collate the evidence in support of the
Complainants’ case.
4. Defendants

The Clerk may appoint or designate a deputy or deputies as may be necessary
to assist him/her. They shall have the power to administer oaths to the
witnesses.
9. Secretariat
Individuals requested by the Convenors to provide technical, logistical,
administrative and other support to the Tribunal.

Individuals or entities who are being charged by the Complainants for alleged
crimes against the Filipino people.
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II. Indictment
The Indictment shall clearly state the grounds or charges constituting the
alleged crimes against the Defendants.
It shall outline the context or overview of the grounds or charges, include the
general and specific allegations, enumerate the specific cases or incidents under
each ground or charge, and list the international laws or covenants allegedly
violated.
The specific provisions of the said international instruments vis-a-vis the
corresponding alleged violations shall be cited during the course of the
Tribunal sessions.
The Indictment shall, by authority of the Panel of Jurors through the Clerk
of Court, be served by the Convenors on the Defendants through their dulyauthorized representatives at least ten (10) days before the start of the initial
Tribunal session.
The Defendants or their counsel or representative/s must notify the Panel of
Jurors through the Convenors whether and how they intend to participate int
the Tribunal proceedings.
Failure on the part of the Defendants to so notify and/or non-appearance or
participation in the sessions or proceedings of the Tribunal shall be deemed a
waiver of its/their right to present evidence in its/their defense and the Panel of
Jurors shall issue a Verdict on the basis of the evidence of the Complainants if
so sufficient either for or against the Defendants.

III. Procedure
1. The Tribunal shall be formally opened by the Convenors.
2. The Tribunal session shall be called to order by the Head Juror.
3. The case title shall be read by the Clerk of Court.
4. The appearances of the parties and their counsel, if any, shall be noted by
the Panel of Jurors.
5. Proof of service of the Indictment on all the Defendants must be shown by
the Clerk of Court or the Convenors.
6. An abstract of the Indictment shall be read by the Clerk of Court.

8. The burden of proving the grounds or charges against the Defendants shall
be on the Complainants.
9. The presentation of the respective witnesses for the Complainants or
Defendants per ground or charge shall be made by the Panel of People’s
Prosecutors or the lawyers for the Defense, respectively.
10. Each witness or expert for the Prosecution or the Defense shall testify
orally or in writing, in person or through some other efficient mode of
communication.
11. The Clerk or his/her deputy shall swear each witness before the oral
testimony is taken.
12. The Panel of Jurors may - at its discretion and subject to time limitations
and other practical considerations - ask clarificatory or searching
questions to the witnesses, experts, and their lawyers, either after each
testimony, after every ground or charge is covered, or before the respective
Summations by the Panel of People’s Prosecutors or lawyers for the
Defense, as the case may be.
13. Both Complainants and Defendants may, before respectively resting their
case in chief, make written submissions to the Tribunal of other cases or
incidents not orally presented as well as other additional documentary
evidence in support of their respective allegations.
14. Both the Complainants and Defendants through their counsel may make
their respective brief Summations after the completion of the presentation
of their respective oral and written testimonies and other evidence.
15. After the Complainants and Defendants have rested their respective cases,
the Panel of Jurors shall withdraw and hold their deliberations in executive
session.
16. The Panel of Jurors shall reach a Verdict and the same or an Executive
Summary or Abstract thereof shall be publicly pronounced and
promulgated in open session.
17. After such promulgation, the Tribunal shall be adjourned.
18. The customary rules of procedure and evidence and the generally accepted
basic minimum standards of due process of an impartial tribunal and its
proceedings shall be adopted as may be applicable and as are warranted by
the circumstances.

7. Brief Opening Statements may be delivered respectively by the Chief
Prosecutor and the lead lawyer for the Defense before the presentation of
their respective evidence.
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IV. Standard of Proof
Selected eyewitness or material testimonies and oral or written accounts
from victims, relatives, witnesses, and other individuals directly involved
or knowledgeable in the areas or issues covered by the Indictment may be
summarily presented or submitted in person or into the record.
Documentary evidence, photos, audio/videos, special reports, expert analyses
and summaries of evidence, general accounts and reports on the charges
or grounds in the Indictment from governmental and non-governmental
organizations may also be submitted in person or into the record.
The particulars and specifics of the general and specific allegations for all the
charges or grounds shall be substantiated and proven - orally or in writing in the course of the Tribunal proper by the testimonies of victims, relatives,
witnesses and opinions of experts.

The Panel of Jurors may at its discretion avail of the assistance and support of
the Clerk of Court during its deliberation/s, drafting and promulgation of the
Verdict and/or its Executive Summary or Abstract.
The Panel of Jurors shall sign the Verdict and/or its Executive Summary
or Abstract and may authorize that the same be served by the Convenors
or the Complainants on the Defendants through their duly-authorized
representatives.
Copies of the Verdict and/or its Executive Summary or Abstract shall also be
furnished the pertinent or concerned international entities as may be ordered
by the Panel of Jurors.

At the very minimum, the standard of proof for the Verdict shall be credible,
clear and convincing substantial evidence that a reasonable mind might accept
as adequate to support a conclusion.
Evidence from both Parties to be given any weight by the Panel of Jurors shall
not only be credible in itself but must come from a credible source.
Delaying, stringent or obstructive technicalities as to form, procedure and even
as to substance, or anything inconsistent with or contrary to ferreting out the
truth within the framework of these Basic Rules and time limitations and other
practical considerations shall not be favored.

V. Verdict
The Panel of Jurors shall, upon due deliberation and consensus, and consistent
with these Basic Rules and time limitations and other practical considerations,
render a Verdict on the basis of the facts and evidence adduced - guided by and
measured against the pertinent laws and instruments and using the standard
of proof of the Tribunal.
The Verdict shall make a ruling or determination on whether or not the
evidence presented before the Tribunal shows that one, some or all of the
Defendants has/have been complicit in the alleged violations, by either
pursuing or promoting measures violating the rights of the Filipino people; or
remaining practically or absolutely silent to stop or stem such violations and
thereby perpetuating them; or systematically and habitually failing to act to
alleviate such violations or the conditions of the people.
At the end of the Tribunal proceedings, an Executive Summary or Abstract of
the Verdict shall be publicly pronounced and promulgated in open session.
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CASE SUMMARIES

Brief Description
of Incident

I. CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS: Presentation

ln the 1970s, Geertman came to the Philippines as a
missionary to establish the “Church of the Poor”. With
the poor peasants, indigenous peoples and fisherfolk
in Central Luzon, he stood against land grabbing
and displacement by local and foreign capitalists,
destructive corporate mining, large dam construction,
land use conversion, and logging.

CASE SUMMARY: KILLING OF WILLEM GEERTMAN
Name of Victim/s

Name of Accused
Nature of the
Charges
Brief Description
of Incident

Wilhelmus Johannes Joseph Lutz “Willem” Geertman,
67, executive director of the Alay Bayan Inc. (ABI),
Dutch national
ABI is a non-government organization dedicated to
providing
Marvin N. Marzan
Suspected military agents and civilian assets
Extrajudicial killing
Willem Geertman with two officemates left the AlayBayan Luzon Inc. (ABI) office in the component city of
San Fernando, Pampanga to go to a nearby bank in
Angeles City.
Upon returning to the office, Geertman got out of the
pick up to ring the doorbell. Geertman walked in as
the gate partially opened. Suddenly, two armed men
followed him inside, then were heard angrily swearing
at Geertman. Surprised, Geertman looked back and
raised his arms. The men forced Geertman to turn his
back, pushed him to kneel, and shot him at the back.
One of the gunmen grabbed Geertman’s black bag
while the other poked his gun at one of the witnesses.
The two gunmen rushed to a waiting motorcycle with a
driver and swiftly rode towards Angeles City. Geertman
was brought to the nearby Sacred Heart Hospital, but
was pronounced dead on arrival.
On July 16, 2012, a complaint for robbery with homicide
was initially filed by the police. Upon public pressure
and reiteration of the biography of Geertman through
an amended affidavit complaint, the charges were
upgraded to murder and robbery. The DOJ acceded.
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Marvin Nuguid, one of the identified perpetrators, was
arrested and is currently detained. He is a known gunfor-hire and military asset with links to the 69th Infantry
Battalion based in Pampanga.

Location of
Incident
Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases
ANNEXES

Geertman was vilified and red-baited at the height
of former President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo’s
counterinsurgency program Oplan Bantay Laya. A
year before his death, Geertman and a staff of ABI
were almost ran over by a speeding motorcycle that
came out of nowhere. Prior to his killing, ABI staff and
neighbors observed suspicious-looking men loitering
around the village and surveying the inside of the ABI
compound.
54 Rue de Paree St.,
Date of
July 3, 2012
L&S Subd., Telabastagan, Incidents
City of San Fernando,
Pampanga
Killed
Case for murder being heard. Prosecution has started
presentation of evidence. Other accused at large.
Annex “A”
Karapatan Fact Sheet on the killing of
Willem Geertman dated July 10, 2012
Annex “B”
Police Report
Annex “C”
Supplemental Affidavit Complaint of
Maria Aurora Agustin Santiago
Annex “D”
Resolution of Investigating Prosecutor
Annex “E:
Resolution of the Department of Justice
Annex “F”
Still Photograph of the perpetrators
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CASE SUMMARY: THE ROMEO CAPALLA EXTRA-JUDICIAL
KILLING
Romeo Capalla y Robles, 65 years old, married, resident of Brgy. San Antonio,
Oton, Iloilo was gunned down on March 15, 2014, at around 6:30 p.m. at Oton
Public Market at the poblacion of Oton.

CASE SUMMARY: ILLEGAL ARREST, DETENTION AND
TORTURE OF ROLLY PANESA
Name of Victim/s
Name of Accused

Romeo Capalla was a prominent fair trade advocate, the board chairman of
Panay Fair Trade Center with office at Sitio Manue, Brgy. Tagbac Sur, Oton,
Iloilo and its former manager. He was a member of Samahan ng mga Exdetainees Laban sa Detensyon at Aresto (SELDA), having been a political
detainee in the late 1970’s after he was arrested for participating in the struggle
against the martial law regime of Ferdinand Marcos.
After detention, Romeo Capalla continued his activism in the fair trade
movement and became a founding member of the Panay Fair Trade Center.
His consistent involvement in the different issues affecting the people elicited
suspicion of the military, and Romeo Capalla was branded as a ranking officer
of the New People’s Army. He was arrested in August 2005 on charges of arson
for setting fire on heavy equipment of a construction company, an act charged
against the NPAs. He was released after one month on account of timely legal
intervention and strong public clamor against his arrest.
On March 15, 2014, Romeo was taking his 92-year old mother-in-law
Purificacion Gemarino y Planta home from her store at the public market of
Oton, Iloilo, a chore he regularly performed. As he guided her to his vehicle,
a Ford Everest SUV, two men each holding a pistol approached him and one
of them shot him on the head and when he fell shot him again. He was dead
when he arrived at the Western Visayas Medical Center in Mandurriao, Iloilo
City.
The Iloilo Provincial Police Office formed a Task Group to investigate the
killing. Police Provincial Director Salinas attributed the killing to retaliatory
killing by the armed group RPA-ABB for the killing of their members by the
NPA. The RPA-ABB has been accused by human rights groups as a paramilitary tool of the regime, with a record of offenses listed in the police station
of Janiuay, Iloilo and in other places.
A complaint for murder was filed before the Provincial Prosecutor of Iloilo on
March 28, 2014 against a Julie Cabino and for others, reportedly members of the
RPA-ABB. On July 28, 2014, the complaint was dismissed for lack of evidence.
Afterwards, the police did not come up with other suspects and nothing was
heard of the investigation into the killing.
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Nature of the
Charges
Brief Description
of Incident

Rolly Panesa, security guard
Maj. Gen. Alan Luga, Maj. Gen. Eduardo D. Del
Rosario, P/Csupt. James Andres B. Melad, P/Ssupt.
Manuel M. Abu, Col. Generoso Bolina, P/Cins.
Reynaldo Mendoza, P/Ins. Bonifacio L. Guevarra, Spo1
Christopher E. Flores, Po2 Ariel Dela Cruz, Po2 Joseph
M. Fernandez And Poi Ellior De Lima, Luis Grajo
Rayos, Michael Rojo Alvarado, Erwin Rosales, Atty.
(Capt.) Alex Alberto Popanes, And Several John Does
And Jane Does, elements of the military and civilian
assets
Illegal arrest, detention and torture
Rolly Mira Panesa is a security guard from Cadiz
City, Negros Occidental. After graduating from high
school in 1992, he went to Metro Manila where he was
immediately employed as a security guard by Equalizer
Security and Detective Agency. He transferred
employment to Mega Force Security Services Corp.
in 1995, where he was employed as security guard
until his arrest in October 2012. He was assigned at
the World City Colleges in 2000 until 2011, and was
transferred to the ACP Compound in Libis, Quezon City
in 2011.
Rolly was illegally arrested on October 5, 2012, at
around 11:30 p.m. He was then accompanied by
his common law wife, Marites, the latter’s daughter
Connierey Garcia and the latter’s husband, Peter Que.
They were brought to Camp Vicente Lim in Canlubang,
Laguna. Rolly and Marites were interrogated in
separate rooms, where they were forced to admit that
Rolly is one Benjamin Mendoza, the alleged Secretary
of the Southern Tagalog Regional Party Committee
of the Communist Part of the Philippine who has a
5.4 Million bounty for his arrest. Rolly was later on
transferred to the Security Intensive Care Area of the
BJMP in Camp Bagong Diwa in Taguig City on October
8, 2012 where he was detained until August 30, 2013.
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Brief Description
of Incident

Location of
Incident

ANNEX

Marites and Rolly’s sister, Jiose Panesa, filed a Petition
for Habeas Corpus with the Supreme Court on October
30, 2012, The petition was later on remanded to the
Court of Appeals, where the petition was heard. On
August 27, 2013, the Court of Appeals issued its
Decision granting the Writ of Habeas Corpus and
ordered the immediate release of Rolly ruling that he is
not Benjamin Mendoza.
In September 2014, a few weeks after his release,
Rolly filed a criminal complaint before the Department
of Justice for Violation of Anti-Torture Law, R.A.
7438, Unlawful Arrest, Incriminatory Machination,
Perjury against the top brass of the military and
police that orchestrated his arrest, and the personnel
identified as part of the operations. However, only lowranked policemen P/Ins. Bonifacio Guevarra, SPO1
Christopher E. Flores, POS Aries Dela Cruz, PO2
Joseph M. Fernandez were indicted for violation of
the Anti-Torture Law, R.A. 7438, Grave Coercion and
Less Serious Physical Injuries. The complaint against
the officials Maj. Gen. Alan Luga, Maj. Gen. Eduardo
D. Del Rosario, P/Csupt. James Andres B. Melad, P/
Ssupt. Manuel M. Abu, Col. Generoso Bolina, P/Cins.
Reynaldo Mendoza, Luis Grajo Rayos, Michael Rojo
Alvarado, Erwin Rosales, Atty. (Capt.) Alex Alberto
Popanes were dismissed. The dismissal is the subject
of an appeal with the Department of Justice.
Abduction: Quezon City
Date of
Abduction:
Incidents
October 5,
Detention: Camp Vicente
2012
Lim, Laguna and Camp
Bagong Diwa, Bicutan City

Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases

Detention: until
August 27,
2013
Alive, with signs of physical and psychological trauma
Counter charges for violation of the Anti-Torture Law
and R.A. 7438 are now pending with the Regional Trial
Court, Branch 36, Calamba City, Laguna, while the
case for Grave Coercion is currently pending before the
Municipal Trial Court of Calamba City, Laguna.

CASE SUMMARY: THE ABDUCTION OF FARMER JULLY
DEVERO
Jully Devero, a farmer from Brgy. Canlusong, E.B. Magalona, Negros
Occidental, was abducted by armed on July 19, 2011, at about 8:00 pm. The
abductors were described to be men in military uniforms and combat shoes
accompanied by armed civilians.
On May 26, 2011, prior to his abduction, Jully had a heated argument with a
group of men headed by Saul Casiple a known leader of the RPA-ABB leader,
para-military group armed and trained by the Philippine Military. Saul Casiple
is also employed at the Municipal Environment Office of the E.B. Magalano
town. Jully was accused of being engaged in charcoal making, which he
vehemently denied. During the heated argument, one of the armed men
ordered Jully to sit down and threatened to arrest him saying “if we caught
you that you make charcoal, I’ll arrest you even in the middle of the night.
We will get back to you soon.” Which they found out later, that the one who
threatened him was Major. Armando Tubongbanua, head of the Task Force
Ilahas of the province of Negros Occidental.
Jully Devero was among the victims of the Provincial government who
victimized farmers in the guise of anti illegal Logging campaign utilizing
military and para-military groups. Jully’s abductors are members of the
RPA-ABB, the para-military group which is being trained and armed by the
Philippine Military.

CASE SUMMARY: THE HARASSMENT OF THE ZARA
ALVAREZ AND THE OTHER NEGROS ACTIVIST
They chose to thread the path less travelled, sacrificing their own personal
comfort to serve the interests of the poor, the oppressed and the marginalized.
By doing so, they all ended up being arrested and jailed for crimes they never
committed.
Zara Alvarez, 32, is a licensed teacher, and a single mother from Cadiz City,
Negros Occidental in the Visayas Island in the Philippines.She is a human
rights worker and a political activist. Zara Alvarez, together with fellow
activist Clariza Singson, Christian Tuayon and Romulo Bitoon have been
falsely implicated in the death of a soldier who was killed during an encounter
between Philippine Army soldiers and the New People’s Army..
As now commonly practiced by the military establishment, the false charges
against the 52 Negros activist were based on the perjured statement of an
alleged former member of the NPA. The said witness executed his affidavit
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in 2010 implicating the fifty-two (52) activist in the killing claiming that he
was a platoon leader when the encounter happened on March 7, 2010 at sitio
Aluyan, barangay Caduhaan, Cadiz City, Negros Occidental. To implicate the
Negros activists, the witness claimed that he was “ordered” by more than 50
persons and all of which he allegedly knew “personally” to kill the soldier.
He identified the 52 Negros activists as the ones who allegedly ordered him
to kill the soldier. The military claimed Sanchez was later killed by his former
comrades in 2011.
The original Information for murder, filed on August 15, 2011, named 19
accused and several John Does and Jane Does. The Information was amended
several times to include the names of additional forty-two (42) accused to
complete the 52 individuals listed in the affidavit of the witness.
The plight of Negros activist is not an isolated case. Other human rights
defenders and political activists in different parts of the country are in the
same predicament. This is the new form of harassment against human rights
defenders and political activists, so that those who have not been killed or
abducted are now increasingly and more systematically being falsely accused
as members of the NPA and are unjustly implicated in cases involving the
killings of military personnel during encounters with the NPA.
Zara Alvarez was detained for one (1) year and nine (9) month before she
was allowed to post bail. Christian Tuayon and Clariza Singson are fearfully
waiting when the warrant for their arrest will be issued, while many of the
Negros activist are still languishing in jail.

CASE SUMMARY: VIOLENT DISPERSAL OF STATE OF THE
NATION ADDRESS PROTEST ACTIONS
Name of Victim/s

Name of Accused

Nature of the
Charges
158

(2012 SONA) Bishop Solito Toquero, Fr. Rennie Delos
Santos, Leonardo Sabino and injured protesters; (2014
SONA) Rep. Neri Javier Colmenares, Rep. Luzviminda
Ilagan, Rep. Emmie De Jesus, Rep. Fernando Hicap,
Rep. Terry Ridon, Satur Ocampo, Liza Maza, Teodoro
Casino, Renato Reyes and other protesters
Police Officials: PC Supt. Mario Dela Vega, PSr Supt.
Richard Fiesta, PSr. Supt. Joel Pagdilao, PSupt.
Marcelino Pedrozo, Jr., PSupt. Ronnie Montejo, PSupt.
Nicanor Salamera and unidentified police officers.
Violation of right to peaceably assemble; violent
dispersal of legitimate protest actions; physical injuries,
harassment
DOCUMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL PEOPLES’ TRIBUNAL 2015

Brief Description
of Incident

The right to peaceably assemble and seek redress
for grievances are constitutionally guaranteed rights.
However, despite these rights being enshrined in the
Constitution, these are continuously suppressed and
violated.
During the dictatorial regime of Ferdinand Marcos,
Batas Pambansa 880 (BP 880) was enacted into law.
BP 880 requires organizers of a protest rally to secure
a permit. A rally held without a permit is subject to
dispersal and the organizers thereof are criminally
liable. During and even after the fall of the Marcos
dictatorship, applications for a permit to hold a rally are
routinely denied by authorities thus effectively curtailing
the right to peaceably assemble.
One of the biggest protest actions in the country are
held during the State of the Nation Address (SONA) of
the President. It is held every last Monday of July.
As the date of the SONA is already known in advance,
Bagong Alyansang Makabayan (BAYAN) – an umbrella
group of different people’s and sectoral organizations organizes and coordinates protest actions for the said
SONA. To avoid any untoward incidents and to provide
no justification for the police to disperse protest actions,
BAYAN applies for a permit to conduct protest actions
near the site of the President’s SONA.
Under BP 880, an application for a permit is deemed
granted if no action is taken by the local government
unit within 2 days from the date of the filing of such
application. During the 2012 and 2014 SONA protest
actions, the respective applications for permit to
conduct the rally were filed more than a week before
the intended protest actions. Up to the time of the rally
coinciding with President Aquino’s SONA, no action
was ever taken by the local government unit in both
instances. Following the said law, the permit was
deemed granted in both instances.
Yet, despite what the law provides, During the 2012
SONA protest, the police prevented the protesters from
proceeding to the place indicated in the application and
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Brief Description
of Incident

Location of
Incident
Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases

ANNEX

violently dispersed the protesters resulting in the injury
of 95 persons. Among those injured, 12 were priests and
members of church groups who participated in the rally.
The 2014 SONA protest action was also dispersed
resulting in the injury of several persons. Furthermore,
the police filed harassment cases against whom they
perceived as organizers of the rally which included
those who spoke during the rally and even those who
were not present at the time the rally was dispersed.
Quezon City,
Date of
July 2013 and
Philippines
Incident
2014
Injured victims were treated at the hospital and
released on the same day.
The case filed by the injured protesters before the
Office of the Ombudsman for the 2012 SONA was
dismissed. The Motion for Reconsideration is still
awaiting resolution. The cases filed by the police for
the 2014 SONA against the perceived leaders of the
protest actions are still pending before the prosecutor’s
office.

CASE SUMMARY: ATTACK ON ATTY. CATHY SALUCON
AND HER PROFESSION
Name of Victim/s

Name of Accused

Nature of the
Charges

160

Atty. Maria Catherine Dannug Salucon, founding
member of the National Union of Peoples’ Lawyer
(NUPL) and incumbent National Auditor.
She was a former lawyer of the Public Attorney’s Office.
Currently engaged in private practice and takes on
cases involving violations of human rights and cases
involving political prisoners. She handles numerous
cases involving political prisoners with trumped up
charges.
Elements of the military in Isabela, Cagayan Valley
Elements of the police and its intelligence division in
Isabela, Cagayan Valley
Harassment and intimidation, surveillance

Brief Description
of Incident

On April 2014, Atty. Salucon to filed a Petition for Writ
of Amparo and Habeas Data againts President Benigno
Simeon C. Aquino, III, Defense Secretary Voltaire
Gazmin, Gen, Emmanuel Bautista, Gen. Eduardo Año,
Gen. Hernando Irriberi, Gen. Benito Antonio T. De
Leon, P/Dir.Gen. Alan Purisima, C/SUPT. Miguel De
Mayo Laurel. This is based on information from local
sources and collated facts and details, arising from her
involvement in human rights violations case.
Among the cases she was handling is a trumped-up
case against one political prisoner currently detained
in Lagawe, Ifugao, where human rights defender and
activist William Bugatti assisted her. On 25 March 2014,
Atty. Salucon, together with Mr. Bugatti, attended a
hearing of the case in Lagawe. After the hearing, Mr.
Bugatti had joined Atty. Salucon and relatives of their
detained political prisoner clients for late lunch, where
he told Atty. Salucon he was taking precautionary
security measures and advised Atty. Salucon to do the
same. Later that night, Mr. Bugatti was gunned down by
unknown assailants widely believed to be government
security forces.
A few minutes after Atty. Salucon learned of Bugatti’s
death, she learned from a very reliable source that the
Regional Intelligence Division of the Philippine National
Police (PNP) through the PNP Provincial issued a
directive to PNP Burgos, Isabela, Atty. Salucon’s
home town, to conduct a background investigation
and to confirm Atty. Salucon as a “Red Lawyer”. She
further learned that she is being secretly followed
by Intelligence Service of the Armed Forces of the
Philippines (ISAFP) members. Atty. Salucon’s driver
has also been intimidated and shadowed by men on
motorcycles.
During the pendency of her petition for writ of
amparo, she experienced and came of know of covert
monitoring of her travels in and out of Cagayan, some
380 kilometers outside the capital city where her
petition was being heard.

Vilification
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Location of
Incident

Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases

ANNEXES

ANNEX

Various places in Isabela, Date of
Most of
particularly near the office Incident
incidents in
in Ilagan, Isabela and
March 2014,
residence of Atty. Salucon
some prior
in Poblacion, Burgos,
or after
Isabela
In active practice, partly under protective security
measures
Writ of amparo and habeas data granted after 11
months. Atty. Salucon is entitled to protective and
discovery remedies, and to the disclosure of any and all
documents pertaining to her taken, gathered or in the
custody of law enforcement and intelligence agencies
Annex “A”
Urgent Alert on the threat, harassment
and surveillance, by Karapatan National,
dated April 12, 2014
Annex “B”
Judicial Affidavit of Regie Gamongan
dated May 5, 2014
Annex “C”
Judicial Affidavit of Maryjoy Cochon
dated May 15, 2014
Annex “D”
Petition for writ of amparo Salucon v.
Aquino et. al. docketed as CA-G.R. SP
No. 00053
Annex “E”
Decision issued by the Court of Appeals
in CA-G.R. SP No. 00053, dated March
12, 2015

CASE SUMMARY: FORCIBLE EVACUATION OF THE
TALAINGOD COMMUNITIES
Name of Victim/s
Name of Accused

162

Manobo communities in Talaingod, Davao del Norte,
about 1,300
60th and 68th Infantry Battalion Philippine Army, the
latter led by Lt. Col. Zosimo Oliveros; 4th Special
Forces, 1003rd Infantry Brigade Philippine Army led
by Col . Harold Cabreros; all under the 10th Infantry
Division Philippine Army under Maj. Gen. Eduardo
Año, Commanding Officer and the Eastern Mindanao
Command-Armed Forces of the Philippines led by Lt.
Gen. Aurelio Baladad
DOCUMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL PEOPLES’ TRIBUNAL 2015

Alamara, a paramilitary Group
National Commission on Indigenous Peoples

Nature of the
Charges

Department of Education (DepEd) – Davao del Norte
Provincial Office
Violation of domicile, involuntary displacement, forced
evacuation
Abduction, arbitrary and illegal arrests, torture
Threats, harassment and intimidation

Brief Description
of Incident

Closure of schools
The indigenous peoples community in Talaingod,
composed mostly of Manobos, has been accused of
supporting the liberation group New People’s Army,
which in turn has stood against large-scale mining by
foreign corporations in the area.
The military has resorted to encampment and
hamletting in their communities, with a range of
activities targeted at . The conduct of soldiers is hostile,
belligerent and intimidating, and there have been
some instances when select Manobos have accosted,
detained, and directly threatened. The time of work on
the farms are arbitrarily regulated, with soldiers warning
that all curfew violators will be shot.
The soldiers are sometimes accompanied by members
of a local paramilitary group, the Alamara. They engage
in sporadic firing sprees, raising fear and anxiety
among residents. Recruitment by the Alamara is
aggressive, and some are forced to join out of fear for
their lives.
In batches the Manobos have sought refuge in the city
and elsewhere to escape heightening tensions. Upon
return their houses have been ransacked, the livestock
taken, and the crops destroyed.
Students and schools are singled out for harassment
and intimidation. Some schools have been closed
because the children have refused to go to school.
Strafing is common around schools.
At present around 450 lumads (local IP groups) from
Talaingod and Kapalong, Davao are still evacuated at
UCCP Haran in Davao City.
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Location of
Incident
Status of Victim

ANNEX

Talaingod, Davao del
Norte
Displaced

Date of
Incident

April 2014 to
present

CASE SUMMARY: THE FORCIBLE EVACUATION OF 14
COMMUNITIES IN SAN LUIS, AGUSAN DEL SUR
14 communities in 4 Barangays of San Luis, Agusan del Sur were occupied by
soldiers on the pretext of conducting a Community Organizing for Peace and
Development (COPD) military operations including the forced recruitment
to the Peace and Development Security Volunteers (PDSV) with the threat
of being a military target should they refuse conscription. There were
incidents of indiscriminate firing, using civilians as guides during military
operations, military occupation of public places and homes, threat, harassment
and intimidation of leaders and members of Tagdumahan that the leaders
protested.
Those who complained against the military occupation were accused of
being members of the NPA. The “Magahat”, a Lumad paramilitary group
of Banwaon Datu Mario Napungahan, armed and trained by the Philippine
Miltary declared “pangayaw” (tribal war) against the leaders and members of
Tagdumahan (Banwaon tribal organization in San Luis) because of its alleged
NPA connection. Balit Barangay Chairman Necasio Precioso, Sr. was shot dead
in December 22, 2014 by men believed to be members of the 26th Infantry
Battalion. He was among the council members of Tagdumahan and a leading
voice in the protests of the Banwaon communities against military presence in
their villages.
With the intensified threat, 187 Banwaon families with about 1,000 men,
women and children, including pregnant and nursing mothers, infants and
primary school-age children, evacuated from 14 communities in San Luis,
Agusan del Sur. They trekked for 3 days through forests and difficult terrain
to reach the road where they were fetched by a dumptruck to be brought to
sanctuary in Brgy. Balit, San Luis, Agusan del Sur.
They stayed in the evacuation center for 58 days, enduring cramped living
conditions, limited food supplies, illnesses as well as sustained harassment
and intimidation from soldiers, known paramilitary elements, representatives
of the provincial and municipal local government unit (LGU) who pressured
them to return to their communities without assurances for their safety.
The evacuees were convened to return home after a written commitment from
the military to stay away from the communitie. On March 22, the evacuees
returned to their communities to destroyed farmlands and homes. Ordinary
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citizens, like the residents of Brgy. Balit, are the one suffering from the
Government intensified campaign against the NPA, who are being maltreated,
harassed and intimidated by the Philippine Military.

CASE SUMMARY: THE CASE OF BANDAM DUMANGLAY
AND ATTACKS AGAINST SCHOOLS OF INDIGENOUS
PEOPLE IN CARAGA
On August 9, 2014, Bandam Dumanglay, a minor and a resident of Sitio
Mintake-I, Brgy. Lydia in La Paz, Agusan del Sur, decided to visit his uncle
and cousins since it was a Saturday and there was no school. He was gathering
betel nut and hunting animals on his way to his uncle’s house when he met a
group of heavily armed members of the paramilitary group Bagani Forces.
The armed men trained their high-powered firearms at Bandam. Ugjab
Laygayan, who was leading the group, cautioned him that they were going
to massacre the lumads of Minatake-I including the women, children
and teachers of the literacy and numeracy school being run by the Rural
Missionaries of the Philippines-Northern Mindanao Region (RMP-NMR).
Ugjab said that they would use helicopters if their guns were not enough to kill
them all, bragging that the Bagani Forces were 600-strong. He added that they
would fire warning shots at around 2:00 p.m. that day. Bandam ran as fast as
he could to warn the elders.
Upon hearing the news from Bandam, Chairman Ben Mansal-agan
immediately called the residents for a meeting. They decided to evacuate as
soon as they heard a gunshot. Right after the meeting ended, they gunshots
filled the air. The residents hurriedly left and hid within the community,
thinking that they could immediately return to their homes after the firing.
But upon hearing gunfire near their hiding place, they hurriedly sought refuge
in the forest, unable to bring anything with them. They slept without eating
and had to suffer the relentless biting of mosquitoes during a cold night in the
forest.
The next day, 15 families consisting of about 160 individuals evacuated to
Libon in Brgy. Lydia to seek help, among them a sick man and a mother who
had just given birth.
On August 11, Mansal-agan went back to their community and found out
that some of their houses and planted rice had been destroyed. Their clothes
were torn to pieces and their personal belongings were broken. A number of
chickens and two carabaos were also missing.
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On August 12, soldiers fired at a group of five lumads, including three minor
students of RMP-NMR learning center, who were foraging for food in the
forest. They were able to escape.

evidence of the atrocities being committed by the Philippine Military against
un-armed civilians.

In the following days, residents from the neighboring communities of
Liwangwangan, Minduyog, Liyo and Manguicao evacuated as well to Libon,
in fear of the Bagani Forces’ threats.

CASE SUMMARY: VIOLATIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND
INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAWS IN LACUB, ABRA

Classes in the RMP-NMR schools in Brgy. Lydia as well as the Libon Learning
and Liwangwangan Learning Center were disrupted as a result of the military
operations, affecting hundreds of pupils. The RMP-NMR schools have been
branded by the Bagani Forces as “schools of the rebels”.

The Armed Forces of the Philippines Northern Luzon Command held a
military operation in Lacub, Abra participated in mainly by the 41st Infantry
Battalion last September 3-6, 2014. This resulted to multiple human rights and
international humanitarian law violations.

The Bagani Forces conducted the August 9 military operations together
with elements of the 26th IB PA. Members of the paramilitary group had
previously threatened to launch a “pangayaw” (armed campaign) against the
residents of the sitio who refused to sign a Memorandum of Agreement with
the Malampay Mining Company permitting the latter to enter and operate in
their community. They have also harassed teachers of the RMP literacy school,
branding them as rebel supporters.

Seven NPA members were tortured and willfully killed in the said operations
in violation of rules of engagement and international humanitarian law. Their
remains were also desecrated. According to the autopsy report conducted by
the National Bureau of Investigation, Recca Noelle Monte was killed without
any gunshot wound, Arnold Jaramillo was riddled with bullets along with five
5 other NPA members: Brandon Magranga, Ricardo Reyes, Pedring Banggao,
Robert Beyao and Roberto Perez. The autopsy reports and postmortem reports,
validated by a forensic expert, state that their major wounds were nonencounter shots.

Called “lubog” by the lumads, Bagani Forces are reportedly managed and
backed by Mayor Dario Otaza of Loreto, Agusan Del Sur. They are notorious,
not only for sowing terror alongside regular military forces under the rubric of
counterinsurgency, but also for committing criminal activities such as robbery
and theft against hapless civilians in the area.

CASE SUMMARY: THE KILLING OF ROQUE ANTIVO
Roque Antivo was eight (8) years old on April 3, 2013. At around 6:00 p.m. of
the same date, he was with his uncle Jeffrey Hernan, 13 years old d and his
older brother Earl Jhun H. Antivo, 12 years old, together with their father and
several other members of their family about to walk home from their farm.
They heard a sudden burst of gun fire directed at them. Earl shouted to the
perpetrators, whom he identified as soldiers, in dialect “mga bata mi sir…”.
(there are children here). His shouts were ignored, and they heard a second
burst of gunshots, Earl Jhun then crawled to a grassy part and shouted twice
that they are children. But his pleas were ignored. Roque Antivo was killed,
while Earl Jun and Jeffrey Hernan suffered serious injuries.

Two civilians became victims of extrajudicial killings. Engr. Fidela “Delle”
Salvador, was on a monitoring visit for various socio-economic projects
implemented by the Cordillera Disaster Response and Development Services
Inc. (CorDiSRDS) and the Center for Development Programs in the Cordillera
(CDPC) in Lacub, Abra when she was killed by the AFP in the same operation.
Delle was 50 years old, a mother of three children, a consultant of the
CorDisRDS and CDPC. The autopsy report conducted by the National Bureau
of Investigation cited that she suffered from nine gunshot wounds, multiple
contusions and lacerations and a head injury caused by a blunt object. The
findings strongly indicate that she was tortured before she was killed. The
AFP insists that she was a member of the NPA in their attempt to justify the
extrajudicial killing.

The perpetrators are soldiers from the Bravo Co. of the 71st Infantry Battalion
of the Philippine Army.

Noel Viste, the other civilian killed during the military operation was among
the 24 civilians coerced to be human shields at the height of military operations
last September 5, 2014 by the 41st IBPA under the command of 2Lt. Jose Mari
Landicho. He was a farmer from barangay Poblacion. The 24 men are from
Barangays Poblacion and Bacag, Lacub, Abra. The civilians were retrieving
the dead when the AFP unit coerced them to walk in line between soldiers for
almost an hour.

Roque Antivo and his cousins were among the many children who were not
spared by soldiers in their counter-insurgency operations. It is one of the

From the same incident, they coerced Nicasio Asbucan, another farmer resident
of barangay Poblacion, to act as guide and detained him from September 5-6.
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Asbucan was only surfaced and turned-over to the Chief of Police of Lacub in
September 6.
On September 3 at about 8:30 am, Richard Borgonia, a resident of Brgy.
Guinguinabang was looking for his carabao when he was apprehended by
a unit of the AFP at Mt. Kiboot. He was detained, accused and forced to
admit that he was a member of the NPA. He was also used as a guide during
the military operation that day. He was released at around 9 pm when his
villagemates were able to locate and vouch for him.
On September 5 between 9:00-10:00 pm Army personnel stationed at Sitio
Bantugo, Poblacion, Lacub belonging to 41st IBPA directly fired upon
residential homes in Talampac Proper and Pacoc, Talampac. An M203 shell
landed in Bobon, a farming area. This resulted in the following:
a. 3 farmers manning the irrigation were forced to sleep in the fields for fear
of being strafed;
b. 6 families in Sitio Pacoc evacuated from their houses and stayed with their
neighbors for the night; and
c. the suspension of classes in Bantugo Elementary and High School and Our
Lady of Guadalupe High School on September 5 and 8.
In the duration of the military operations, leaders and members of TULBEK,
a people’s organization in Lacub, were threatened and harassed by the AFP.
The 41st IBPA even used children in the surveillance of the said leaders and
members.
The people of Lacub were also denied the right to conduct indigenous ritual,
bagongon after they retrieved those who died within their ancestral domain.
The impact of the military operations weighed heavily upon the men, women
and children of Lacub. A significant part of the population manifested acute
stress disorder with some, chronic depression. For the adults, psychosomatic
symptoms and panic attacks attributed to trauma were noted such as:
insomnia, hypervigilance, nightmares and fidgeting. Also noted were
headaches, intense fear associated with loud noises, memories of those who
died and while passing through the site of incident. Some have hypertension
and palpitations.
Doubly affected are the vulnerable population of women, children and
elderly. Psychosocial debriefing of Grades 5 and 6 children aged 9-14 studying
at the Bantugo elementary school which is right beside the military camp
showed that they fear the military and secretly wish that they vacate Lacub
immediately.
The case is filed at the Commission on Human Rights. No decision has yet
been made by the CHR as of this time.
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It was also submitted to the House of Representatives Human Rights
Committee and National Cultural Communities Committee, the Joint
Monitoring Committee of the Government of the Philippines and the National
Democratic Front of the Philippines and the United Nations Special Rapporteur
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.

CASE SUMMARY: MARTIAL LAW DELISTING
In 1986, 9,539 victims of human rights violations during martial law filed a
class suit against former dictator Ferdinand E. Marcos. In 1995, the Hawaii
court ruled that the victim-plaintiffs were entitled to compensation amounting
to about US$2 billion to be taken from Marcos’ estate. Despite this decision
however and despite the garnishment of accounts and sale of different
properties of the Marcoses, the execution of the Hawaii court decision remains
to be elusive.
On 25 February 2013, at the 27th Anniversary of the EDSA People Power I,
President Aquino, signed into law, RA 10368 or the Human Rights Victims
Reparation and Recognition Act of 2013. Thereafter, a Claims Board was
created to process claims for reparation. As provided for in the law, petitioners
in the Hawaii class suit were automatically included beneficiaries of the
reparation law. However, out of the 9,539 victim-plaintiffs in the class suit,
2,013 were delisted and were refused reparation. Among those delisted were
Bonifacio Ilagan and Saturnino Ocampo, both of whom like the other delisted
victims are still active in the peoples’ movement. This is the basis for their
exclusion showing the Aquino government’s lack of respect for human rights.

CASE SUMMARY: ILLEGAL ARREST, DETENTION AND
TORTURE OF MELISSA ROXAS
Name of Victim/s
Name of Accused

Nature of the
Charges

Melissa Roxas, 37, Filipino-American activist
Former President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo, former
Defense Secretary Gilbert Teodoro, former military
chief of staff Gen. Victor S. Ibrado, former police chief
P/Dir. Gen. Jesus Ame Verzosa, Lt. Gen. Delfin N.
Bangit (deceased), Pc/Supt. Leon Nilo A. Dela Cruz,
Maj. Gen. Ralph Villanueva, Ps/Supt. Rudy Gamido
Lacadin, elements of the military and civilian assets
Illegal arrest, detention and torture
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of Incident
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Melissa Roxas visited the Philippines sometime in May
2009 to conduct health surveys preparatory to future
medical mission. She was abducted in La Paz, Tarlac
on May 19, 2009 while conducting the health survey.
She was then accompanied by two other Filipino
volunteers, John Edward Jamdoc and Juanito Carabeo.
They were abducted by approximately 15 men wearing
civilian clothes, armed with high-powered rifles arrived.
Some were wearing ski masks or bonnets. They
handcuffed and blindfolded during the entire period
that they were in captivity. They were taken to a military
camp, where she was held for six days.
They tortured her and accused her of being a member
of the NPA. She was subjected to food deprivation,
sleep deprivation, sexual harassment, forced into
different stress positions and physical manipulations
while blindfolded and handcuffed. She was repeatedly
beaten in her face, chest, and body. Her shoulder was
dislocated several times during the beatings. She was
repeatedly choked. Her head was repeatedly bashed
against a concrete wall. Her feet and hands were held
down and they suffocated her with double plastic bags.
All throughout her captivity, they threatened her with
death, and tried to force her to sign documents saying
that she surrendered as NPA. When she refused to
sign, they tortured her even more.

Location of
Incident

Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases
ANNEXES

They denied her repeated demands for her to confer
with her lawyer, as in fact, she was even told that she
would not be able to see a lawyer.
On May 25, 2009, she was released from captivity.
Melissa Roxas was able to see some of her abductors
and torturers. She was even able to give their
descriptions; as a result cartographic sketches were
made based on such descriptions. Unfortunately, these
sketches were not followed up and no effort was ever
made to identify the persons depicted in the sketches.
To date, the identities of her abductors and torturers are
still unknown.
She filed within days a petition for the privilege of the
writ of amparo and habeas data before the courts,
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in order to secure all information that the Philippine
government has retained about her. The writ was
granted, with instructions to law enforcement agencies
and the CHR to make continuing investigations.
Abduction: La Paz, Tarlac Date of
May 2009
Incident
Detention: various areas

believed to be in Central
Luzon
Alive, with signs of physical and psychological trauma
Writ of amparo granted, government officials, law
enforcement agencies required to report their action at
next hearing before the Court of Appeals on July 29,
2015
Annex “A”
Medical Certificate prepared and signed
by Dr. Geneve E. Rivera – Reyes and Dr.
Reginald Pamugas
Annex “B”
Petition for Writ of Amparo and Writ of
Habeas Data, docketed as CA-G.R. SP
No. 00036-WRA, dated May 28, 2009
Annex “C”
Decision of the Court of Appeals, in CAG.R. SP No. 00036-WRA dated August
26, 2009
Annex “D”
Petition for Review of the decision of the
appellate court, docketed as docketed as
G.R. No. 189155, dated September 13,
2009
Annex “E”
Decision of the Supreme Court, in G.R.
No. 189155, dated September 7, 2010

CASE SUMMARY: DISAPPEARANCE OF KAREN EMPENO
AND SHERLYN CADAPAN
Name of Victim/s
Name of Accused

Karen Empeno and Sherlyn Cadapan
Lt. Gen. Hermogenes Esperon (Ret.) former Chief of
Staff of the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP)
Maj. Gen. Jovito Palparan, Jr. (Ret), Rizal Hilario Alias
“Rolly Castillo”, Msgt. Donald Caigas Alias “Allan”, and
other elements of the 24th Infantry Battalion and 7th
Infantry Division, Philippine Army
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Nature of the
Charges

Brief Description
of Incident
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Enforced disappearance

Court (RTC) Branch 14 under the sala of Judge
Teodora Gonzales and is still being heard to this day.

Rape, torture, maltreatment of prisoners, grave threats,
grave coercion, violation of Republic Act No. 7438
(An Act Defining Certain Rights of Persons Arrested,
Detained or Under Custodial Investigation, etc.)

Palparan, by this time retired, attempted to fly out the
country but was accosted at the airport. Thereafter, he
went into hiding, until he was arrested after three years.
One co-accused .is still at large.

Violation of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, and violation of Convention Against
Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment
At 2:00 a.m. on June 26, 2006, University of the
Philippines (UP) students Karen Empeño and Sherlyn
Cadapan, and farmer Manuel Merino were abducted
in Barangay San Miguel, Hagonoy, Bulacan by armed
men. Karen and Sherlyn were at the time conducting
research on the plight of farmers in Bulacan.
Karen and Sherlyn’s families filed a petition for a writ
of habeas corpus against the officers of the military,
including Ret. Maj. Gen. Jovito Palparan Jr. and
elements the 7th Infantry Division of the Philippine
Army. The petition was dismissed due to lack of “strong
evidence that the missing persons are in the custody of
the respondents.”
On October 24, 2007, Erlinda Cadapan and
Concepcion Empeño, the mothers of the two missing
students, filed a petition for a writ of amparo with
the Supreme Court (SC). The petition was referred
to the Court of Appeals (CA) where fellow victims,
including eyewitness Raymond Manalo testified that
he saw Karen and Sherlyn in the custody of the
military, and that Gen. Palparan was actively involved
in their detention. The writ was granted, but with
military denying any and all participation, it was largely
ineffective.

Palparan’s detention in military headquarters has been
questioned by the private prosecutors, and labelled
special treatment and a badge of cowardice.

Location of
Incident

Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases

Palparan was infamously called “Berdugo” or “Butcher”
after leading a bloody series of anti-insurgency
campaigns under the program Oplan Bantay Laya
(Oplan Freedom Watch) during the administration of
former GPH President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo. A
significant number of unarmed activists labeled as
“enemies of the state” were murdered, tortured or
disappeared in the Southern Luzon, Eastern Visayas
and Central Luzon regions where Palparan had been
assigned.
Abduction: Hagonoy,
Date of
Abduction:
Bulacan
Incident
June 26,
2006
Detention: Fort Magsaysay

(Philippine Army)
Detention:
Cabanatuan City, Nueva
until present
Ecija; Camp Tecson, San
Miguel, Bulacan; various
other places
Missing
Hearings on Palparan’s petition for bail underway.

On May 4, 2011, the mothers of the two missing
students, filed a criminal complaint at the Department
of Justice (DOJ) against Palparan and the other
respondents.
The justice department indicted Palparan and three
others only on the charge of kidnapping and serious
illegal detention, dropping several other accused and
charges. The case was raffled to Malolos Regional Trial
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II. CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS: Submission

CASE SUMMARY: ARBITRARY DETENTION AND
HARASSMENT OF THOMAS VAN BEERSUM

CASE SUMMARY: THE HARASSMENT AND TORTURE OF
NOEL BAES

Thomas van Beersum, a Dutch national, came to the Philippines on June
13, 2013 to participate in an international solidarity mission and attend the
International Conference on Human Rights and Peace in the Philippines
(ICCHRP). After the conference, Beersum, together with other foreign
delegates, joined the protest rally during the State of the Nation Address
(SONA) of President Benigno Aquino III on July 22, 2013. Beersum was among
the protestors injured when the police tried to break up the protest march
with truncheons. The violence committed on the peaceful protesters led
Beersum to confront, question and shout at the policeman in front of him. This
confrontation between Beersum and the policeman, who was photographed
crying, went viral in social media.

Noel Baes is 17 years old at the time of the incident, and is a resident of Sitio
Calabasahan, Barangay Quipot, San Juan, Batangas. Noel and his parents,
Erlindo and Anna Baez, rely on selling charcoal for a living.
On or about May 2010, prior to the national elections, elements of the 740th
Combat Group of the Philippine Air Force conducted military operations in
Sitio Calabasahan, Barangay Quipot, San Juan, Batangas. In the guise of the
purported Bantay Eleksyon (Election Watch), they established a camp in a
resthouse beside the Quipot Calabasahan Elementary School. The soldiers tried
to recruit the youth in the area to join the Civilian Armed Forces Geographical
Unit (CAFGU), a paramilitary unit of the Philippine military. They also tried
to recruit Noel, but he refused to join the CAFGU. After he refused to join the
CAFGU, Noel became the target of harassment, and was called a “moron” and
“abnormal” by the soldiers.
In one incident which occurred on 08 August 2010, Noel and his mother
Anna were walking home from the market, along the way, Noel suddenly
went missing. Thinking that Noel used a different way in going home, Anna
continued walking home, but was surprised when she learned that Noel was
not home. They went looking for him and found him inside the the military
camp. They saw him, with his head down and almost in tears. In front of him
was a plate of burnt cooked rice (tutong). A drunk Sgt. Areta was shouting at
him: “Kapag hindi mo kinain yan, isasampal ko sa iyo yan.” (“If you are not
going to eat that, I’m going to slap it in your face.”).
In another incident on 28 August 2010, Noel attended an outing sponsored by
the military at the Laiya Beach Resort, San Juan, Batangas. At around 9:00pm,
Noel accidentally went inside an unmarked restroom, which turned out to
be occupied by a female. When he learned that there was a person inside the
restroom, he gently closed the door and left. As a result, he was accused of
committing acts of lasciviousness by the soldiers. They dragged him in another
restroom, where he was beaten black and blue and was locked inside.
A few days thereafter, they noticed a change in Noel’s behavior. Noel would
always wear sunglasses even at night, he would suddenly should and cry for
no reason and would be found laughing and talking to himself. Noel was
referred to psychiatrist Dr. Reynaldo J. Lesaca, Jr. who diagnosed Noel to be
suffering initially from severe Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder which progressed
to Schizophreniform Disorder, because of the harassment and torture he
experienced.
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In the early morning of August 6, 2013, Beersum and his Filipino fiancée went
to NAIA Terminal 1 for their flight back to Amsterdam. However, Bureau of
Immigration (BI) officials prevented Beersum from boarding his flight, forcing
her fiancée to leave without Beersum. The immigration officials insisted on
holding Beersum because of his participation in the protest rally during the
SONA. He was held for more than 30 hours pending issuance of a clearance
from the National Bureau of Investigation (NBI). His counsel was initially
prevented from consulting with Beersum and was only allowed to see him at
around 3:00 p.m. of August 6.
After the release of clearance from the NBI showing that Beersum has no
derogatory record, a Summary Deportation Order, antedated to August 1, was
issued. Beersum was allowed to fly out of the Philippines on August 7 at 12:30
p.m. He was, however, placed in the BI “black list”.
In the Summary Deportation Order, Beersum was declared as an overstaying
and undesirable alien who committed alleged violations of the Philippine
Immigration Act of 1940 for “participating in a partisan political activity”
or “interfering in the country’s internal political affairs.” The said law dates
back to the Commonwealth period and is believed to have been revoked by
the present Philippine Constitution, which guarantees the people’s freedom
of speech, of expression, and the right to peaceably assemble and petition
the government for redress of their grievances. The harassment experienced
by Beersum is also seen as a violation of the UN Declaration on Human
Rights (UNDHR) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR), which has already become part of the law of the land.
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CASE SUMMARY: HARASSMENT OF BONDOC PENINSULA
COMMUNITIES
Name of Victim/s

of the owners. Search by the armed men usually
follows, supposedly for visiting NPAs, hidden firearms
or subversive documents.

Reynante Dilao, Elly Sinanggote, Rosa Peros,
Fausto Peros, Joel Peros, Machedel Peros, Rea
Puyat, Bienvenido Jarap, Benjamin Balane, Rosalina
Roseta, Delfina F. Orongan, Roque Quidor, farmers
and workers residing in Bondoc Peninsula, Quezon
province

Soldiers also take over the facilitation and distribution
of the government’s 4Ps program. They summon
residents to official barangays, aided and abetted
by the local barangay officials, or crowd together
those they find out in open areas, in order to secure
an audience for their campaign against dissent and
revolution.

Eleno and Beberly Repollo, Elena Aldaya, Mylene
Zantua, members of Anakpawis partylist

Those who are identified members of peoples’
organizations, occupy leading posts in community
groups, or are related to NPA members are most likely
targets for all of these hostile and aggressive activities.

Nelita C. Mandado, member of women’s organization
Kalipi

Name of Accused

Other members of the communities in the Bondoc
Peninsula, Quezon
Elements of the 74th Infantry Battalion, including
those particularly named Lt. Vitalico Sacoso, CO
Biluan, Plaza. Emilio Tolda Jr. Commander Sacayan,
Commander Herrera, 1 Lt. Tumbok, and soliders
Manlangit, Aquino

Due to prevalent apprehension and fear of reprisal,
some residents are forced to change their contact
numbers, stay away from their homes temporarily, or
move altogether.

Elements of the 76th Infantry Battalion, including those
particularly named Lt. Balisong, 2Lt. Daraob
Chief of Police Jose Tacio of Talisay, San Andres,
Quezon
Nature of the
Charges

CAFGUs
Threat, harassment, intimidation and coercion
Violation of domicile, illegal search and seizure
Torture

Brief Description
of Incident

Vilification
Soldiers have routinely and systematically swept
through poor farming communities in the Bondoc
Peninsula, in the hilly, coastal southeastern part
of Quezon Province, looking for supporters of the
communist New People’s Army (NPA). They alternately
threaten, intimidate and harass residents to press for
information and vilify those with connections, real or
imagined, to the NPA.

Location of
Incident

Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases

The military echoes many psywar tactics and
assimilation techniques in US counter-insurgency
programs. They operate in droves, armed to the teeth,
and stir tension in targeted areas to instill terror and
aversion to the “enemies of the state”. They oft insist
that membership in either the army or civilian armed
forces geographic units (CAFGUs) is imperative, and
the only alternative as to joining the NPA. In some
areas, they have distributed documents or verbally
maligned human rights groups Karapatan, Save
Bondoc Peninsula Movement, and people’s groups
such as KASAMA-TK and Anakpawis.
Bondoc Peninsula
Date of
2007
(spanning 12 barangays),
Incident
October
Southeastern Quezon,
2010-June
Luzon
2012
Some have been displaced
While a campaign has been launched, no criminal
countercharges have so far been filed.

In some instances, the soldiers forcibly enter houses,
detain the residents for hours for interrogation, and help
themselves to amenities and things without consent
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CASE SUMMARY: KILLING OF ROBERTO CAMPANER AND
VIOLATIONS OF RIGHTS OF HORS DE COMBAT
Name of Victim/s
Name of Accused
Nature of the
Charges

Brief Description
of Incident

Roberto Campaner, 42 years old
Elements of the Philippine military, specifically three
soldiers of the 85th IB, 2nd ID PA with two identifying
themselves as “Mario” and “Cesar”
Torture and killing of a member of a belligerent force
Violations of the rights of hors de combat under the
rules of war and the GRP/GPH-NDFP Comprehensive
Agreement on Respect for Human Rights and
International Humanitarian Law (CARHRIHL)
At around 8:00 a.m. on March 1, 2014, three men in
plainclothes arrived at the house of Danilo Roldan in
Brgy. Sto. Niño Ibaba, Lopez, Quezon and introduced
themselves as soldiers. They spoke to Danilo, an
alleged former member of the New People’s Army
(NPA), about signing an agreement as a rebel returnee
with the government in exchange for livelihood benefits
and housing inside a military camp. At about 9:00 a.m.,
NPA members Roberto Campaner and an unidentified
companion arrived at the house and asked Roldan if
they could drink water. Danilo let them in the kitchen.
The soldiers, who had not been introduced to the
others, approached Roberto and his companion
and quizzed. When the soldiers attempted to touch
protruding objects tucked in their waists, a scuffle and
firefight ensued. Roberto was shot in the chest, but his
companion escaped.
Injured Roberto raised his hands and laid his gun on
the floor. Danilo told the soldier to stop shooting as
Roberto had already surrendered. One of the soldiers
named Cesar ignored Danilo’s plea and fired two more
shots at Roberto. The soldiers took Roberto’s gun, ran
to the streets and left the bloodied Roberto. He asked
Danilo to bring him to the hospital but Danilo refused,
fearing that the soldiers would retaliate against him.
At around 12:00 p.m., about 30 military elements
and five (5) police officers arrived at the scene and
surrounded it with barricade tape. They spoke to the
barangay chairman and asked for a barangay tanod to
escort them in bringing Roberto to a hospital. They also
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Brief Description
of Incident

asked Danilo and his wife Salvacion to go to town with
them in order to give their statements. No ambulance
came to fetch Roberto; no one also acted for more than
an hour to move Roberto. Meanwhile, Danilo witnessed
Mario thrusting a bamboo stick into Roberto’s bullet
wounds, making the latter scream in pain. A uniformed
soldier and rebel returnee also identified Roberto as
“Ka Baldo.”
The soldiers asked Danilo’s son to provide them with
a makeshift bamboo stretcher. It was already 1:30
p.m. when soldiers began carrying Roberto using
the stretcher, with Danilo and Salvacion walking
behind them. When they were about to cross the
river, a soldier asked the couple not to follow yet and
suggested that they go home and come back later, as
the water level was then deep. They waited for more
than 30 minutes before a soldier told them that they
may continue on their way. At the river, they noticed
that Roberto’s body was not in sight and that the water
was murky.
On the other side of the river, Danilo and Salvacion saw
Roberto looking feeble at the stretcher which was laid
on the ground near the ricefield. The soldiers carried
Roberto once more. After crossing the ricefield, Danilo,
Salvacion and the barangay tanod were told to go
ahead of the others. They met the police waiting at the
road, who, however, decided not to wait for Roberto any
longer and to leave together with Danilo and Salvacion.
They ordered the barangay tanod to instead be the one
to accompany Roberto to the hospital.
Roberto was dying when he was brought aboard
a tricycle – covered with tarpaulin to conceal his
body from view – to be taken to the hospital. He was
declared dead on arrival upon reaching the Magsaysay
Memorial Hospital at around 3:00 p.m. He sustained
nine (9) gunshot wounds in different parts of the body.
Karapatan-Quezon has filed a complaint for human
rights violations against three soldiers belonging to the
85th IB, 2nd ID PA with the Commission on Human
Rights (CHR) Region IV. On March 12, 2014, Gene
Campaner, Roberto’s brother, wrote Secretary Leila de
Lima of the Department of Justice (DOJ) a letter
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Location of
Incident
Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases
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requesting for an investigation and decrying the torture
and killing of Roberto as grave violations of the rights
of hors de combat under the rules of war as well as
the GRP/GPH-NDFP Comprehensive Agreement
on Respect for Human Rights and International
Humanitarian Law (CARHRIHL).
Brgy. Sto. Niño Ibaba,
Date of
March 1,
Lopez, Quezon
Incident
2014
Deceased
Complaint before the CHR yet unresolved
Request for investigation by the Department of Justice
yet unheeded

CASE SUMMARY: ILLEGAL ARREST AND LEGAL
HARASSMENT OF PROF. KIM GARGAR
Prof. Kim Gargar is a physicist, a former professor of the University of the
Philippines, a holder of Doctorate of Chronobiology from the University of
Groningen in the Netherlands, an environmental and political activist, and an
active member of Center for Environmental Concerns (CEC).
Encouraged by his experience in attending a National Fact Finding and
Humanitarian Mission held on April 18-21, 2013 at the areas devastated by the
Typhoon Pablo, Prof. Gargar was persuaded to volunteer to conduct a follow
up research and land scoping to aid in the rehabilitation of the areas affected
by typhoon Pablo. The project was sponsored by PANALIPDAN –Southern
Mindanao. The research covered the forested areas of Baganga and Cateel
in Davao Oriental, New Bataan, Maragusan and Compostela in Compostela
Valley, which were hit hard by typhoon Pablo in December 2012. The research
and land scoping involved the monitoring of body clock or biological rhythms
and activities of all living organisms including plants, insects and other
animals, especially their biological activities at midnight to morning.
He was doing such monitoring at around 2-3am on October 1, 2013 in Km21 of
Brgy. Aliwagwag, Cateel, Compostela Province, when he heard an explosion
and series of gunfire from a distance. He was alarmed and immediately
packed up his belongings and walked along the creek. Out curiosity of what
was happening, he walked towards the direction from where the gun fire
came. After walking few meters, he reached a small waterfall which he failed
to notice because of the darkness. He slipped through the rocks and fell. He
became unconscious by the time he hit the ground. He regained consciousness
at around 5 o’clock in the morning of that same day. He sustained injuries on
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his right foot, his head, and could barely move his feet. It was while in this
condition that soldiers arrived and arrested him accusing him of being part of
a group of New Peoples Army they were running after. Brought to a military
camp where he was interrogated.
Prof. Gargar was charged with illegal possession of firearms and explosives,
a non-bailable offense, 6 counts of attempted murder, 1 count of frustrated
murder and violation of the Commission on Election Gun Ban. After his
Petition for Bail was granted in the case for illegal possession of explosives,
Prof. Gargar was able to post bail and was released from detention on August
1, 2014

CASE SUMMARY: DATU JIMMY LIGUYON AND THE
MATIGSALOG AND TIGHAWANON RESIDENTS OF BRGY.
DAO, SAN FERNANDO, BUKIDNON
On March 5, 2012 at around 5:30 p.m., Datu Jimmy Liguyon was shot and
killed at close range with M16 rifle by Alde “Butchoy” Salusad while having
conversations with his brothers. Alde was accompanied by his father and
several other members of his para-military group the New Indigenous People’s
Army Reform (NIPAR).
Witnesses heard Alde saying, “Akong gipatay si kapitan tungod kay wala kini
mapirma sa SANMATRIDA o wala mohatag of certification sa SANMATRIDA.
(I killed captain because he did not recognize SANMATRIDA and to sign any
agreement that supports it).” SANMATRIDA or the San Fernando Matigsalog
Tribal Datu Association has a pending claim for a Certificate of Ancestral
Domain Title (CADT) over 53,000 hectares of ancestral land covering the 12
barangays of San Fernando.
Days after the killing, the NIPAR in a statement claimed responsibility for the
killing of Liguyon and alleged that he was a “communist.” Alde also admitted
to the killing in an interview with local radio station DXDB in Malaybalay City.
Despite these admissions and the subsequent issuance of a warrant for the
arrest of Alde on April 20, he and his fellow NIPAR members remained free
and continued to terrorize the Matigsalog and Tighawanon residents of Brgy.
Dao.
Fearing for their safety, 43 families from Brgy. Dao evacuated and took refuge
in a cramped camp in front of the capitol grounds in Malaybalay City on
March 14. Hunger at the camp compelled some of the evacuees to return to
the community on August 7 in order to go back to their livelihood. However,
elements of the NIPAR and the 8th IB PA continued to harass the residents,
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driving the latter to evacuate anew to the provincial capitol grounds on August
29.
Before he was killed, Liguyon, who was also the vice-chairperson of
lumad organization Kaugalingong Sistema sa Igpasasindog to Lumadnong
Ogpaan (KASILO), experienced threats for strongly opposing the entry of
large-scale mining corporations in the barangay and refusing to support
the SANMATRIDA claim for ancestral land, and for refusing to join their
organization. He was repeatedly warned and threatened.
The perpetrators Benjamin and Alde are former members of the New People’s
Army (NPA) who surrendered to the military in 2011 and became members
of its Citizen’s Armed Forces Geographical Unit (CAFGU). Alde later formed
the NIPAR while Benjamin remained a regular member of the CAFGU. Both
the CAFGU and NIPAR are attached with the 8th Infantry Battalion of the
Philippine Army based in San Fernando.
A case has been filed against Alde for murder with the Regional Trial Court
(RTC) of Malaybalay City, Bukidnon on April 18, 2012. A warrant of arrest
was subsequently issued by the court, which, however reportedly remains
unserved to this day.

CASE SUMMARY: THE ILLEGAL ARREST AND DETENTION
OF THE MORONG 43
The Morong 43 refers to forty three medical/health practitioners and/or
volunteer community health workers, who were illegally arrested on February
6, 2010 in Morong, Rizal. They were then conducting a Community First
Responders’ Training sponsored by the Council for Health and Development
(CHD) and the Community Medicine Foundation (COMMED). The training
was held at the Silungan Seminary House owned by Dr. Melecia Velmonte,
chairperson of the board of COMMED, and a Professor Emeritus at the
University of the Philippines College of Medicine.
Between 5:30 a.m. to 6:00 a.m. on February 6, 2010, while the health workers
were preparing to start the last day of their community health training,
approximately 100 to 300 armed soldiers and policemen barged into the
training/retreat facility, and simultaneously barged into the two houses being
used by the health workers. They were all herded in one corner and then
ordered at gun point to line-up and go out. Thereafter, they were directed to
proceed to the driveway. The participants asked for the reasons why they were
being held, but no one from the military and police raiding team explained to
them. It was obvious that at this point, they were already under arrest.
After their arrest, the defendants conducted a search that was, illegal anyway.
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Thereafter, the plaintiffs were made to board vehicles. They were handcuffed
with plastic wires and blindfolded with cloth reinforced by packing tape for
more than 36 hours. They were first brought to an undisclosed place in one
large room before they were eventually brought to the detention facility of the
2nd Infantry Division of the Philippine Army in Camp Capinpin, Tanay, Rizal.
From the time of their arrest in February 6, 2010 until February 11, 2010, the
plaintiffs were denied of their right to counsel and other rights under R.A.
7432. They were only allowed to be visited by their counsel and relatives
on February 11, 2010, and only upon the intercession of the Commission on
Human Rights. During their detention in Camp Capinpin, they were subjected
to various kinds of torture.
They were detained until December 17, 2010, and were released after the cases
against them were dismissed because of the illegality of the issuance of the
Search Warrant.
The raid was carried out by the 202 Infantry Brigade headed by defendant
Aurelio Baladad, which is in turn under the 2nd Infantry Division of the
Philippine Army under the command then of defendant George Segovia
and by the Philippine National Police. It was carried out under the “Internal
Security Operations Plan Bantay Laya” (Oplan Bantay Laya).
In April 2011, six of the forty three health workers filed a complaint for
damages under Article 27, Article 32 and Article 33 of the Civil Code, actual
damages, moral and exemplary damages against Gloria Macapagal Arroyo,
Norberto Gonzales, Gen. Delfin Bangit and other military and police officials.
Docketed as Civil Case No. Q11-69171, the case is pending with the Regional
Trial Court, Branch 81, Quezon City where the proceedings are suspended due
to the Petition for Certiorari pending with the Court of Appeals. Although the
Petition has already been denied, Arroyo filed a Motion for Reconsideration.
A year after, a criminal complaint for Violation of R.A. 9745 otherwise known
as the “Anti-Torture Act of 2009”, R.A. 7438, and Robbery under Art. 294 of
the Revised Penal Code was filed by six of the forty three health workers.
Docketed as OMB –C- C 12-0368, the case is still pending with the Office of the
Ombudsman.

CASE SUMMARY: MANCERA FAMILY MASSACRE
On February 25, 2012, 14 year old Leonisa Mancera, her father Benjamin, two
brothers Richard (seven years old) and Michael (ten years old), and two other
visitors were resting after having lunch at their house in Purok 6, Barangay
Malaya, Labo, Camarines Norte. At or about 1:30 p.m. on the same day, Leonisa
heard movements outside their house. She checked through the door and saw
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a soldier gesturing to the other armed and uniformed soldiers lined up in
front of their house to go around. She immediately approached Benjamin who
was resting at that time and told him, “May tao” (There are other people). He
got up and checked, but immediately after he turned to them, Leonisa heard
gunshots from outside the house. Benjamin was the first to be shot, at the
stomach, but he was able to tell Leonisa and Richard to hide inside the closet.
Richard was hit at the chest after Benjamin pulled him towards them to the
closet. The first few gunshots were followed by bursts of gunfire.
The firing continued for almost an hour. When it stopped, a man checked
inside the house, followed by the soldiers. They found the dead bodies of the
victims.
Leonisa survived from the few gunshot wounds she sustained. Benjamin,
Michael, Richard, and a man later on learned to be a certain Rafael Llanto died.
Lt. Col. Macalisang, commanding officer of the 49th IB PA, issued a statement
saying that there was an armed encounter. Lt. Alfie Lee also of the 49th IB PA
asked the barangay captain of Malaya, Merlyn Bermas, to sign a certification
that there was an armed encounter, but the latter said that she did not hear
anything.
Lt. Col. Macalisang and the military alleged that Benjamin is an NPA member
but Bermas and Leonisa refuted the same and said that Benjamin was a bona
fide resident of Barangay Malaya who worked either as a farmer or small-scale
miner.
Police reports show that the team allegedly engaged in the firefight was led
by 2Lt. Dan Gil Subiera. Affidavits of Pfc. Rowell M. Isaac and Pfc Markheal
C. De Guia were attached to the police report claiming that the incident was
an armed encounter. A turnover report to the PNP regarding the firearms
recovered and allegedly used by “CNN” (government acronym for Communist
Party of the Philippines-New People’s Army-National Democratic Front of the
Philippines) during the firefight was likewise issued.
During the wake, Lt. Alfie Lee visited Leonisa and her mother and offered
them financial help and scholarship assistance. The latter refused the offer

CASE SUMMARY: ARBITRARY DETENTION AND
HARASSMENT OF KIM CHATILLON-MEUNIER

of women in depressed communities in Tondo, Manila. She also joined an
international solidarity and humanitarian mission in Quezon province and
was a delegate at the International Conference on Human Rights and Peace
(ICCHRP) held in July 2013 in Quezon City.
After the Conference, Meunier and her boyfriend Emile Kinley-Gauthier went
to the protest rally during the State of the Nation Address of President Benigno
Aquino III on July 22, 2013. She came to the rally site later just to observe
the program and did not join the protest march. She was not yet there when
a clash occurred between the protesters and the police who were violently
breaking up the otherwise peaceful rally.
In the afternoon of September 13, 2013, Meunier went to the Ninoy Aquino
International Airport (NAIA) for her 7:10 flight to HongKong on her way home
to Canada. As she passed through immigration at the airport, officers of the
Bureau of Immigration (BI) apprehended her and immediately brought her to
the BI Detention Center at Camp Bagong Diwa in Bicutan, Taguig City.
At the BI Detention Center, a staff from human rights group Karapatan and
a lawyer from the National Union of People’s Lawyers (NUPL) were initially
barred from entering and prevented from conferring with Meunier for
failing to present any document showing that their services were engaged by
Meunier. Upon the insistence of a professor friend of Meunier’s parents, they
were able to see Meunier. BI agents moreover attempted to search Meunier’s
bags but were prevented from doing so when the Karapatan staff and NUPL
lawyer intervened and asserted that the BI has no search warrant therefor.
Meunier was released on September 15, 2013 after agreeing, but with
reservation and protest, to be summarily deported by the BI.
Meunier was declared as an overstaying and undesirable alien who committed
alleged violations of the Philippine Immigration Act of 1940 for “participating
in a partisan political activity” or “interfering in the country’s internal political
affairs.” The said law dates back to the Commonwealth period and is believed
to have been revoked by the present Philippine Constitution, which guarantees
the people’s freedom of speech, of expression, and the right to peaceably
assemble and petition the government for redress of their grievances. The
harassment committed unto Meunier is moreover seen as a violation of the UN
Declaration on Human Rights (UNDHR) and the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), which has already become part of the law of
the land.

Kim Chatillon-Meunier (Meunier) is a Canadian student of the University of
Montreal. She visited the Philippines in May 2013 to undergo an internship
program in the Philippines called “Students for Development”. In the
Philippines, she helped conduct research on the reproductive health conditions
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CASE SUMMARY: POLITICAL HARASSMENT OF IP
LEADERS JALANDONI CAMPOS AND GENASQUE
ENRIQUEZ
Name of Victim/s

Name of Accused

was arrested on similar charges.
Enriquez was held on frustrated murder charges, which
were resolved by the fiscal without giving opportunity to
controvert allegations. He was implicated in a purported
ambush conducted by the New People’s Army in a
nearby town in July 2014. Three year earlier, he had
successfully repelled similar charges with further
investigation.

GENASQUE B. ENRIQUEZ, 42 years old, released
from jail on bail
JALANDONI CAMPOS, 55 years old, released from jail
on recognizance
Team from the Philippine National Police in Tandag
City, Surigao del Sur including PNP Inspector Joemel
Maquiling and SPO1 Versatalico Pacate, as identified

Enriquez posted bail, over half a million pesos, a day
following his arrest, with the help of church people,
civil society organizations, and progressive grassroots
organizations. He has engaged the services of a
people’s lawyer to defend him in court.

Elements of the 30th IB PA
Elements of the PNP Criminal Investigation and
Detection Unit
Nature of the
Charges

Civilian informers or assets
Political persecution, illegal arrest, illegal detention on
trumped up charges, incriminatory machination

Brief Description
of Incident

Trumped up charges of frustrated murder, rebellion
Two indigenous peoples’ leaders were arrested in 2013
and 2014 for trumped up charges.
On March 23, 2013, Jalandoni Campos, chairperson of
the Manobo intermunicipal organization, Malahutayong
Pakibgbisog Alang sa Sumusunod (MAPASU), was
arrested by Tandag City police led by Deputy Chief
PNP Inspector Joemel Maquiling.
Maquiling detained Campos for 48 hours, despite
timely notice that the charges, for rebellion, had been
dismissed prior by the prosecutor for lack of probable
cause. The warrant of arrest was dated 2011, but lifted
in 2012 after a review. Internal sources intimated that
national intelligence agencies pressured the local
police to serve the passé warrant.
Campos was turned over for custody upon
recognizance to the provincial governor, in the midst of
furor and people’s protests. He is not currently facing
any known charges.
The following year, on August 22, 2014, Genasque
B. Enriquez, national vice chairperson of KATRIBU
partylist and secretary general of Kahugpungan sa mga
Lumadnong Organization sa Caraga (KASALO Caraga),
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Both Campos and Enriquez were engaged in their
work when arrested. Campos had come from a radio
program to talk about Katribu partylist, while Enriquez
just wrapped up a press conference about the pork
barrel system.

Location of
Incident

During their stay in prison, a group of lumad leaders
and supporters continuously picketed outside, to show
solidarity and rage over the incidents.
Campos: Premises of
Date of
Campos:
SURE FM, Tandag City,
Incident
March 23,
Surigao del Sur
2013, 8:00
pm
Enriquez: Dale’s Food
House, Rizal St., Surigao
City, Surigao del Norte

Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases

Enriquez:
August 22,
2014, 1:00
pm
Active in their organizing work, but with some security
measures in place
Charges against Enqriquez being challenged in court.
Counter charges being mulled.

CASE SUMMARY: THE CASE OF LICUBEN, EDGAR “EDDIE”
AND FREDDIE “FERMIN” LIGIW
In Baay Licuan, Abra, Cordillera region, Ama Licuben Ligiw, 70 years old, and
his sons Eddie (42 years old) and Fermin (30 years old) were brutally killed and
found buried in one shallowgrave. They went missing from March 3, 2014 and
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were found buried on March 7, 2014. Their bodies were recovered on March
8. The community people who found them said that the bodies were piled on
top of each other with the body of Eddie at the bottom. On top of him were
the bodies of his father, Licuben and his brother, Fermin. The hands of Eddie
and Fermin were bound by thick nylon ropes. There were rope marks around
the neck of Ama Licuben. Eddie had dark marks in the chest area. Fermin’s
head was “nalumo” (iloko term) meaning that some parts of his head were
macerated. Their bodies did not bear gunshot wounds but indicated torture
before they were killed. Their cause of death according to the post mortem
report was due to asphyxiation.
The Ligiw clan and members of the community point to soldiers from the
41st Infantry Battalion of the Philippine Army as the perpetrators of these
extrajudicial killings. They were conducting military operations at that time
and had even arrested Freddie “Fermin” Ligiw on February 22, 2014 and
coerced him to be a civilian guide and human shield. He was turned over to
the village officials that day by a Lt. Tawan-tawan.
His close relatives say that after the incident, Fermin told them that the soldiers
accused him to be aiding the NPA in the area and he was threatened if he
continues to do so. He was instructed by the soldiers not to go out of Sucao.
Fermin was supposed to give his accounts on this incident to the Abra Human
Rights Movement and the Cordillera Human Rights Alliance last March 4 or 5.
He was not able to meet with the human rights workers.
The three were members and leaders of BALITOK (Baay Licuan Takderan
Umno a Karbengan - Baay Licuan Stand Up For Your Rights) resisting the
entry of corporate and large-scale mining in their village. Fermin is a leader of
Anakbayan (a youth organization) in the community. They are all members of
KASTAN Kakailian Salakniban Tay Amin ti Nagtaudan (People Defending the
Ancestral Land)(Kastan), provincial chapter of the Cordillera People’s Alliance
(CPA) in Abra. They belong to the Binongan tribe of the Tingguian people in
the province of Abra. These organizations have long been subjected to political
vilification – tagged by the Philippine government and the Armed Forces of
the Philippines as sectoral fronts of the Communist Party of the Philippines,
New Peoples Army and National Democratic Front of the Philippines thus
making them targets of the counter-insurgency operations of State security
forces.

CASE SUMMARY: ERICSON ACOSTA
On February 13, 2011, cultural worker Ericson Acosta was arrested by the
military in the hinterlands of Western Samar. He was carrying only a laptop
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but he was accused of possessing explosives. Acosta’s farmer-companions from
Bay-ang were instructed to carry on, as the military were only interested with
Acosta whom they suspected of being a high-ranking rebel.
Acosta is known to his peers as a poet, thespian, songwriter, a former editor
of the University of the Philippines’ (UP) Student Publication, the Philippine
Collegian, and member of the Amnesty International chapter in the university.
He held short stints with mainstream media, at the Manila Times daily and
the ABS-CBN television network, before deciding to work as a full-time
activist. Acosta was doing human rights research for the local peasant group
Kapunungan han Gudti nga Parag-uma ha Weste han Samar (KAPAWA –
Small Peasants Association of Western Samar) at the time of his arrest.
Acosta was brought to the 34th IB Charlie detachment in Brgy. Blanca Aurora,
San Jorge. They arrived at about 9 pm. Acosta was interrogated, coerced
and tortured for 44 hours straight with only 2 hours of sleep. He was denied
communication to his family and access to a lawyer.
Around 7pm of February 15, Acosta was brought to the Philippine National
Police (PNP) Municipal Headquarters in San Jorge. A grenade was presented
by the military to the police. The complaint of illegal possession of explosive
signed by the San Jorge PNP Chief Oscar Pagulayan was directly filed to the
Regional Trial Court of Gandara, Samar, Branch 41 at 10:30 am of February 16,
or seventy two (72) hours and thirty (30) minutes after Acosta’s arrest. Acosta
was then remitted to the Calbayog sub-provincial jail around at 1:30 pm. The
actions of the military and police personnel in not immediately turning him
over to the police and civilian jail and the belated filing of the complaint in
court are in violation of Section 3, Rule 113 of the Revised Rules on Criminal
Procedure, which requires that the persons arrested be immediately brought
to the nearest police station or jail, and of Article 125 of the Revised Penal
Code, which provides that the person arrested must be delivered to the proper
judicial authorities within a maximum period of 36 hours.
On March 1, the acting presiding judge of the Regional Trial Court of Gandara,
Samar, instead of issuing a Commitment Order, issued an Order referring the
case to the Office of the Provincial Prosecutor, Calbayog City for Preliminary
Investigation. In his 7-page counter affidavit, Acosta details the violations of
his constitutional rights when he was arrested without warrant, subjected to
prolonged interrogation, held by the military for 56 hours before being brought
to the police.
The investigating prosecutor found probable cause to charge Acosta with the
offense and denied his motion for reconsideration. On September 1, the NUPL
filed a Petition for Review before the Department of Justice (DOJ) for a review
of the prosecutor’s resolution.
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The military will not let up, and later deployed troops within the civilian jail
facility to guard Acosta. The prosecutor also filed a motion to transfer Acosta’s
custody from the Calbayog sub-jail to the Catbalogan provincial jail, which is
a stone’s throw away from the of the headquarters of the AFP’s 8th Infantry
Division. The prosecutor’s motion was denied in December 2012.

At around 1 pm on April 28, 2007, and after twenty (20) minutes of
conversation with a group of four men, Jonas Burgos was forcibly brought out
by the said group accompanied by one woman from the extension portion of
Hapag Kainan Restaurant located at the ground floor of Ever Gotesco Mall,
Commonwealth Avenue, Quezon City.

In July 2012, NUPL filed a motion for medical check-up and treatment of
Acosta. However, the motion was denied by the trial court considering that
the motion is not supported by a medical certificate, but without prejudice to
a further consideration of the motion should a medical certificate or whatever
supporting evidence may be submitted.

The abduction of Jonas was witnessed by a waitress and a busboy of the Hapag
Kainan restaurant and a security guard at the entrance/exit of the Ever Gotesco
Mall. The guard observed that Jonas was forced into the back of a plain colored
maroon Toyota Revo with plate no. TAB-194.

Considering the resistance of the military in allowing Acosta to be brought to a
hospital for his medical check-up and the unwillingness of local doctors to visit
Acosta in jail for his medical check-up and issuance of the necessary medical
certificate, the NUPL and Acosta’s family sought the assistance of the Public
Attorneys’ Office (PAO).
In line with the PAO’s Legal and Medical Jail Visitation and Decongestion
Program, Atty. Rueda-Acosta visited Samar Sub-Provincial Jail inmates,
including Acosta, at his detention cell, and consequently filed a Manifestation
cum Compliance on 17 January 2013 seeking for his release for the purpose of
undergoing medical check-up, confinement and treatment at the NKTI.
On June 31, 2013, the DOJ issued its Resolution reversing the Provincial
Prosecutor of Samar’s finding of probable cause by rejecting the prosecution’s
main argument of presumption of regularity in the performance of official
function and finding that indeed, Acosta’s rights have been violated and the
grenade was merely planted.
On February 4, 2013, upon receipt of the DOJ’s Resolution and upon Motion
to Withdraw Information by the prosecution, the RTC of Gandara, Samar
issued an Order dismissing the case against Acosta and ordered his immediate
release.

CASE SUMMARY: JONAS JOSEPH BURGOS
Jonas Joseph Burgos (Jonas) was the third of five children of Edita Burgos and
the late Jose Burgos, a press freedom icon who fought the Marcos dictatorship.
Jonas initially studied Philosophy at San Beda College in Manila but finished
Agriculture at the Benguet State University. He managed the family’s organic
farm in Bulacan. Since 1999, Jonas had been conducting training courses for
members of the Alyansa ng Magbubukid ng Bulacan (Peasant Alliance of
Bulacan), a local chapter of the Kilusang Magbubukid ng Pilipinas (Peasant
Movement of the Philippines).
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On April 30, 2007, Mrs. Edita Burgos held a press conference and announced
that her son Jonas was missing. That afternoon, she sought confirmation from
the guard if the abducted man was her son Jonas.
The family filed a complaint with the Philippine National Police (PNP)
declaring Jonas a “missing person.” Upon police investigation and LTO
verification, it was discovered that plate number TAB-194 was registered to a
1991 Isuzu XLT vehicle owned by a certain Mauro B. Mudlong. Per affidavit of
DENR employees, it was confirmed that Mudlong, was arrested and his 1991
Isuzu XLT vehicle was seized on June 24, 2006 by Cpl. Castro Bugalan and Pfc.
Jose Villena of the 56th IB of the Philippine Army for illegally transporting
sawn lumber. As agreed upon by the DENR employees and the officers of
the 56th IB, the said vehicle with its license plate no. TAB 194 was left in the
Headquarters of the 56th IB and remained there until 2007.
Mrs. Edita Burgos first filed a Petition for a Writ of Habeas Corpus on behalf
of Jonas. On December 16, 2007, the Burgos family filed a Petition for Writ of
Amparo, seeking to obtain evidence in the custody of the military that could
help locate Jonas, which was consolidated with the earlier petition for habeas
corpus.
The Supreme Court and the Court of Appeals granted both petitions. During
the proceedings, the military and the police denied having custody of Jonas
and claimed that Jonas was supposedly a member of the New People’s Army
and that the NPA was behind the abduction of Jonas.
The Commission on Human Rights (CHR) was likewise tasked to conduct an
independent investigation on the disappearance of Jonas. On March 15, 2011,
the CHR, in its report submitted to the Supreme Court, tagged 1st Lt. Harry
Baliaga Jr. of the Army’s 56th IB based in Bulacan province as the “principal by
direct participation in the abduction of Burgos.”
On March 18, 2103, the Court of Appeals rendered a Decision in the Habeas
Corpus and Amparo petitions declaring now Major Harry Baliaga, Jr.
responsible and the Armed forces of the Philippines accountable for the
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enforced disappearance of Jonas. The said Decision became final and
executory.

missions and quick reaction teams sent to investigate human rights violations
in the hinterland barangays of Himamaylan City.

On June 11, 2011, Mrs. Edita Burgos filed a complaint for Arbitrary Detention
(Art. 124, R.P.C.) against respondents Maj. Harry A. Baliaga, Jr., Lt. Col.
Melquiades Feliciano and Col. Eduardo Ano; and for Obstruction of Justice
for violation of Presidential Decree No. 1829 against respondents Gen.
Hermogenes Esperon (Ret.), Lt. Gen. Romeo Tolentino (Ret.), Lt. Gen. Alexander
B. Yano (Ret.) and Dir. Gen. Avelino Razon, Jr. (Ret.) before the Department of
Justice (DOJ).

His advocacy for human rights and people’s issues was developed and
nurtured by his involvement in church activities of Iglesia Filipina
Independiente (IFI or Philippine Independent Church). He was a district
coordinator of the Aglipayan Forum, the organization of members of IFI active
in human rights and other social issues. He was also an organizer of the
National Federation of Sugar Workers and a local leader of the Bayan Muna
Party. The military put him under surveillance and started vilifying him
weeks before the incident.

After due proceedings, the Reviewing Prosecutor of the DOJ, came up with
a Review Resolution dated September 3, 2013, which recommended the
filing of an Information for the crime of Arbitrary Detention under Article
124 of the Revised Penal Code against respondents MAJOR HARRY A.
BALIAGA, THREE (3) JOHN DOES and a JANE DOE, but dismissed the
charge for the crime of Arbitrary Detention under Article 124 of the Revised
Penal Code against respondents LT. COL. MELQUIADES FELICIANO and
COL. EDUARDO AÑO for insufficiency of evidence, and dismissed the
charge for Obstruction of Justice for violation of Presidential Decree No. 1829
against respondents GEN. HERMOGENES C. ESPERON, LT. GEN. ROMEO
P. TOLENTINO, LT. GEN. ALEXANDER . YANO and DIR. GEN. AVELINO
I. RAZON, JR. for lack of probable cause. The said Review Resolution is
now subject of a Motion for Partial Reconsideration before the Office of the
Secretary of the DOJ.
The criminal case for Arbitrary Detention against Major Harry Baliaga, Jr. is
currently undergoing trial before the Regional Trial Court of Quezon City,
Branch 216. The case is currently at the stage for presentation of prosecution’s
evidence

CASE SUMMARY: THE EXTRA-JUDICIAL KILLING OF
BENJAMIN E. BAYLES
Benjamin Estrope Bayles, or Benjie, was 43 years old, single and a resident of
Sitio Pamandayan, Barangay Buenavista, Himamaylan City, Negros Occidental,
Philippines.

On June 14, 2010, at around 4:30 p.m., Benjie was waiting for a ride at the
crossing Sitio Antolo, Barangay Su-ay, Himamaylan City when two men
wearing helmets on board a black Honda TMX 155cc motorcycle with no
license plate stopped nearby. The back rider disembarked and walked towards
Benjie. At about 3 meters away from him, the gunman shot him at different
parts of his body. When he fell down, the driver of the motorcycle also came
near him and shot him to ensure his death. Then the perpetrators left the
area on board the motorcycle heading south to the adjacent Kabankalan City.
Bystanders took Benjie to the hospital but he was pronounced dead-on-arrival.
Meanwhile, at around 5:20 in the afternoon of the same day, members of the
Kabankalan PNP, who were coordinating with Himamaylan PHP, were able
to apprehend the suspects and recovered from one suspect who identified
himself as RONNIE LIZADA CAURINO, one STI Custom Shop caliber .45
pistol with one empty magazine, and from the other suspect who identified
himself as ROGER MAREZA BAJON, one lightweight Colt Defender Series
90 caliber .45 pistol with one magazine containing two live ammunitions. The
two suspects, who have been detained, were subsequently positively identified
by witnesses as the assailants of Benjie.
On June 18, 2010, the Himamaylan PHP filed a complaint for Murder against
the suspects at the Office of the City Prosecutor of Himamaylan. On July 2,
2010, Criminal Case No. 2474 for Murder entitled “People of the Philippines
vs. Roger Bajon and Ronnie Caurino” was filed by the City Prosecutor at the
Regional Trial Court (RTC), Brance 55, Himamaylan City where the case is still
undergoing trial until the present.

He was a human rights defender, denouncing abuses committed by the
Philippine Army against upland farmers and agricultural workers. Being a
member of the September 21 Movement-Southern Negros, a local human rights
alliance affiliated with the nation-wide human rights alliance KARAPATAN,
he facilitated the families of the victims to meet with the para-legals of the
September 21 Movement and KARAPATAN. He actively joined fact-findling
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CASE SUMMARY: FORCIBLE EVACUATION OF THE
MANOBO COMMUNITIES IN LA PAZ, AGUSAN DEL SUR
AND CLOSURE OF SCHOOLS
Name of Victim/s

Name of Accused

Manobo communities of Mintake-i, Libon,
Liwangwangan, Manguicao and Minduyog in Agusan
del Sur and especially schoolchildren
Particularly, 126 Manobo families with about 498
individuals, and over 100 students were affected
Paramilitary groups and citizen armed force geographic
units (CAFGUs) attached to the local military units,
affiliated with the local government, and speaking and
acting in the interest of Malampay Mining
Specifically named:
•

Francisco Hernandez, leader of one paramilitary
group (later tuned into CAFGU) attached to the
military unit in La Paz, Agusan del Sur

•

Benhur Mansulonay, a Banwaon leader of another
paramilitary group of the AFP stationed at Side 2,
San Luis, Agusan del Sur

•

Pastor Balbino Andaya, Banwaon leader of
BAMATA (Banwaon, Manobo, Talaandig) and a
pastor of the Bible Baptist Church (or BATBAT) in
San Luis and La Paz, Agusan del Sur

•
Nature of the
Charges
Brief Description
of Incident
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Ugjab Laygayan, Berting Laygayan, Frank Coguit
and Aldo Coguit, members of an armed paramilitary
group called the Bagani Force
Threats, harassment and intimidation
Involuntary displacement, forced evacuation and
closure of schools
Members of a paramilitary group in La Paz, Agusan
del Sur, through a pastor, sent a Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) to the 16 Datu (tribal chieftains) in
the communities of Mintake-i, Libon, Liwangwangan,
Manguicao, Liyo, Minduyog, Durian in Barangay Lydia;
and, in the community of Min-angkig in Brgy. Angeles,
La Paz, Agusan del Sur in behalf of Malampay Mining.
The datus were asked to sign the MOA allowing the
said company to enter the Manobo ancestral land. The
village chiefs refused to sign the MOA because the
entry of the mining company will affect their livelihood.
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Brief Description
of Incident

The pastor also slandered local organization
Pigdiwatahan (the Manobo Municipal Organization in
La Paz) and the Rural Missionaries of the Philippines
(RMP) Literacy and Numeracy schools, and branded
hindrances to the development of the Lumad in
Mintake-i.
Later, the datus were summoned by members of an
armed paramilitary group called the Bagani Force,
closely identified with mayor Dario Otaza of Loreto,
Agusan del Sur. The message was ominous and
threatened death to those who opposed the plans of
the mining company.
A young boy, Bandam Bumanglay, directly received
threats from the Bagani Force: the people will be
massacred because they are NPA (New People’s Army)
members or at least, supporters. Some 15 families with
160 individuals including the RMP teachers decided
to evacuate to the community of Libon in Brgy. Lydia,
walking 20 kilometers, to seek help.
Returning to investigate several days later, the village
chairperson saw the planted rice were already slashed;
their houses chopped up, including things inside the
houses; livestock left behind were also not found.
Threats of killing of other datus intensified especially
after the killing of one in an armed encounter in the
forest. Because of this, other Manobo communities
of also evacuated to the village center in Brgy. Lydia.
About 126 Manobo families with about 498 individuals
were victims of the evacuation. Four RMP schools with
other 100 studnets were forced to close because of the
continuing threats to the parents, teachers and students
of the schools.
The La Paz local government unit has refused to act
on the matter. The military has denied participation, or
connection with the Bagani Forces.
Datu Camilo and Bandam filed a police report to the La
Paz PHP but no actions were taken to stop the Bagani
Forces led by Laygayan and Coguit brothers.
The displaced were monitored by intelligence
operatives at the multipurpose-hall-turned-evacuation-
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center at all hours of the day, and barely assisted by
the local government. They returned to their respective
communities when paramilitary and military pullout was
observed starting September 18, 2014.

Location of
Incident

Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases

Three of the sixteen datu from the Manobo
communities in Brgy. Lydia who refused to sign the
MOA of Malampay Mining have not returned to their
communities since the August 2014 evacuation for
fear of the continuing threat to their lives. Other datus
have been coerced into signing the MOA. Datu Camilo
and Bandam Dumanglay continue to live away from
Mintake-i becasue of the direct threat to their lives
for exposing the activities of the Bagani Forces to the
public. Bandam is currently being adopted in another
Manobo community so that he can continue going to
school. He is an incoming level 5 student.
Mintake-i, Libon,
Date of Threats: began
Liwangwangan,
Incident in October 2013
Manguicao, Liyo,
Evacualtion:
Minduyog, Durian in
August 2014
Barangay Lydia; and, in
the community of Minangkig in Brgy. Angeles,
La Paz, all in Agusan del
Sur
Some displaced, some have returned by are constantly
under threat
No action on requests for assistance from the local
government unit

CASE SUMMARY: INDISCRIMINATE BOMBINGS IN
MALIBCONG, ABRA
Name of Victim/s
Name of Accused

Indigenous peoples in the municipality of Malibcong,
Abra province
Elements of the 503rd Brigade, Philippine Army led by
BGen. Hernando Iriberri
Elements of the 41st Infantry Battalion, Philipine Army
lead by Col. Danilo Domingo
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Nature of the
Charges
Brief Description
of Incident

Indiscriminate bombing
Violation of international humanitarian law
The 503rd Brigade, through air strikes, indiscriminately
bombed the municipality of Malibcong in the province
of Abra, almost hurting two minors (14 years old and 17
years old, both females) and subjecting communities to
grave danger.
The indiscriminate bombings were part of the
operations led by BGen. Hernando Iriberri,
commanding officer of 503rd IB and Col. Danilo
Domingo, commanding officer of 41st Infantry Battalion,
supposedly part of its counter-insurgency program.
The bombings were in violation of the Comprehensive
Agreement on Respect for Human Rights and
International Humanitarian Law (CARHRIHL), an
agreement between the Government of the Republic of
the Philippines (GRP) and National Democratic Front of
the Philippines (NDFP).
Two bombs were dropped near the forested area of
Barangay Duldulao. In Barangay Lat-ey, the bomb
exploded 40 meters from the hut of resident Matilde
Sacgragon where, at that time, two minors, 14 and
17 years old and (names withheld), were gathering
escargot at a nearby rice field. Another bomb exploded
170 meters from the Hydro-Electric Power House and
residential houses. It was 60 meters from resident
Ponciano Culangan’s rice granary and 120 meters
away where another resident, Rommel Teneza was
plowing his rice field.
A bomb was also dropped near sitio Alligang of the
same barangay. The bomb did not explode yet the AFP
did not conduct any clearing operations of unexploded
ordnance subjecting the residents to grave danger.
The municipality of Malibcong is the ancestral territory
of 3 tribes of the Tingguians of Abra namely Banao,
Gubang and Mabaka. It is divided into three (3) districts
based on tribe, namely: Malibcong district (Banao tribe),
Bangilo district (Gubang tribe), and Mataragan district
(Mabaka tribe).
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Location of
Incident
Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases

ANNEX

This case was filed for investigaion at the House
of Representatives National Cultural Communities
Committee and the Joint Monitoring Committee of
the Government of the Philippines and the National
Democratic Front of the Philippines.
Malibcong, Abra, Northern Date of
May 31, 2013
Luzon
Incident
Properties destroyed
No action yet.

CASE SUMMARY: FORCIBLE EVACUATION IN MARIHATAG,
SURIGAO DEL SUR (2010)
Since March 2010, prior to the May 10, 2010 national elections, elements of the
36th IBPA have been deployed in Brgy. Mahaba, marahatag, Surigao del Syr,
which was identified by the Commission on Elections as an election hotspot.
During this time, human rights violations such as threats and harassment
of leaders and members of a local peasant organization, as well as the use as
military barracks of the barangay multipurpose hall, barangay hall, health
center and daycare center, were documented. Soldiers were also observed
loitering around the community and initiating drinking sprees and gambling
activities.
From August 7 to August 19, 2010, there was an active build-up of soldiers in
the community. The military brought combat hardware like cannons, armored
personnel carriers and humvees into the community. They were hypervigilant.
They moreover conducted overt combat operations in the area.
On August 20, 2010, an encounter between the military troops and the NPA
occurred in the mountain areas beyond Brgy. Mahaba where both sides
suffered from casualties. The military thereafter shelled by cannon fire the
nearby forest areas, destroying some of the residents’ farms. The residents
evacuated for fear that the soldiers would retaliate against them, as they have
repeatedly threatened to do in the course of their operations since March.
From August 20 to 22, 332 familites with about 1,687 individuals from
Brgy. Mahaba evacuated to the Marihatag Municipal Gym. After a series of
dialogues with the military, the residents of Brgy. Mahaba were able to return
home upon reassurance from Lt. Col. Rene Canete, commanding officer of the
36th IBPA, that he would command the pullout of his troops.
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On August 26, six farmers harvesting abaca were tortured by patrolling
elements of the 36th IBPA, causing the residents to evacuate anew, only three
days after their return.
Two farmers, Agustito Ladera of Brgy. Mahaba and Renato Deliguer from
nearby Brgy. Pong-on, who left for their farmed in the mountains on August
28 and September 1, respectively, were never seen again. They are believed to
have been used as guides and summarily killed by the military in the course
of the operations. Their cases are the first two reported instances of enfored
disappearance during the regime of President Benigno Aquino III.
On September 6, after exhaustive lobbying, negotiations and picket rallies,
Mahaba Brgy. Captain Bernandita Abis and Lt. Col. Canete signed an
agreement where the latter vowed to respect the rights of civilians. On
September 8, the residents were able to go home. By this time, the evacuees,
especially the children and the elderly, have been exposed to the deplorable
conditions at the evacuation center.
The case of Brgy. Mahaba was reported to the United Nations and European
Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights of the European Union in 2010.
The case of Josemar Dayola, the 14-year-old resident who was tortured and
falsely accused by the military of being a child soldier, was investigated by the
UNICEF in 2011.

CASE SUMMARY: ILLEGAL ARREST AND DETENTION OF
UNION ORGANIZERS
Name of Victim/s
Name of Accused

Nature of the
Charges
Brief Description
of Incident

Randy Vegas and Raul Camposano, union organizers
of the Confederation for the Unity Recognition and
Advancement of Government Workers (COURAGE)
Perjured witnesses Gil Oresca, a rebel returnee, and
Pfc. Dennis Solomon
Law enforcement officials involved in implicating Vegas
and Camposano
Illegal arrest and detention
Trumped up charges, incriminatory machinations
On April 29, 2012, at about 12:00 noon, members of
the Philippine Army were ambushed by suspected New
People’s Army (NPA) elements at Brgy. Maot, Labo,
Camarines Norte. Camarines Norte is hundreds of
kilometers from Metro Manila where Randy Vegas and
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Raul Camposano are based. Four military men and one
civilian were killed as a result of the encounter.
Camposano and Vegas were implicated in the cases
for murder, frustrated murder, and theft by a purported
“rebel returnee” and an eyewitness. By sleight of
hand and malicious twisting of information, they were
not properly informed and denied the opportunity to
participate in the investigation stages. They were utterly
stunned the warrant of arrest were served in December
2012, and they were hauled off to the provincial jail.

CASE SUMMARY: ILLEGAL ARREST, DETENTION,
TORTURE, and VIOLATION OF DETENTION PRISONERS’
RIGHTS of ANDREA ROSAL
Name of Victim/s
Name of Accused

Both of the accused have clear and verifiable alibis for
the dates when the crimes were allegedly committed.
Thus, defense lawyers filed a Motion to Quash
Information or to conduct a Preliminary Investigation.
During the preliminary investigation, the eyewitness, a
police officer was able to identify Vegas. As this was
sufficient ground to indict the latter, the arrest and
detention was considered valid by the prosecutor. A
petition for review to overturn this resolution has been
filed before the Justice Secretary.

Location of
Incident

Proceedings on the main case before the Regional Trial
Court however proceeded, and the defense has applied
for bail.
Arrest: Manila
Date of Arrest:
Incident December 3,
Detention: Camarines
2012
Norte Provincial Jail
Detention: up to
present

Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases
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Detained in Camarines Norte
Petition to invalidate the filing of the information, filed
in the early part of 2015, not yet resolved as of the
present. Hearings on the petition for bail in order to
secure temporary liberty of accused underways
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ANDREA ROSAL, 32 years old, detained at Taguig City
Jail – Female Dormitory, Camp Bagong Diwa, Taguig
City
Elements from the Intelligence Service of the Armed
Forces of the Philippines (ISAFP) and the National
Bureau of Investigation Anti-Organized Crime Division
(NBI-AOCD)
Civilian informers or assets including “professional”
perjurious witness Erwin C. Rosales

Nature of the
Charges

Officials from the Bureau of Jail Management and
Penology who had custody of Rosal, including Taguig
City Jail-Female Dormitory warden Ellen B. Barrios,
deputy warden Teresa Cabañero, BJMP resident
physician Jamie A. Claveria Jr., and lawyer Crisyrel P.
Awe,
Political persecution, illegal arrest, illegal detention on
trumped up charges, incriminatory machination
Trumped up charges of murder, kidnapping

Brief Description
of Incident

Violation of rights as a detention prisoner
Eight months pregnant Andrea Rosal was arrested by a
joint team composed of the military (ISAFP) and civilian
law enforces (NBI-AOCD) in Caloocan City, Manila.
The agents arrested Rosal, her companion, Edward
Lanzanas, and barangay captain Ruben Gatchalian.
Rosal and Lanzanas had travelled from Laguna and
were staying in Gatchalian’s house for a forthnight to
consult with her doctor in Manila.
At the NBI headquarters, Rosal and Lanzanas were
interrogated, badly treated, and refused access to their
lawyers and paralegals until they were presented and
booked before members of the media. Rosal, publicly
identified and singled out as the daughter of the late
communist party spokesperson Gregorio “Ka Roger”
Rosal, was charged with murder and kidnapping
charges.
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Lanzanas was implicated through an alias in the same
case, with law enforcers insisting he was a certain “Ka
Jomel”. Gatchalian was released without charges.
These charges were filed in 2011 without the benefit of
notice and opportunity to rebut by Rosal and Lanzanas.
Two of the three charges against Rosal were dismissed
in July 2015. The judge in the remaining charge filed in
Quezon province, some 130 kilometers where she is
detained, has declined to rule on a motion to dismiss
for over a year now, citing a request for transfer of
venue.
Rosal and Lanzanas are currently detained inside
Metro Manila region police headquarters, Camp
Bagong Diwa.
In May 2015, Rosal requested and was allowed by the
Court to seek private medical attention and hospital
confinement to give birth. Her daughter, Diona Andrea,
lived barely two days due to poor health.

Location of
Incident
Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases
ANNEXES
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Claiming that jail officials failed to provide her with the
necessary medical services, and even withheld some
liberties, in the course of her pregnancy, Rosal sued
jail officials for damages and administrative liability. The
cases are pending.
Arrest: BF Homes, Brgy.
Date of March 27, 2014
169, Caloocan City
Incident
Detained
Charges against Rosal and Lanzanas being challenged
in court. Two cases against Rosal have already
been dismissed. Two countercharges by Rosal, for
maltreatment during her hospital confinement, filed.
Annex “A”
Fact Sheet on Andrea Rosal and Edward
and “A-1”
Lanzanas’ arrest prepared by Karapatan
Southern Tagalog (Filipino version;
submarking on corresponding English
version by Karapatan dated April 22,
2014)
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CASE SUMMARY: THE MARILOU VALLE CASE
At around 5:30 p.m. on July 22, 2012, 43-year-old Marilou B. Valle went home in
Sitio Damayan, Brgy. 105, Tondo, Manila after going around their community
to invite her neighbors to join the protest action against President Aquino’s
State of the Nation Address (SONA) the following day. Her son, 16-year-old
Jomar de Jesus, who was upstairs at the time, heard two gunshots while
Marilou was about to enter the house. He and his sister Joan de Jesus went
down and saw their mother shot and lying on the ground, and the gunman
Benjamin “Ben” Tejas, a barangay tanod (village watchman), running away.
Moments later, when Ben returned accompanied by his brother Raffy Tejas,
also a barangay tanod, Joan told Jomar to run and seek help. Ben threatened
that he would finish the rest of Marilou’s family and again shot Marilou’s body.
Meanwhile, Jomar went to the PCP Sub-station 10 and reported the incident to
the police. The police, however, did not act.
Marilou’s body lay in the mud in front of their house for more than two hours.
The perpetrators threatened those who came near the body at gunpoint,
including a concerned individual who attempted to bring Marilou to the
hospital aboard a tricycle. Marilou died of gunshot wounds from a .45 caliber
pistol at the left cheek, right arm and chest.
Marilou was a well-loved community leader and president of urban poor
organization Samahan sa Sitio Damayang Nananambakan-Kadamay (SSDNKadamay). She strongly advocated for the rights and welfare of the urban
poor in Sitio Damayan, a dumpsite forming part of Smokey Mountain in Vitas,
Tondo. She strongly opposed the impending demolition of Sitio Damayan and
campaigned for its on-site development before the National Housing Authority
(NHA). The scheduled demolition would displace thousands of residents in
order to give way to the reclamation and development of Vitas as an industrial
and commercial area, in line with the privatization of the Manila North Harbor
port.
Before her untimely death, Marilou had been receiving threats on her life. On
March 4, 2012, Ben, Raffy, along with their kin Conchita and Sonny Tejas went
to Marilou’s house. Some of them aimed their guns at Marilou and her minor
children, prompting Marilou to file criminal complaints for grave threats, gun
toting and child abuse before the city prosecutor of Manila.
According to Marilou’s husband George de Jesus, the Tejas family were paid
by a private company in charge of the garbage dump in Sitio Damayan to drive
residents away. Members of the Tejas family reportedly fired indiscriminately
at some residents and were involved in anti-social and criminal activities
including illegal gambling. In one incident, they threatened to “kill and wipe
out their (Valle’s) family and members of Anakpawis and Kadamay.” They
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demonized progressive organizations in the area and closely monitored their
activities. They also blamed and nursed bad blood toward Marilou’s family for
refusing to support them in the recent local elections, which the Tejas lost.
A manhunt has been ordered by the Manila Police District for the perpetrators
for the killing of Marilou. The two brothers have also been wanted in the
province of Samar since 1998 where they were implicated in other murder
cases

III. ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND CULTURAL RIGHTS:
Presentation
CASE SUMMARY: HACIENDA LUISITA
Hacienda Luisita is an extensive agro-industrial complex covering 11 barangays
in the towns of La Paz and Concepcion and Tarlac City. It covers a total land
area of 6, 453 hectares of land, 4,915.75 of which are classified as agricultural
land, comprising mainly of sugarcane plantation. It is owned by the family of
President Aquino.
When the Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Law became effective, a Stock
Distribution Option (SDO) program devised to so that the Cojuangco-Aquino
families will retain ownership of Hacienda Luisita and prevent its actual land
distribution to the farmres. In the year 2003, the farmworkers and farmer
beneficiaries of HLI filed petitions for the revocation of the SDO before the
Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR).
In November 2004, the farm workers of hacienda under the United Luisita
Workers Union (ULWU) and the Central Azucarera de Tarlac Labor Union
(CATLU) staged a strike on the ground of deadlock in the collective bargaining
negotiation (CBA), union busting, unfair labor practice, and due to demands
for higher wages and benefits and wages. The strike was violently dispersed
resulting in the death of farmers, at least one hundred twenty one (121) others
were injured. Of the 121 injured, 32 suffered gunshot wounds, 11 were children
or in their teens, and four were over sixty years old. After the massacre, then
Representative and now President Benigno “Noynoy” Aquino defended the
action of the military and the police.
Several cases were filed against the military and the police who were involved
in the massacre including then representative Aquino and members of his
family. However, on July 11, 2005, the Office of the Ombudsman dismissed
the cases. Several human rights violations also happened in Hacienda Luisita.
They are as follows: the extrajudicial killing of City Councilor Abelardo Ladera
o March 3, 2005. The extrajudicial killing of father William Tadena, a priest of
the Iglesia Filipina Independiente (IFI), human rights defender March 13, 2004.
The extrajudicial killing of Marcelino “Ka Marsing” Beltran, Chairperson of
Alyansa ng mga Magbubukid sa Tarlac on December 8, 2004. The shooting of
Ernesto Ramos and George Loveland were both hit on the chest, following the
shooting.
The SDO has already been revoked, and the Cojuangco-Aquino families were
ordered to distribute the land. To date, no actual distribution has been made,
as the Cojuanco-Aquino families are clinging to their hacienda, and even
resorting to violence to ensure that they retain the property.
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CASE SUMMARY: LAND GRABBING DISGUISED AS
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT. THE AURORA PACIFIC
ECONOMIC ZONE FREEPORT (APECO)
The APECO project, or the Aurora Development Master Plan was supposed
to transform the Casiguran town in Aurora provice into a commercial and
industrial district and eco-tourism zones. It is spearheaded by the Angar
family through former Senator Edgardo Angara and his son, Juan Edgardo
Angara. While it provided big business, included that of the Angara familya,
with business opportunities, the APECO project resulted in the massive land
grabbing and dislocation of dumagat and Agta tribes. Due to these adverse
consequences to the people of Aurora province, the residents, primarily the
farmers, fisherfolks and indigenous peoples are widely opposed to the project.
Groups who actively opposed the project were subjected to threats and
harrasments, as in fact, two leaders of those who opposed the project,
Romualdo Palispis of Bayan Muna and Willem Geertment were killed by
suspected members of state forces.
Again, it is clearly shown that the Aquino government’s development projects
result in the displacement of indigenous peoples, farmers and fisherfolks

CASE SUMMARY: VIOLATION ON THE RIGHTS OF
WORKERS TO ORGANIZE
Criminalization of Labor Disputes, Harassment and Filing of Trump up
charges (Murder and Robbery) against Mr. Artemio Robilla and Mr. Danilo
Delegencia, Union officials of Dole-Stanfilco Maragusan Labor Union- National
Federation of Labor Union-Kilusang Mayo Uno (MDSLU-NAFLU-KMU).
Mr. Artemio Robilla is the Union President of Dole- Stanfilco Maragusan Labor
Union- National Federation of Labor Union- Kilusang Mayo Uno. Mr. Danilo
Delegencia is one of the Board of Directors of the same Union.
Maragusan Dole Stanfilco Labor Union- National Federation of Labor UnionKilusang Mayo Uno (MDSLU-NAFLU-KMU) is a minority union of the banana
plantation managed by Dole Stanfilco. Dole Stanfilco Corporation is located
in the 10,000 hectares banana plantation in the Municipality of Maragusan,
Province of Compostela Valley Province. Dole Stanfilco is a multi-national
company whose majority share is owned by a US Company and a Japanese
Company- Itutcho Corp. Dole Stanfilco is engaged in producing and exporting
of Cavendish banana.
Although the minority union, its union officers are the one being consulted
by the other employees, even those belonging to the majority union, and
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facilitated cases of fellow employees against the company, and the consistent
efforts of MDSLU despite being a minority union in exposing and protesting
the Dole Stanfilco’s anti worker policies and various violations to labor
standards, Mr. Robilla and Mr. Delegencia were being subject of harassment,
surveillance, vilification of the company’s private guards, Armed Forces of the
Philippines- 66th Infantry Battalion Army unit operating in Maragusan and
Para-military elements.
As part of the harassment against union officers, Artemio Robilla (Union
President) and Danilo Delegencia (BOD Member) were charged for the alleged
killing of DOLE-STANFILCO on February 13, 2014. The case is now under
preliminary investigation.
The harassments against the members and officer of MDSLU-NAFLU-KMU as
depicted in the case of Mr. Robilla and Mr. Delegencia illustrates the repressive
acts of the Aquino Government, specially against those labor unions asserting
the right to organize and the right to decent wages and better working
conditions, and the protection being given by the Aquino government to multinational companies ensuring the financial viability to the detriment of the
rights and interest of their workers.

CASE SUMMARY: IMPACT OF LARGE – SCALE MINING
COMPANY GLENCORE – SMI –XSTRATA ON FARMERS AND
INDIGENOUS PEOPLE
Glencore –SMI - Xstrata operating in Tampakan, South Cotabato, Columbio,
Sultan Kudarat, Kiblawan, Davao del Sur and Malungon, Sarangani Province
covering 50,000 hectares and located in the ancestral land of Indigenous People
or the Blaan tribe. There is strong resistance to the operation of Glencore –SMI Xstrata in the area from the Blaan tribe because of its effect in the environment
and that it displaced many, and will displace more, Blaan from their ancestral
lands.
The counter the resistance, the mining company resorted to harassment,
threats and violence using soldiers from the Armed Forces of the Philippines
(AFP), which act as security guards of foreign mining companies.
Specific instances of these human rights violations committed against the
Indigenous People are the massacre of Capion Family on October 18, 2012 at
Sitio Datal Aliong, Brgy. Kimlawis, Kiblawan, Davao del Sur by the elements of
27th Infantry Battalion and the murder Datu Anting Freay nad his son Victor
on August 23, 2013 at Sitio Bolol Kalon, Brgy. Kimlawis, Kiblawan, Davao del
Sur by the members of 72nd Infantry Battalion.
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These are indications of the utter disregard by the Aquino government to the
rights and interest of its people, and is willing to sacrifice their homes and
livelihoods if only to assure foreign mining companies the unbridled right to
exploit its natural resources even if it will result in the economic displacement
of its citizens, like the Blaan tribe in Tampakan.

In 2015, MERALCO announced in individual billing
statement another rate increase. This time, it did not
bother to filed an application before the ERC, or publish
it for the general public.
Cost of utilities in the Philippines, especially in those
industries that have been deregulated and privatized,
are arbitrary and unreasonable. Government adhering
to liberalization policies has supported private, rather
than public, interests.

CASE SUMMARY: WARRANTLESS POWER RATE HIKES
Name of Victim/s
Name of Accused

Filipino people, particularly those covered by the
distribution utility Manila Electric Company (MERALCO)
Philippine government, led by President Benigno
Aquino III
MERALCO, a power distribution utility, and others

Nature of the
Charges
Brief Description
of Incident

Energy Regulatory Commission , power industry
regulator
Onerous fees upon Filipino consumers
The Philippine power industry was deregulated by
the Electric Power Industry Reform Act (EPIRA) in
June 2001. With private ownership and control over
the generation of electricity and the transmission of
produced energy from power plants to distribution
utilities (DUs), collusion and competition, alongside
minimal government regulation and public decision in
the setting of electric rates among players, have led to
unreasonable prices of power in the Philippines.
In late 2013, several power plants shut down allegedly
for maintenance, jacking up prices on the market.
MERALCO and other distribution utilities proposed to
pass along the cost to consumers, which will double
the per kilowatt hour price. Timely intervention and
opposition has forced the regulator to trim down the
increase, but this is still the subject of a petition before
the Supreme Court.
Though the Aquino government initiated investigations
executive and legislative, there has been little to
show for them. The ERC, a regulator with disciplinary
powers, confirmed that the increase in the market
price was artificial. However, the government has not
instituted any case whether criminal or administrative
against players involved.
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CASE SUMMARY: UNREASONABLE TRAIN FARE HIKES
Name of Victim/s
Name of Accused

Filipino people, particularly the commuting public
Philippine government, led by President Benigno
Aquino III
Department of Transportation and Communications, led
by Secretary Jose Emilio Abaya
Light Rail Transit Authority, a government corporation
which operates two train lines

Nature of the
Charges
Brief Description
of Incident

Metro Rail Transit Corporation, a private firm partly
foreign owned
Onerous fees upon Filipino consumers
At the close of the year 2014, the Transportation
department announced fare hikes in three train lines. In
adopting a uniform distance-based pricing for the three
lines, ticket prices doubled for most routes. This was a
significant burden upon 1.5 to 2 million commuters who
used the trains daily in Metro Manila.
Government partly subsidizes the fares in both rail lines
as well as spends for their operation and maintenance,
rehabilitation, and expansion. It declared it will freeze
and eventually lower subsidies, thereby requiring
revenues to cover the gap.
Without admitting policy or plan, the government
summarily issued an order increasing the fares. It was
patently without authority, without public participation
or consultation, and beyond the “just and reasonable”
standards that had been laid out in the Courts. The rate
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hikes are presently being legally questioned before the
Supreme Court. Despite the urgent socio-economic
relief for consumers in this case, no action has been
taken so far.
The Aquino government, through its spokespersons
and Abaya, has declared variable reasons for the rate
hike: to lessen the subsidies for these corporations
already appropriated annually in the national budget,
to rehabilitate these lines, and to enable government
to pay its obligations under agreement with the private
owner. Arguing further that subsidies for the trains in
Manila are to the detriment of consumers elsewhere,
the Aquino government is pushing for privatization and
liberalization that will have tremendous negative impact
on public services such as public transportation.

While there were offer for relocation, it is not for free, since relocatees are
required to pay P100,000 for the lot and P75,000 for the house, which is beyond
the reach of an urban poor settler. This is in addition to the fact that no
economic opportunities are available in the relocation sites, and all of the sites
have basic services like electricity and water.
Residents and leaders of the local association are continuously subjected to
harrassment, with several residents having expereinced harrasments and
threats, and have pending harrasment cases against them.
Out of 20,000 original families residing in San Roque, only 4,500 remains.

CASE SUMMARY: PRIVATIZATION OF THE PHILIPPINE
ORTHOPEDIC CENTER
Name of Victim/s
Name of Accused

CASE SUMMARY:THE EVICTION OF THE RESIDENTS OF
SAN ROQUE, QUEZON CITY
San Roque, located in Brgy. Bagong Pag-Asa, Quezon City, is a 29.1 hectares of
land originally part of the North Triangle Government Center. It was originally
inhabited by 20,000 urban poor families.

Nature of the
Charges
Brief Description
of Incident

In 2009, the Quezon City Central Business District (QCCBD) was envisioned
by the World Bank in agreement with the Office of the President, the local
government of Quezon City and Ayaland, Inc. It was designed to develop
250,000 hectares of land in Quezon City for a supposed “globally competitive
destination for ICT outsourcing and health and wellness tourism”. The
QCCBD included San Roque where the Ayaland, Inc. The NHA and the local
government of Quezon City entered into a Joint Venture Agreement to develop
San Roque into a business center and high end condominium/real estate
project.
As a result, the residents of San Roque are being evicted. Two major violent
demolitions were made. One in 2010, a few months after Aquino came into
power, and again on January 27, 2014. In both demolitions, residents were tear
gassed and physically mandhandled resulting in injuries to many residents. In
fact, one died during the January 27, 2014 demolition due to tear gas inhalation.
In both instances, many were illegally arrested. Aside from demolition, fire
regularly occur in the community. Eight (8) fires occured during the time
of Gloria Macapagal Arroyo and three (3) during thetime of Aquino. Other
schemes are being implemented to evict the residents, all of which were illegal
and in violation of the residents’ rights to due process.
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Filipino People, Patients and Employees of the
Philippine Orthopedic Center
Pres. Benigno S. Aquino III; Department of Health
Secretary Enrique Ona; Department of Health
Undersecretary Teodoro Herbosa and other
government officials; Consortium of Megawide
Construction Corporation and World Citi Medical
Center
Violation of the Right to Health
The Philippine Orthopedic Center (POC) is a public
hospital under the supervision and control of the
Department of Health (DOH)1. It is the country’s only
hospital – whether public or private - specializing in
orthopedic cases including spinal cord injury cases.
It is a 700-bed capacity hospital. Over the years, the
POC has been catering to mostly poor Filipinos with
85-90% of its patients classified as indigents. For
indigent patients, the services of the POC, including its
emergency room and out-patient department, are for
free.
In his first State of the Nation Address in July 26, 2010,
President Benigno Aquino III identified Public Private

1

Some public hospitals – provincial and district hospitals are under the supervision and control of local
government units.
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Partnership (PPP) as the supposed answer to how the
government will finance social services expenditures.
Shortly thereafter, on November 18-19, 2010, then DOH
Secretary Enrique Ona presented the “PPP Projects
for the Health Sector”. First on the list of these PPP
Projects is the POC.
The project involves the construction of a 700-bed
capacity super-specialty tertiary orthopedic hospital to
be located within the National Kidney and Transplant
Institute (NKTI) Compound along East Avenue, Quezon
City. The concessionaire will design, build, finance,
operate and maintain the facility until the end of the 25year concession period, and then transfer the hospital
to the DOH.
The estimated project cost: PHP 5.69 Billion (PhP
5,069,000,000.00) or USD 132.33 Million.
On November 21, 2013, the NEDA Board chaired by
President Benigno Simeon Aquino, approved the bid
contract submitted by the lone bidder. Consequently,
the contract was awarded to the Megawide-World Citi
Consortium.
While the government claims that the privatization
of POC will modernize the hospital, documents
related to the privatization of POC reveal that the said
privatization will lead to the deprivation of medical
services to thousands of POC patients in violation of
constitutional provisions that mandates government’s
duty to ensure and promote the people’s right to health.
For instance, the 90% (around 600) bed capacity
allotment for indigent patients will be reduced to 10%
(70 beds). Furthermore, the rates of the services of
the hospital will increase and be comparable to private
hospitals.

Location of
Incident
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Furthermore, the job security of the POC employees is
endangered by its privatization as there is no guarantee
that they will be hired by the private company operating
the hospital.
Quezon City, Philippines Date of Contract awarded
Incident on December 6,
2013
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Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases

Patients are still admitted and examined at the POC
free of charge. Construction of the privatized POC by
Megawide-World Citi Consortium is yet to start.
A petition was filed before the Supreme Court
questioning the legality of the award of the contract
to Megawide-World Citi Consortium. The petition is
submitted for resolution.

CASE SUMMARY: INSTITUTIONALIZED PLUNDER
THROUGH THE PORK BARREL SYSTEM
“Pork barrel funds,” or discretionary, lump-sums earmarked for dispensation
by a lone politician or group, have long plagued the public coffers. Beginning
2013, however, multibillion-peso scams involving “congressional pork” erupted
one after another, showing that these amorphous funds are highly vulnerable
to graft, corruption, and dissipation in favor of fake non-governmental
organizations, and brazenly used for political patronage. News investigations
and analyses detail how the annual allocation for projects identified by
individual legislators (the Priority Development Assistance Fund, PDAF) and
its earlier incarnations greased the wheels of Congress and, in the process,
deprived the people of basic social services.
In November 2013, widespread public outrage against the pork barrel system
prompted the Supreme Court to reverse a decade-old jurisprudence and
declare it unconstitutional. The decision affirmed the people’s perceived evils
of the pork barrel system, among them, violation of separation of powers and
impairment of public accountability.
On similar grounds, the High Court also invalidated the discretion of the
President over the disbursement of certain forms of lump sum funds dubbed
as “presidential pork”. In July 2014, it struck down the Aquino government’s
so-called Disbursement Acceleration Program (DAP). This mechanism
practically turned the entire General Appropriations Acts (GAA) as a source
of presidential pork barrel and enabled Budget Secretary Florencio Abad to
artificially declare hundreds of billions as savings and spend the same for
“priority projects” identified and approved only by Aquino.
In several public pronouncements, the Aquino administration defended
various forms of pork barrel. Immediately after DAP decision was issued,
he and the Congress, which is led by his political party, enacted the 2015
budget containing provisions that legitimize DAP-like practices. In a speech
on July 14, 2014, he personally berated the Supreme Court for declaring
DOCUMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL PEOPLES’ TRIBUNAL 2015
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DAP unconstitutional, to the point of obliquely threatening the justices of
impeachment.
Along with Aquino’s espousal of pork is his administration’s failure to file
charges against all officials implicated in pork, despite persistent calls for their
accountability. At present, only opposition senators and legislators have been
charged. He has also defended officials of his cabinet whose names surfaced in
investigations and allegations related to pork barrel.
In July 2014, an impeachment complaint was filed against Aquino on the basis
of his retention, defense and espousal of the pork barrel system. The alliance
#AbolishPork Movement has also begun to campaign and solicit signatures for
the People’s Initiative against Pork (PIAP), by which the people will directly
propose and enact legislation abolishing the pork barrel system

CASE SUMMARY: THE CASE OF LOEL BELESTA NAPARATO
AND OF THE HUNDREDS OF TEACHERS VICTIMS
OF CONSUMMATED AND ATTEMPTED HUMAN
TRAFFICKING TO WASHINGTON, D.C.
Public school teacher Loel B. Naparato’s case represents those of hundreds of
victims of illegal recruitment and human trafficking committed by the group
of Isidro Rodriguez beginning in the year 2008 and on to 2014 even after
Rodriguez had been put to jail.
Teacher Loel dreamed of being able to teach in the US in order to escape from
the non-living wage that she receives as a public school teacher, what with high
and still rising prices of basic commodities and cost of sending children to
school.
The agency owned by Rodriguez, then named Renaissance Staffing Support
Center, Inc., later renamed Great Provider Service Exporters and schemingly
placed under the names of Rodriguez’ dummies, was registered with the
Philippine Overseas Employment Administration and was able to send
dozens of teachers to Washington, D.C. despite glaring violations – lack of
work waiting for the teachers in the US or work with completely different and
exploitative terms from what was promised them.

Thousand US Dollars (USD6, 000.00), managed to sweet-talk the teachers
into giving more until their average collection ranged from Four Hundred
Thousand Pesos to Five Hundred Thousand Pesos (Php400, 000.00 to Php500,
000.00) or from USD9,500.00 to USD12,000.00. They did this by showing the
teachers some “progress” in their application by the use of altered or false
reports. Most of the teachers discovered the scheme only towards the end and
when they have already paid very substantial amount of money.
The monies paid to Rodriguez, et al. were mostly salary loans from the
Government Service Insurance System (GSIS), teachers’ associations or worse
from loan sharks. After the scheme was revealed with the arrest of Rodriguez,
the teachers like Teacher Loel, were left debt-ridden and almost with no money
to buy food for the family. To this day, they continue to pay.
Meantime, their colleagues who were sent by Rodriguez to the US obtained
T-Visas, allowing them to stay in the US for four years as long as they
testify against their trafficker. The US Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) initially pursued the case as an administrative case of “fraud in labor
contracting”, but has fast-tracked the criminal case of labor trafficking when
Rodriguez was arrested.
But Rodriguez did not stay long in Philippine jail. Since he was only
successfully charged with large scale illegal recruitment (when committed
against three or more persons individually or as a group) and not human
trafficking and since there was a handful victims of the first batch that
successfully hailed him to court, he was soon able to settle with a few victims
until there were only two, allowing him to post bail. Rodriguez is not out on
bail and is reported to have left the country and last seen in Spain.
As for the victims, they are left with no concrete government support to go
after Rodriguez and to have him brought back to the country in order to
answer for the crimes he committed. Many of them rely on support from
groups like Migrante and the National Union of Peoples’ Lawyers.
The quest for justice has just begun. The principal accused is said to be
roaming free in Spain. The teachers, like Teacher Loel, are back to teaching but
this time with very little or no take home pay. All these while the government
seems not to notice and care.

Rodriguez operated with the connivance of people based in the USA, such
as but not limited to, the lawyers who processed the teachers documents and
those who acted as middle persons between Rodriguez and school owners.
Rodriguez, et al., aware of the teachers’ financial desperation and having
succeeded in collecting from them initial payment of more or less Six
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CASE SUMMARY: CRIMINAL NEGLECT ON THE CASE OF
MARY JANE VELOSO
Name of Victim/s
Name of Accused

Nature of the
Charges
Brief Description
of Incident

Brief Description
of Incident

Mary Jane Veloso, 31, overseas Filipino worker
Maria Christina Sergio and Julius Lacanilao, and other
members of an alleged drug ring
President Benigno Simeon Aquino, Foreign Secretary
Alberto Del Rosario, and other foreign affairs officials
Human trafficking

Under a new administration that pledged to go hard on
drug syndicate, the Indonesian government scheduled
Veloso for execution in April 2015.

Criminal neglect
Sometime in April 2010, Mary Jane Veloso, a mother
of two young boys from a poor family in Nueva Ecija,
was recruited by her neighbors, spouses Maria
Christina Sergio and Julius Lacanilao to work abroad
as a domestic helper in Malaysia. In Malaysia, Veloso
was told of a change in plans, and promised a place in
Indonesia. For the trip, she was given new luggage by
African-looking men introduced to her by Sergio.

Migrante International, a migrant workers’ organization
in the Philippines, tapped the services of the National
Union of People’s Lawyers (NUPL) to carry out lastminute efforts to save Veloso. In the days leading to
the scheduled execution, Philippine embassy officials
in Jakarta consistently attempted to obstruct the
unhampered and confidential access of her Philippine
private lawyers to the Velosos, treating them mere
interlopers. Migrante and other people’s organizations
rolled out a worldwide campaign, with Indonesian
groups raising the issue directly with President Joko
Widodo

Upon her arrival at the Audisucipto International Airport
in Yogyakarta, Indonesia on April 25, 2010, Veloso was
apprehended because sewn inside the luggage was
2.6 kilograms of heroin. She was tried, convicted and
sentenced to death by the district court. Subsequently,
both the appeals court and the Supreme Court of
Indonesia affirmed her conviction in 2011.
During her trial, Veloso was provided with a courtappointed lawyer and a translator who does not speak
the English and Filipino languages. Because of the
language barrier, Veloso was not able to understand
the judicial proceedings. It was also only after her
conviction that the Philippine Embassy in Jakarta
engaged the services of a private firm to act as her
counsel.
Meanwhile in the Philippines, the Veloso family was
threatened by Sergio to keep silent, saying that she
belongs to an international drug syndicate. After a
few months, they decided to seek help from various
government offices. They traveled to the Department of
Foreign Affairs (DFA) in Manila for years and patiently
tried to communicate with the case officer provided
to them. Despite their efforts, however, they were not
given full and timely information on Veloso’s case.
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They were even rudely treated, and in one instance
were told to just give up since certain death is sure to
come to Veloso for the crime she committed. It was
Veloso herself who would bring news to her family via
long-distance phone calls. Moreover, law enforcement
authorities refused to act on the family’s complaints
against Sergio and Lacanilao for “lack of evidence.”

Location of
Incident
Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases

On April 28, 2015, the eve of the execution, the
Philippine government announced that it had exhausted
all means to save Mary Jane, including a five-minute
side meeting that President Benigno Aquino III
reportedly had with Widodo. This despite on the same
date, Sergio and Lacanilao surrendering to the police
in Nueva Ecija. With this development, the Indonesian
government granted Mary Jane reprieve just as she
was about to be executed by firing squad.
Indonesia
Date of Arrest: April 25, 2010
Incident Detention: until present
Detained and on death row in Indonesia
Sergio and Lacanilao are facing charges in court for the
crimes of large scale illegal recruitment and syndicated
estafa upon the complaints of their other victims. The
Veloso family filed separate complaints for human
trafficking, estafa and illegal recruitment against Sergio
and Lacanilao, which have just undergone preliminary
investigation before the Department of Justice.
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Annex “A”
Annex “B”
Annex “C”
Annex “D”
Annex “E”
Annex “F”

Timeline of Events by Migrante
International
Sinumpaang Salaysay of Mary Jane
Veloso dated March 31, 2015
Sinumpaang Salaysay of Celia Veloso
dated April 15, 2015
Sinumpaang Salaysay of Cesar Veloso
dated April 15, 2015
Sinumpaang Salaysay of Maritess
Laurent dated April 15, 2015
Sinumpaang Salaysay of Michael
Candelaria dated May 6, 2015

Brief Description
of Incident

Response efforts by the Aquino government went
downhill as pre-positioning of resources was illstrategized. Major communication and transportation
facilities and infrastructure were not controlled and
directed by the government, and assets and resources
like aircraft, ships and energy barges were not
deployed efficiently. Thus, immediate and significant
relief operations were done by concerned individuals
and organizations, private institutions and international
humanitarian groups which manoeuvred around
obstacles – transportation, access, assessment of
damage – cited by the government.

CASE SUMMARY: CRIMINAL NEGLIGENCE AND THE
YOLANDA TRAGEDY
Name of Victim/s

Name of Accused

Residents, especially those in underprivileged
communities, of Eastern, Central and Western Visayas,
as well as the regions of Mimaropa, Bicol, Caraga,
Northern Mindanao, Calabarzon and Davao
President Benigno Simeon Aquino III
Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin
Interior and Local Government Secretary Manuel A.
Roxas III
Social Work Secretary Corazon “Dinky” Soliman

Nature of the
Charges
Brief Description
of Incident

Local government officials in the affected provinces
Gross inefficiency (in delivery of public service)
Criminal negligence
Considered to be the world’s strongest typhoon in
recorded history, Typhoon Haiyan (local name Yolanda)
wreaked havoc upon the mid-east and southern regions
of the Philippines, with devastation maximum in the
Eastern Visayas regions of Leyte and Samar provinces.
Government figures, at its conservative best, report
as of April 2014, a total of 6,300 were killed, 1,061
persons remain missing while 28,689 were injured. It is
widely believed the death toll is as high as 10,000. Total
economic losses are estimated between $6.5 billion to
$15 billion.
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Devastation was severe in majority of the areas
because the residents were not adequately notified,
prepared, and/or evacuated by concerned officials.
Though the national disaster agency gave early
warning about the strength of the typhoon, it was not
ample enough nor ably explained and transmuted into
action plans by local officials.

Location of
Incident

Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases
ANNEXES

Relief operations of government agencies have been
portrayed even by those actually involved as slow,
low-scale, and disproportionate to the sums of money
that quickly poured into the country. This slowness
and inadequacy showcased a corrupted system and
personal motives to profit from the disaster, which
affected donor confidence in disaster response
appeals. The political bickering between Aquino’s
national government and the local government led by
the opposition Romualdez clan in Leyte, on how to
marshall the resources, aggravated the situation.
Eastern, Central and
Date of November 8,
Western Visayas, as
Incident 2014 (landfall of
well as the regions of
Typhoon Haiyan)
Mimaropa, Bicol, Caraga,
Northern Mindanao,
Calabarzon and Davao
Thousands dead, injured, missing, displaced
Legal challenge to government negligence and inaction
being explored
Annex “A” Judicial Affidavit of Dr. Efleda Bautista
(citing several sources) dated June 11, 2015
Annex “B” Concept paper of People Surge
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IV. ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND CULTURAL RIGHTS:
Submission

More importantly, these “development” or conversion activities undertaken
by the respondents were done without the required conversion order from the
DAR and the corresponding environmental compliance certificate from the
Department of Environment and Natural Resources.

CASE SUMMARY: HACIENDA LOOC

These are illustrative of utter disregard to the economic rights of the farmers
which are being sacrificed in favor of “developments” that favors only the few.

Hacienda Looc is 8,650 hectare land that is located in Nasugbu in the province
of Batangas, Philippines. It is comprised of four (4) villages namely Calayo (929
ha), Papaya (1,205 ha), Looc (4,251 ha) and Bulihan (1,393 ha). The remaining
602 hectares is located in Patungan, another village in the nearby town of
Maragondon in the province of Cavite. The place is endowed with rich natural
resources more than enough to provide its populace of more or less 10,000
farmers and fisherfolks. The hacienda has already been covered by the agrarian
reform, and portions of which have already been awarded to the farmers.
In 1986, the Hacienda was among the properties turned over to the Asset
Privatization Trust, making the impression that it was a government property,
notwithstanding the fact that the same were already awarded to farmers. It
was later on bidded out to MSDC.
Unknown to the farmers, the MSDC and SM Investment Corporation entered
into an agreement whereby the latter shall “develop” 5,800 hectares portion
of the of the 8650 hectares land in Hacienda Looc for recreation or leisure
destination purposes. The 5,800 hectares is now known as the Hamilo Coast
which is being marketed by SM Land Incorporated and developed by Costa de
Hamilo Inc. Residential condominiums, hotels and beach and country clubs
have been put up therein.
These “development” in Hacienda Looc introduced by the respondents comes
at a high price at the expense of the farmers. For at present, the farmers are
prevented from cultivating the lands they have been tilling for years. Heavily
armed security guards were deployed by the respondents in the area that
harassed farmers and prevent them from tilling the lands. The fisherfolks,
meanwhile, are prevented from fishing in the coastal area of Hamilo Coast.
The respondents closed the entrance to the cove and do not allow any
fisherman to enter the cove.
In addition, large tracts of land, mostly farmland and forests, are being cleared
to make way for the construction of golf courses, often resulting to soil erosion,
downstream flooding and landslides. To keep lawn green and velvety, two
tons of pesticides and insecticides are sprayed yearly which eventually get
washed down into the water table, irrigation systems, rivers and sea. These
pollute the waterways, and 90% of the chemicals sprayed on the course also
affect the air, posing health problems to golfers themselves, caddies and local
residents.
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CASE SUMMARY: LARGE –SCALE AND DESTRUCTIVE
MINING ACTIVITIES OF FOREIGN NATIONAL
CORPORATION OCEANIA GOLD
Oceana Gold Philippines, Inc. (used to be known as Climax Arimco Mining
Corporation, an Australian mining company) is a mining company operating
in Dipidio, Kasiba, Nueva Vizcaya, located in the northern part of Luzon,
Philippines. Dipidio is located in one of the peaks of Mamparang, a part of
Sierra Madre mountain range that straddles from the southern part of the
island of Luzon to northern Luzon. Didipio is an upland farming barangay or
community composed of nine (9) other smaller villages, in local term called
sitios – Dinauyan (Upper and Lower), Ancabo, Verona, Waterfalls, Dagupan,
Bacbacan, Surong, Camgat and Didipio proper. Prior to the mining operation
in the area, Didipio covers more than 2,000 hectares of agricultural land, forest
reserves and patches of swidden farming. It used to be that at least 700 hectares
of land were devoted for upland and wet rice agriculture. Production was
mostly for local consumption while the rest for selling in the local market.
Mining operation in the area started in 1994 when an FTAA was issued to
CAMC which initially covered 37,000 hectares traversing the provinces of
Nueva Viscaya and neighboring Quirino province. The land area would later
on increase. In 1997 after exploration, CAMC declared it has located 17 gold
and copper prospects within the 4km-orebody found in the hill of “Dinkidi”.
This hill is a significant part of the community of Didipio. At the foot of the hill
are rice farms and towards its rear, a mossy lush forest providing watershed
and hunting ground for locales. The mining company used open-cut mining
to remove the hill. Now in place of what used to be a green hill is an elaborate
network of stockpile of rock waste. What used to be green is now just all grey.
After removing the hill the mining company is currently on its way to the
depths of 825 meters to carry out block caving to extract our gold and copper.
The company estimates to extract 205,000 ounces of our gold and 36 million
pounds of copper annually for a period of 10 to 12 years. The mines are now
being operated by OGPI.
Aside from environmental degradation, the mining operation led to
displacement of the inhabitants in the area. They are being evicted from their
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lands. Residents who opposed the mining operation of OGPI are subjected to
threat and harassments. Again, peoples’ lives and economic rights are being
sacrificed in favor of the interest of foreign mining companies like OGPI

CASE SUMMARY: BLACK SAND MINING IN CAGAYAN
PROVINCE
1.

Foreign mining companies are allowed to freely engage in black sand
mining in the towns of Buguey and Gonzaga, Cagayan. The mining
activity is causing adverse environmental conditions in the area like the
following:

2.

Coastal erosion – Coastal water in Brgy. Minanga Este in Buguey, Cagayan
progressively advanved eating away the shorelin. Coastal retreat of
about 20 meters is also observed in Sitio Namuyukan, Brgy. San Jose and
Barangay Batangan, Gonzaga, Cagayan.

3.

Declined of Coastal Resources, fish catch and fish kill - Regular harvest
of shrimps, oysters and carageenan in the Buguey Lagoon in District
I Minanga Este, Gonzaga, Cagayan has declined significantly, thereby
affecting the livelihood of the local community.

4.

Land degradation – The natural landscape of the shoreline in Purok
I, Brgy. Sta. Cruz, Gonzaga, Cagayan, was altered due to the resulting
removal of vegetation.

5.

Flooding – The black sand mining activity also resulted in flooding in
cSitio Nmuyukan, Brgy. San Jose, Brgy. Calayan, Purok 7, Bargy. Batangan
all in Gonzaga, Cagayan.

6.

Health Concerns – Strong winds carry dust from the mining area to the
residential area exposing the residents to respiratory diseases. Fresh water
sources are being polluted, with residence observing foul odor emanating
from their water source similar, thereby depriving theresidents of sources
of clean water and exposing them to diseases. Noise and tremors due to
the mining activity and those produced by the vehicles and machinery
they use are bothering the residents. Sicknesses like fever, falling hair for
women and youth, and stomach ache are observed to be more prevalent
while mining activities are being undertaken.

Indeed, black sand mining is being allowed by the Government without due
regard to the welfare of the people, and notwithstanding its adverse effect to
the coastal ecosystem.

CASE SUMMARY: SAN JOSE DEL MONTE BULACAN CASE
The cases in San Jose Del Monte involves eviction of farmers. The landholdings
involved, which is more less 311 hectares, are owned by the family of Mar
Roxas, the Secretary of Department of Interior and Local Government. The
said landholdings were declared exempted from agrarian reform program and
were due for conversion as the area is the place where government Metro Rail
Transit 7 will be put up along with residential subdivision and commercial
establishment. The said MRT7 project will displace thousands of residents of
Quezon City and Caloocan City and hundreds of farmer families in San Jose
Del Monte.
The farmers affected by the project have been tilling the lands for more than
thirty years already. They have made the land productive and therefore
suitable for agrarian reform. However, the Department of Agrarian Reform
(DAR) has ordered its exemption which order was upheld by the Office of the
President even when there are enough basis for its coverage and distribution to
farmers.
At present, the case is still on appeal at the Court of Appeals but there is
little hope that the decision of the DAR and the Office of the President will be
reversed by the Court of Appeals.
Eventually, when the decision will become final and executor, the farmers will
be ordered to vacate the place. If they refuse, the landowner, the family of Mr.
Mar Roxas, will cause the demolition of their houses.

CASE SUMMARY: ENVIRONMENTAL DESTRUCTION IN
THE TUBBATAHA REEF
Name of Victim/s
Name of Accused

Filipino citizens, represented by Most Rev. Pedro D.
Arigo, vicar of Puerto Princesa, and other advocates
Scott H. Swift, Commander of the US 7th fleet
Mark A. Rice, Commanding Officer of the USS
Guardian
Benigno Simeon Aquino III, Commander-in-chief of the
Armed Forces of the Philippines, and President
Alberto F. Del Rosario, Secretary of the Department of
Foreign Affairs
Paquito Ochoa Jr., Executive Secretary to the
Philippine president
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Voltaire T. Gazmin, Secretary of the Department of
National Defense

satisfaction of any judgment against the respondents
- all US servicemen - would require remedial actions
and the appropriation of US government funds, the
Court said it had no jurisdiction over the persons of the
American Navy officers.

Ramon Jesus P. Paje, Secretary of the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources
Vice Admiral Jose Luis M. Alano, Philippine Navy Flag
Officer in Command, Armed Forces of the Philippines

Among other matters, the Court declined to review the
Visiting Forces Agreement, which was basis for the
presence of the USS Guardian in Philippine internal
waters.

Admiral Rodolfo D. Isorena, Commandant of the
Philippine Coast Guard
Maj. Gen. Virgilio O. Domingo, Commandant of the
Armed Forces of the Philippines Command

Nature of the
Charges

Brief Description
of Incident

Lt. Gen. Terry G. Robling, US Marine Corps Forces,
Pacific and Balikan 2013 Exercise Co-Director
Environmental destruction, Violation of national
sovereignty
Petition for Writ of Kalikasan with prayer for Temporary
Environmental Protection Order (TEPO)
In January 2013, the USS Guardian ship unlawfully
entered Philippine internal waters and ran aground on
the northwest side of South Shoal of the Tubbataha
Reefs and caused incalculable damage to the reef, a
protected marine park in Palawan.

Location of
Incident
Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases

The Philippine government under President Benigno
Aquino III publicly lauded the decision especially after it
was paid a measly amount in fines. It refused to pursue
criminal, civil, or administrative in local or international
courts to assert sovereignty and environmental
protection and conservation rights.
Tubbataha Reef, Palawan Date of January 17,
Incident 2013
Philippine government was paid P87 million in damages
Petition for writ of kalikasan dismissed by the Supreme
Court

The USS Guardian was completely removed by March
30, 2013. In April, a petition for writ of kalikasan was
filed by concerned citizens, environmentalists and
secroral groups, in representation of minors and
generations yet unborn, praying for reliefs under the
Tubbataha Reefs Natural Park (TRNP) Act of 2009
or Republic Act No. 10067, judiciary-created rules for
environmental suits, and international environmental
law.
The petition invoked protection rules for Tubbataha,
and demanded payment of fines and larger damages
in accordance with US SC-implemented computations,
the review of provisions of the military-backed Visiting
Forces Agreement (VFA), and the setting of guidelines
for presence of US troops, equipment, and facilities in
relation to their environmental footprint.
Five months after, on September 16, 2014, the
Supreme Court unanimously dismissed the petition
saying primarily the suit cannot prosper as it is against
the US, which is protected by immunity. Because the
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V. RIGHT TO SELF-DETERMINATION

On January 3, 2011, the US government through
President Barack Obama announced its strategic pivot
towards Asia as laid out in the document “Sustaining
US Global Leadership, Priorities for 21st Century
Defense”. With its pivot strategy, the US seeks to
redeploy 60% of its warships to Asia.

CASE SUMMARY: ENHANCED DEFENSE COOPERATION
AGREEMENT
Name of Victim/s
Name of Accused

Nature of the
Charges
Brief Description
of Incident

The Filipino people
President Benigno S. Aquino III, Defense Sec. Voltaire
Gazmin, Philippine Armed Forces Chief of Staff
Emmanuel Bautista, other Philippine Officials involved
in the negotiation of the agreement, US Government
Represented by Barack Obama, US Ambassador to the
Philippines Philip Goldberg
Violation of the right against colonial domination;
violation of the right against self-determination; violation
of the right against peaceful possession of territory;
violation of the rights to be free from nuclear weapons
The first US military troops arrived in the Philippines at
the turn of the 19th century after the US acquired the
Philippines through the Treaty of Paris. Soon after the
Philippine-American War broke out and an estimated
126,000 US military troops arrived in the Philippines to
quell the rebellion.
Military bases to house its troops were maintained
by the US in different parts of its new colony. After
the Philippines declared independence from the US
after World War II, the US maintained its military
bases in the Philippines through the Military Bases
Agreement. Shortly after, in 1951, the Philippine and
US government entered into another agreement –
the Mutual Defense Treaty (MDT) which provided for
mutual defense against external armed attack.
The US continued to operate and maintain its bases in
the Philippines – including the two largest US military
bases outside its mainland – Subic Naval Base and
Clark Airbase – until 1991 when the Philippines Senate
rejected the extension of the presence of US military
bases.

On April 28, 2014 the Philippine Secretary of Defense
and US Ambassador to the Philippines signed the
Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement (EDCA).
The text of EDCA reveals that is essentially a basing
agreement that gives the US military the authority to
build facilities anywhere in the Philippines in so-called
“Agreed Locations”, rent free and its use of utilities tax
free. EDCA also allows US military troops, civilians
and contractors to conduct a wide range of activities
from training and support to prepositioning of weapons,
materiel and equipment and deployment of forces and
equipment.
Furthermore, EDCA virtually gives immunity to US
military personnel and contractors and is far more
encompassing in terms of privileges than the VFA
which provides custody to US military authorities of
US military personnel under trial for a criminal offense
committed in the Philippines.

Location of
Incident
Status of Victim
Status of the
Cases

Lastly, a plain reading of the text will reveal that the
EDCA contains provisions and grants rights and
privileges to US military that are not covered by
previous treaties, specifically the MDT and VFA. This
is contrary to the constitutional prohibition on the
presence of foreign military bases, troops or facilities
without Senate concurrence.
Philippines
Date of April 28, 2014
Incident
Not applicable
A petition was filed on May 27, 2014 questioning the
constitutionality of EDCA. It is now submitted for
resolution.

On May 27, 1999, the Philippine Senate ratified the RPUS Visiting Forces Agreement (VFA) which defined the
treatment of visiting US troops who participated in joint
military exercises.
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CASE SUMMARY: US GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION IN
THE MAMASAPANO ENCOUNTER
On January 25, 2015, residents of Bgy. Tukanalipao, Mamasapano in the
province of Maguindanao in Mindanao reported an encounter between
government forces and Moro secessionist group that led to the death of more
than 44 Special Action Forces of the Philippine National Police (PNP-SAF),
more than 18 elements of the Moro Islamic Liberation Front - Bangsamoro
Islamic Armed Forces (MILF-BIAF) and scores of civilians, including an eightyear old girl. The encounter also caused the displacement of civilians in the
community.
The group Suara Bangsamoro (Voice of the Moro People) led the initial
investigation to gather reports of human rights violations, including violations
against the existing ceasefire agreement between the Government of the
Philippines (GPH) and the MILF. During their investigation, it was found that
several residents reported seeing American soldiers accompanying Filipino
troops during the combat operation, and a Caucasian-looking man among the
dead SAF operatives during retrieval operations. Media reporters who covered
the retrieval operations also reported US soldiers hauling bodies to their
helicopters during retrieval operations. US drones were moreover seen by the
residents roving in the community at least a week before the encounter.
These reports were likewise gathered in the fact-finding mission conducted
on February 11-13, 2015, the results of which were announced in a press
conference and submitted to Philippine Congress with the recommendation of
conducting a separate investigation on the participation of US government and
its troops in the Mamasapano encounter

ACTUAL FLOW OF PROCEEDINGS
DAY 1
8:49 AM

8:50 AM

8:53 AM

Thursday, July 16, 2015
Opening by Convenors
Mr. Peter Murphy, International Coalition for Human Rights in
the Philippines
Acknowledgment of Guests and Observers
Mr. Paul Quintos, IBON International, Head of the Philippines
Coordinating Secretariat, IPT 2015
Video excerpts from the Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal
Second Session on the Philippines, The Hague, the
Netherlands, March 2007 (PPT2)

9:08 AM

Dr. Angie M. Gonzales, International Coalition for Human
Rights in the Philippines, Head of the International
Coordinating Secretariats, PPT2 & IPT2015
Convening of the International Peoples’ Tribunal 2015

9:10 AM

Atty. Jeanne Mirer, International Association of Democratic
Lawyers
Entry of Panel of Jurors		

9:15 AM

Introduction of Panel of Jurors
Atty. Vanessa Lucas, National Lawyers Guild of the United
States of America
Call to Order by Head Juror

9:16 AM

Atty. Azadeh Shahshahani
Reading of Case Title by the Deputy Clerk of Court

9:17 AM
9:20 AM

Ms. Judith Mirkinson
Appearances of Parties and Counsels
Proof of Service of Indictment

9:22 AM

Atty. Vanessa Lucas, on behalf of the Conveners
Reading of Abstract of Indictment

9:26 AM

Atty. Edre U. Olalia, Head Clerk of Court
Opening statement by Chief Prosecutor, Atty Ramsey
Clark
read by Atty. Ephraim Cortez, National Union of Peoples’
Lawyers
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Charge One:
Gross violations of human rights, particularly civil and political
rights, with focus on extrajudicial killings, disappearances,
assacres, torture, arbitrary arrests and detentions as well as other
vicious, brutal and systematic abuses and attacks on the basic
democratic rights of the people.
9:34 AM
Amaryllis Hilao Enriquez, former Secretary General, currently
Chairperson of KARAPATAN (Alliance for the Advancement
of Peoples’ Rights)

9:52 AM

2:14 PM
2:20 PM

Expert witness: Overview of the human right situation
and the prevailing impunity in the Philippines
Aurora Santiago, Secretary General of PAMANA, a peasant
organization; common-law-wife of victim, Willem Geertman

10:08 PM

On the Extra-judicial Killing of Wilhelmus Johannes
Joseph Lutz Geertman or Willem Geertman (July 3, 2013)
Corazon Capalla, wife of victim, Romeo Capalla

10:40 AM

On the Extra-judicial Killing of Romeo Capalla (March 15,
2014)
Break
Rolly Panesa (in Manila via live-video-feed)

10:58 AM

On his own abduction and torture (October 5, 2012 to
August 30, 2013)
Lilia Devero (via pre-recorded video deposition)

11:27 AM
11:31 AM

On the abduction (July 19, 2011) and continued Enforced
Disappearances of MICHAEL CELESTE, GERALD
ABALE and JULLY DEVERO
Intermission: Desaparecidos Music Video
Zara Alvarez (in Manila via live-video-feed)

11:48 AM
1:31 PM
1:32 PM

On illegal arrest, detention and filing of trumped-up
charges
Break for Lunch
Court resumes session
Bishop Solito K. Toquero

1:50 PM

2:07 PM
2:10 PM

On the obstruction and violent dispersal of a large and
broad group of rallyists, with permit on hand, who had
marched near the Philippine Congress
Atty. Maria Catherine Dannug Salucon

2:29 PM

Spoken Word by Melanie Dulfo
Datu Mansimuy-at (via pre-recorded video deposition)
Intimidation and Forced Evacuations of whole
communities Talaingod, Davao del Norte
Due to technical difficulties, Case Summary was read and
submitted instead
Prosecution requested to present additional expert witness,
Sr. Ma. Famita N. Somogod, MSM, Coordinator of the
Rural Missionaries of the Philippines - Northern Mindanao
Region (RMP-NMR), to answer questions from the jury
regarding the specific situation of the indigenous people’s
communities in Mindanao, their resistance to mining and
other large corporate plunder of their land and resources, use
of military and para-military units to continuously harass 		
and silence those opposing the entry of these multinational
companies into their territories
Datu Mansuladlad (pre-recorded video deposition in local
language, translated to English during the session)

2:51 PM
3:13 PM
3:15 PM

Intimidation and Forced Evacuations of whole
communities
Balit, San Luis, Agusan del Sur
Request to present expert witness, Ms. Amirah Ali Lidasan,
National President of Suara Bangsamoro (Voice of the Moro
People), member of Kalinaw (Peace) - Mindanao, to provide
additional testimony on the use of the “Investment Defense 		
Units” against the indigenous peoples in Mindanao
Break
Call to Order
Bandam Dumanglay (via pre-recorded video deposition)

3:28 PM

Intimidation and Forced Evacuations of whole
communities, including children and minors (Sitio
Mintake-I, Brgy Lydia in La Paz, Agusan del Sur)
Earl John Antivo (via pre-recorded video deposition)

2:45 PM

Strafing of civilians (including children) by soldiers
from the Bravo Co. of the 71st Infantry Battalion of the
Philippine Army, April 3, 2013

On Threats, Harassment and Intimidation of Human
Rights Defenders and Activists
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3:45 PM

Cynthia Jaramillo

4:13 PM

On violations of International Humanitarian Law on the
conduct of war by the Armed Forces of the Philippines’
41st Infantry Battalion, Northern Luzon Command at
Lacub, Abra (August 14 to September 26, 2014)
Bonifacio Ilagan

4:37 PM

On the exclusion or so-called “delisting” of martial law
human rights victims from getting compensation
Marie-Hilao Enriquez

4:48 PM
4:51 PM

Additional testimony on the exclusion or so-called
“delisting” of martial law human rights victims from
getting compensation
Intermission: Poem by Melanie Dulfo
Raymond Manalo

5:25 PM

On his own abduction, torture and detention without
charges, and as witness to the torture of Sherlyn
Cadapan, Karen Empeno and Manuel Merino, who were
also abducted and remain missing up to this time.
Melissa Roxas

6:18 PM

On her own abduction and torture ( May 19, 2009 in
Tarlac, Philippines)
Motion to Adjourn
Recess until 8:00 am, July 17, 2015
Charge Two:

Gross and systematic violations of human rights, particularly
economic, social and cultural rights of the Filipino people through
the imposition of neo-liberal “free market” globalization to exploit
the people; transgression of their economic sovereignty and
plunder of their national patrimony and economy; and attacks on the
people’s livelihoods and the destruction of the environment.
DAY 2
Friday, July 17, 2015
8:15 AM
Call to Order by Head Juror
8:16 AM

Atty. Azadeh Shahshahani
Jose Enrique Africa, Executive Director of IBON Foundation,
Philippines and fellow of the Center for People Empowerment
in Governance (CenPEG) and the Center for Anti-Imperialist
Studies (CAIS)
Expert witness: The general socio-economic situation
of the Philippines
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8:53 AM

9:26 AM

9:51 AM

10:08 AM
10:26 AM

10:42 AM

11:20 AM
11:24 AM

11:42 AM
1:10 PM

Rafael Mariano, founding general secretary of the
Kilusang Magbubukid ng Pilipinas (Peasant Movement
of the Philippines or KMP), a major peasant center in the
Philippines; the incumbent representative of Anakpawis
party-list in the Philippine House of Representatives.
On the case of Hacienda Luisita, a landholding with an
area of more than 6,000 hectares owned by the family of
the incumbent President, Defendant Aquino
Marietta Corpuz, peasant and member of the indigenous
people in the area being dispossessed of their land and
ancestral domain
On the issue of landgrabbing that happened in a
province called Aurora, on the mid-east coast of the
Philippines
Ariel Casilao, union leader (in Manila via live-video-feed)
On the violation on the rights of workers to unionize in
Dole Stanfilco, a multinational company whose majority
share is owned by a US Company and a Japanese
Company named Itochu Corporation
Break
Ryan Lariba (in Manila via live-video-feed)
On large-scale and destructive mining activities of
foreign transnational corporations in the Philippines
particularly by mining company Glencore-XstrataSaguittarius Mines in Mindanao, southern Philippines.
Atty. Neri Javier Colmenares, a human rights lawyer,
progressive lawmaker, and presently the Senior Deputy
Minority Leader of the Philippine House of 			
Representatives
On the onerous power rate hikes and illegal rate hikes
for mass
transportation in the Philippines.
Spoken Word by Elaine Villasper
Estrelita Bagasbas (in Manila via live-video-feed) an urban
poor leader living in Quezon City in the National Capital
Region
On the state of poor urban dwellers and settlers in the
Philippines
Break
Cultural song presentation by BAYAN Seattle
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Sean Velchez (in Manila via live-video-feed). head nurse
of the spinal unit at the Philippine Orthopedic Center and
president of the hospital’s employees’ union,

1:41 PM

On the impending privatization of the abovementioned
hospital
Atty. Neri Javier Colmenares

2:08 PM
2:12 PM

On the so-called pork barrel system in the Philippines
and the illegal appropriation, use, disbursement and
corruption of public funds and its impact on the socioeconomic rights and interest of the Filipino people
Video on Jonas Burgos
Ms. Loel Naparato

2:43 PM

On Defendant Philippine government’s ineptitude and
callousness in providing protection to Filipino migrant
workers in distress
Maritess Veloso - Laurente (in Manila via live-video-feed)

3:19 PM
3:27 PM

On Defendant Philippine government’s ineptitude and
callousness in providing support to Filipino migrant
workers in distress and their families.
Video Presentation on Super Typhoon Haiyan
Dr. Efleda Bautista, Chairperson PeopleSurge

3:28 PM

On the liability of the Defendant Aquino and Defendant
Philippine government for what she called as the
criminal negligence for the deaths of thousands
of people as a result of supertyphoon Yolanda,
internationally known as Haiyan.
Break
Charge Three:

Gross and systematic violations of the rights of the people to
national self-determination and liberation through the imposition
of the US war of terror and US military intervention; as well as
the perpetration of crimes against humanity and war crimes;
misrepresentations of the people’s right to national liberation and
self-determination as “terrorism” and the baseless “terrorist” listing
of individuals, organizations and other entities by the US and other
governments

4:12 PM

4:56 PM

5:23 PM

5:57 PM

6:19 PM

6:38 PM
6:43 PM
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Marjorie Cohn, law professor in the US and as the records
show is a reputable author of books on US policies and
practices in violation of human and peoples’ rights
Expert witness on the framework and context of the
Third Charge
Liza Maza (in Manila via live-video-feed), co-chairperson of
Makabayan, a coalition of progressive political parties and
groups in the Philippines. She is a feminist activist and a
nationalist. She is formerly a congressional representative
of partylists Bayan Muna (People First) and Gabriela
Women’s Party. She is chairperson of the International
Women’s Alliance, a global alliance of grassroots women’s
organizations
On the military agreements between the Defendant
governments and their effects on the Filipino people
Prof. Dante Simbulan, former colonel of the Armed Forces of
the Philippines. Mr. Simbulan taught at UP, Ateneo de Manila,
PUP, and Maryknoll College. He also lectured at Montgomery
College, USA and several universities in Canada. He was
also former Executive Director of the Church Coalition for
Human Rights in the Philippines based in Washington,
D.C. Mr. Simbulan was a political prisoner of the Marcos
dictatorship.
Expert Witness: On his knowledge and analysis of the
relationship between the counterinsurgency programs
of Defendant governments
Amirah Ali Lidasan, Muslim woman leader based in Mindanao
and National President of Suara Bangsamoro (Voice of the
Moro People). She has been involved in the struggle of the
Moro people and has participated in a fact-finding mission on
the human rights violations against civilians and the reported 		
involvement of US troops in the incident.
On the infamous “Mamasapano” incident and the
involvement of the Defendant governments
Luis Jalandoni (via pre-recorded video deposition), chief
international representative of the NDFP. He is also a
member of its National Executive Committee. He was a
political prisoner during the time of Marcos and now lives 		
in exile in the Netherlands
Submission of additional cases by Atty. Jill Santos
Summation by Atty. Jobert Pahilga
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6:51 PM
DAY 3
3:45 PM
3:47 PM
5:00 PM

ANNEX

Participants to the Tribunal

Close of the hearing sessions
		
Recess until 2:00 pm, July 18, 2015
Saturday, July 18, 2015
Appearances of Parties and Counsels
Reading of the Verdict
Conclusion of the IPT 2015 Session

Convenors:
►► International Coalition for Human Rights in the Philippines (ICHRP)
►► International Association of Democratic Lawyers
►► National Lawyers Guild
►► IBON International

Endorsers:
►► A.N.S.W.E.R. Coalition-Act Now to Stop War & End Racism
►► Arab Resource and Organizing Committee
►► Asian Human Rights Commission
►► Beaconsfield Initiative
►► CAL PAC TASKFORCE
►► CODE PINK
►► Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front Youth (JFMLN)
►► Fuerza Mundial Global (FMG)
►► International League of Peoples’ Struggles (ILPS)
►► ITCPM (International Tribunal of Conscience of Peoples in Movement)
►► International Action Center
►► Law Union of Ontario (Canada)
►► Mining Justice Alliance (MJA-Vancouver, BC)
►► Peace for Life Network
►► Torture Abolition & Survivors Support Coalition
►► United National Anti-war Coalition
►► UMC California – Pacific Taskforce on the Philippines
►► Union of Progressive Iranians

Individuals:
►► Prof. Øystein Tveter, Juror of the Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal Second
Session on the Philippines
►► Prof. Ties Prakken, Juror of the Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal Second Session
on the Philippines
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►► Rev. Shaun Fryday, Beaconsfiled Initiative
►► Bill Fletcher

Independent Observer:
The Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal as represented by Prof. Gill Boehringer

The International Coordinating Secretariat:
1.

Angie M. Gonzales: Coordinator, ICHRP – head

2.

Katrina Abarcar: Member, ICHRP Global Council (USA)

3.

Bern Jagunos: Deputy Secretary, ICHRP Global Council (Canada)

4.

Peter Murphy: General Secretary, ICHRP Global Council (Australia)

Panel of People’s Prosecutors:

The Philippines Coordinating Secretariat:

In Washington D.C., USA:

1.

Paul Quintos: IBON International – head

1.

Chief People’s Prosecutor Ramsey Clark (USA)

2.

Edre U. Olalia: National Union of Peoples’ Lawyers

2.

Ephraim B. Cortez (Philippines)

3.

3.

Jobert I. Pahilga (Philippines)

Elisa Tita Lubi: Karapatan (Alliance for the Advancement of Peoples’
Rights)

4.

Sandra Jill S. Santos (Philippines)

4.

Anie dela Fuente: Ecumenical Voice for Human Rights and Peace

5.

Maria Kristina C. Conti (Philippines)

5.

6.

Janne B. Baterna (Philippines)

Cristina Palabay: Karapatan (Alliance for the Advancement of Peoples’
Rights)

7.

Angela L. Trinidad (Philippines)

6.

Rey Claro Casambre: Philippine Peace Center

8.

Brian Campbell (USA)

9.

Guy-Lin Beaudoin (Canada)

In Manila, Philippines

Clerk of Court: Edre U. Olalia
Deputy Clerk of Court: Judith Mirkinson

10. Rachel Pastores (Philippines)
11. Julian F. Oliva (Philippines)
12. Carlos A. Montemayor Jr. (Philippines)
13. Minerva F. Lopez (Philippines)
14. Josalee S. Deinla (Philippines)
In the provinces of the Philippines
15. Jose Begil Jr. (Philippines)
16. Benjamin Ramos (Philippines)
In Brussels, Belgium
17. Jan Fermon (Belgium)
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presenting their cases before the tribunal in Washington DC and in Manila;
and last but not the least, (4) to the millions of struggling Filipino people who
continue to resist imperialist plunder even while facing brutal oppression and
suppression by the ruling elite in the country, this is for you!
Uphold People’s Rights! Work for Peace! Fight for Justice!
Build solidarity and resistance with the people of the Philippines and the
world!

TEN THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED
Elaine Villasper-Dizon
Ten thousand eight hundred pages
Ten thousand eight hundred pieces of paper
bound together by three ring binders
Bursting through the spine
Straining its covers
Heavy to carry
Overwhelming just to see
Flip through every page
Thumb the words that are printed
Until the ink rubs off and stains your fingers
black
Recite the bolded names that the pages hold
So that you may give them wings
To fly off the stark white surface
And perhaps, just perhaps,
They may reach the heavens
And land amongst the stars
Ten thousand eight hundred
Sheets that summarize
The suffering
That summarize
The anguish
That summarize
The loss
Of a family
Of a people
Of a nation
How can ten thousand eight hundred pages
Possibly contain their cries for justice
How can it hold their rivers of tears
How can simple sheets of paper
Bear the weight of a rumbling revolution
That seeks to burst through every page
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Witness the burden that
Ten thousand eight hundred pages of
oppression
Bears upon a people
Written in the blood of their dead
And the tears of their children
But as we speak
A new chapter is being written with
Pages of resistance
Pages of hope
Pages that tend to the wounds enflicted
By ten thousand eight hundred papercuts of
brutality
Pages of militant perseverance
To unshackling the chains of domination
Pages of a love so pure
That it may cleanse the filth of exploitation
Pages that feed hunger
Pages that quenches thirst
Pages that wipe the sweat off the brow of
fatigue
Pages that chronicles the power of a people
Determined to forge a future they may call
their own
These pages will hold the promise
Of a tomorrow so bright
So beautiful
So free
That we may look forward to
Ten thousand eight hundred and one.
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